City of Port Moody
Special Council (Committee of the Whole)
Agenda
July 21, 2020
5:00 pm
Council Chambers
100 Newport Drive, Port Moody
Pages
1.

Call to Order

2.

General Matters
2.1

Resolution to Go Into Finance Committee
Recommendation:
THAT Council go into Finance Committee.

3.

Finance Committee
3.1

2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff
Report: Finance and Technology Department – Financial Services Division,
dated June 12, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT the 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines be approved as recommended
in the report dated June 12, 2020 from the Finance and Technology
Department – Financial Services Division regarding 2021-2025 Financial Plan
Guidelines for Staff;
AND THAT the Port Moody Police Board be informed of the 2021 Financial
Plan Guidelines.
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3.2

Transitioning to a Mobile Workforce

36

Report: Finance and Technology Department – Information Services Division,
dated July 2, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT the Information Services operating budget be increased by $33,000 in
2021 and $37,000 in 2022 to facilitate the purchase of Office 365 subscriptions
as part of the 2020 City computer replacements as recommended in the report
dated July 2, 2020 from the Finance and Technology Department – Information
Services Division regarding Transitioning to a Mobile Workforce.
3.3

Alfred Howe Trail - Geotechnical Repairs

42

Report: Environment and Parks Department – Parks Division, dated July 3,
2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT a capital project be established with a total budget of $85,000 funded
from the Asset Reserve – Parks Envelope for completion of urgent slope
repairs as recommended in the report dated July 3, 2020 from the Environment
and Parks Department – Parks Division regarding Alfred Howe Trail –
Geotechnical Repairs.
3.4

2020 Integrated Homicide Investigation Team (IHIT) Overpayment Credit

62

Memo: Port Moody Police Board, dated July 7, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT the transfer of the credit for overpayment of IHIT expense incurred to
December 31, 2019 from the Port Moody Police Department to the City of Port
Moody be approved as recommended in the memo dated July 7, 2020 from the
Port Moody Police Board regarding 2020 Integrated Homicide Investigation
Team (IHIT) Overpayment Credit.
3.5

Contract Awards Over $200,000 – January to June 2020
Memo: Finance and Technology Department – Corporate Purchasing and Risk
Management Division, dated June 26, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT the memo dated June 26, 2020 from the Finance and Technology
Department – Corporate Purchasing and Risk Management Division regarding
Contract Awards Over $200,000 – January to June 2020 be received for
information.
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4.

Rise and Report
4.1

Adoption of Finance Committee Report
Recommendation:
THAT the recommendations approved at the Finance Committee meeting of
July 21, 2020 be ratified.

5.

Public Input

6.

General Matters
6.1

Resolution to Go Into Committee of the Whole
Recommendation:
THAT Council go into Committee of the Whole.

7.

Committee of the Whole
7.1

Affordable Housing Related Initiatives

66

Presentation: Cooperative Housing Federation of BC
Presentation: SHARE Family and Community Services
Memo: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division,
dated June 29, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT the memo dated June 29, 2020 from the Planning and Development
Department – Policy Planning Division regarding Affordable Housing Related
Initiatives be received for information.
7.2

Climate Action Plan
Presentation: Policy Planning Division
Report: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division,
dated June 22, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT Council adopt the Climate Action Plan as recommended in the report
dated June 22, 2020 from the Planning and Development Department – Policy
Planning Division regarding Climate Action Plan;
AND THAT staff be directed to report back with a Two-Year Funding and
Implementation Strategy for priority actions.
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7.3

Planning for Extreme Heat Preparedness

193

Report: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division,
dated July 8, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT staff be directed to proceed with the Short-term Approach for Summer
2020 outlined in the report dated July 8, 2020 from the Planning and
Development Department – Policy Planning Division regarding Planning for
Extreme Heat Preparedness.
8.

Rise and Report
8.1

Adoption of Committee of the Whole Report
Recommendation:
THAT the recommendations approved at the Committee of the Whole meeting
of July 21, 2020 be ratified.

9.

Legislative Matters
9.1

Adoption of Housing Agreement Bylaw, No. 3196

201

Memo: Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services Division, dated
July 15, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196 (31053113 St. Johns Street) be now adopted as recommended in the memo dated
July 15, 2020 from the Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services
Division regarding Adoption of Housing Agreement Bylaw, No. 3196.
9.2

Draft MTIA Bylaw Amendment - Referral from Closed Council
Memo: Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services Division, dated
July 14, 2020
Recommendation(s):
THAT Municipal Ticket Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment
Bylaw No. 1, 2020, No. 3271 be read a first, second, and third time as
recommended in the memo dated July 14, 2020 from the Corporate Services
Department – Legislative Services Division regarding Draft MTIA Bylaw
Amendment – Referral from Closed Council.

10.

Adjournment
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Date:
June 12, 2020
Submitted by: Finance and Technology Department – Financial Services Division
Subject:
2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff

Purpose
To present the 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for staff in preparation of the 2021-2025
Five-Year Financial Planning process (Attachment 1).

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT the 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines be approved as recommended in the
report dated June 12, 2020 from the Finance and Technology Department – Financial
Services Division regarding 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff;
AND THAT the Port Moody Police Board be informed of the 2021 Financial Plan
Guidelines.

Background
Each year, the Financial Services Division prepares guidelines for staff as they begin work on
the next Five-Year Financial Plan. The Guidelines form the basis for the 2021-2025 Five-Year
Financial Plan, set the preliminary working tax increase, allocate operating budget increases to
each division, establish a preliminary timeline for the budget process, and provide general
guidance to staff drafting their budgets.

Discussion
Budget Targets
City staff will be instructed to submit an Operating Budget for 2021 not exceeding an increase of
$829,000; the Port Moody Police Board will be informed of a $281,000 budget increase target
set by Council. This increase includes an additional $222,000 (0.50%) to fund the final portion
of the Employer Health Tax, downloaded onto municipalities in 2019. The initial draft financial
plan will include items removed from the 2020 Financial Plan, totalling $873,000, based on
previous committee direction (FC(C)20/033). The total operating budget target is $1,983,000
(4.47%).
As in previous years, the preliminary 2021 budget will also include a $444,000 increase for the
Asset Renewal Levy (estimated to represent a 1% tax increase). The combined increase totals
$2,427,000, currently estimated to represent a 5.47% tax increase.
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Approved Target Tax Increase ($)

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Operating – General Government

829,081

703,574

728,546

751,604

777,518

Operating – Police

280,919

236,426

245,454

254,396

264,482

Reinstated 2020 Reductions

873,000

-

-

-

-

Capital – Asset Renewal

444,000

470,000

487,000

503,000

521,000

2,427,000

1,410,000

1,461,000

1,509,000

1,563,000

Total

It is estimated that the proposed $2,427,000 increase to the 2020 budget will equate to the
following tax increases as a percentage over 2020:
Approved Target Tax Increase (%)

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Operating – General Government

1.87%

1.50%

1.50%

1.49%

1.49%

Operating – Police

0.63%

0.50%

0.50%

0.51%

0.51%

Reinstated 2020 Reductions

1.97%

-

-

-

-

Capital – Asset Renewal

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

Total

5.47%

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

The budget targets above do not include growth, new revenues, or the provision of additional
services (expenses), which are unknown or cannot be reasonably estimated at this time.
Budget Timeline
The proposed timeline for the 2021-2025 Five-Year Financial Plan includes accelerated
approval of the City’s capital plan. The capital plan will be reviewed with the committee prior to
the winter break, ensuring all capital projects can begin in January 2021 and eliminating the
need for pre-approvals. If there is a need for additional capital approval later in the budget
process, staff will bring forward an additional report.
The budget Town Hall meeting is scheduled for February 2, 2021. The style and location of the
Town Hall will be determined closer to the date. The public health conditions and guidance at
that time will determine how the Town Hall will take place. The broader budget consultation will
remain open for an additional two weeks to allow time for members of the community to provide
feedback in the 2021 plan.
Budget deliberations will occur with the Finance Committee through the winter and spring of
2021, with first three readings of the Five-Year Financial Plan Bylaw and the corresponding
2021 Tax Rates Bylaw at Regular Council on April 27, 2021. Adoption of the Bylaws is
scheduled for May 11, 2021. A detailed budget timeline can be found in Appendix 3 of the
Guidelines.

Other Option(s)
That staff report back with additional information as requested by the committee.
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Financial Implications
There are no direct financial implications associated with approving the Financial Plan
Guidelines. Financial implications pertaining to the 2021-2025 Financial Plan are discussed in
the discussion section of this report.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
The budget guidelines are included in the Five-Year Financial Plan document that is available
on the City’s website.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
The Financial Plan Guidelines align with Council’s strategic priority of Exceptional Service and
Council’s objective to provide the public with transparent and open government, and
opportunities to provide input on City issues.

Attachment(s)
1. 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff.

Report Author
Tyson Ganske, CPA, CGA
Manager of Financial Planning
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:

2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff.docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - 2021-2025 Financial Plan Guidelines for Staff.pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jul 13, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Paul Rockwood, General Manager of Finance and Technology - Jul 10, 2020 - 8:41 AM
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 10, 2020 - 10:33 AM
Rosemary Lodge, Manager of Communications and Engagement - Jul 12, 2020 - 4:40 PM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 13, 2020 - 11:11 AM
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2021 – 2025 Financial Plan
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Message from the Chief Financial Officer
The Community Charter mandates that City Council provide services, laws, and other matters for the
community’s benefit, and also provide financial stewardship over its finances, assets, and resources.
Strategically planning the delivery of City services and other matters of community benefit is essential to proper
and sustainable allocation of scarce resources. To this end, the City develops a number of strategic service plans
that not only set service levels and allocate resources, but are integrated and aligned.
City Council starts the strategic planning process by drafting their Strategic Plan, which sets the high level goals
and objectives for the community. City management develops departmental work plans, as business planning
tools for staff to accomplish the goals and objectives of Council. The last part in the strategic planning process is
the Financial Plan which allocates the funds and resources to complete the work plans and business plan tasks.
While the Strategic Plan sets out the goals and objectives of Council, Council acknowledges they cannot be
achieved at all costs. Financial sustainability is an important goal of City Council, and it is recognized that the
goals and objectives must be balanced with the ability to pay. As such, Council adopted a Long‐Term Strategic
Financial Framework (LTSFF). The LTSFF identifies financial principles that will help guide the City towards a
financially sustainable future. The LTSFF will help guide the preparation of the City’s budget.
The City also develops a number of Master Plans to help define the City’s vision and shape strategic direction in
particular areas. The Five‐Year Financial Plan should incorporate these master plans and ensure we are
appropriately providing financial resources where they are required. Recent master plans include the
TransPortMoody Master Transportation Plan (MTP), the Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Arts and
Culture Master Plan.
Due to the COVID‐19 pandemic, Council made reductions to the 2020 budget in an effort to ease the burden on
tax payers. As a result, the 2021 tax rate increase may be higher to include the many services that were
removed. Council provided direction to include the items removed in 2020 back into the budget in 2021 (see
Appendix 2).
Budget Approach
To ensure that the City is providing stewardship over the City’s finances, assets, and resources, departments
should adopt a zero‐based budget approach (budget what you need to deliver the service). Please review what
was spent versus what was budgeted for the last three years. Operating budget templates will include the prior
three years of budgets and three years of actual revenues and expenditures for you to quickly and easily
reference. Involve City staff throughout the budget planning process. Staff at all levels have good suggestions
that can be incorporated in to the Financial Plan.
While you are completing your Financial Plan, ask the hard questions:
 Is this the best way of doing business? Is this process still required?
 What is of best value for the City, hiring someone or paying a contract fee?
 Would a multi‐year contract be more economical than buying when needed?
 Could this service be shared with another municipality or agency?
 Are fees competitive and/or reasonable?
I look forward to working with all departments in developing the 2021‐2025 Five‐Year Financial Plan.
Sincerely,
Paul Rockwood, CPA, CGA, CRM
3|Page
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Budget Targets
In order to accurately calculate tax rate increases, staff will propose a total dollar increase to the Financial Plan.
This can then be estimated as a percentage tax increase.
Due to the nature of the property tax system in British Columbia, using assessed values and Mill Rates, approval
of a total dollar increase is the only accurate way to ensure the City collects the funds required to balance the
budget.
Council provided direction to staff to submit a maximum operating budget for the years 2021‐2025 of a
$1,983,000 operating tax increase, excluding the asset levy increase of $444,000 to fund major capital asset
renewal and replacement.
Approved Target Tax Increase ($)

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Operating – General Government*

829,000

703,600

728,500

751,600

777,500

Operating – Police*

281,000

236,400

245,500

254,400

264,500

Reinstated 2020 Reductions

873,000

‐

‐

‐

‐

Capital – Asset Renewal

444,000

470,000

487,000

503,000

521,000

2,427,000

1,410,000

1,461,000

1,509,000

1,563,000

Total

* Includes year 3 of 3 phase in of the Employer Health Tax ($222,000)

These total dollar increases are estimated to represent the following percentage increases.
Approved Target Tax Increase (%)

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Operating – General Government*

1.87%

1.50%

1.50%

1.49%

1.49%

Operating – Police*

0.63%

0.50%

0.50%

0.51%

0.51%

Reinstated 2020 Reductions

1.97%

‐

‐

‐

‐

Capital – Asset Renewal

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

1.00%

Total

5.47%

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

3.00%

* Includes year 3 of 3 phase in of the Employer Health Tax (0.50%)

In order to achieve the targeted $1,983,000 operating tax increase, Financial Services staff have calculated the
maximum department allocation of the available dollar increase over 2020. Please note final targets may
change if responsibility for initiatives and corresponding funding are transferred between divisions.
Detailed budget targets by division can be found in Appendix 1.
Departments must submit a budget based on 2020 service levels within the allocation provided in the table
above. Once you have completed the zero‐based budget, it is expected that departments will not use any
surplus funds remaining from the above allocations.
New Services will be identified in the Financial Plan for Council’s consideration and deliberation including
services removed in 2020 as a result of COVID‐19 budget reductions. See New Services Section for additional
information and Appendix 2 for a detailed list of the 2020 service reductions.
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Budget Timeline
The budget planning process timeline nearly spans the entire year. Guidelines and templates will be distributed
in July and will be due back to the Financial Planning team in September (capital and operating).
In line with past practice, the Utility budgets will be reviewed and deliberated prior to the general fund budgets
to ensure they are approved and their corresponding rates are included in the 2021 Fees Bylaw.
Financial Planning staff will be holding a variety of budget training and learning opportunities. These will include
Budget Lunch & Learns in July and August, and one‐on‐one meetings to discuss divisional budgets and ensure
budget managers are able to use the budget software.
As in 2020, there will be no pre‐approval for project budgets (Capital Budgets) for 2021. Finance Committee will
approve the capital plan (or a portion thereof) in December. It is imperative that project budget submissions are
complete on time to achieve this accelerated time line for project budgets.
As is statutorily required, the Library board and Port Moody Police board will be required to submit their
budgets in the fall (October and November).
The budget Town Hall meeting is scheduled for February 2, 2021. The style and location of the town hall will be
determined closer to the date. The current public health conditions and guidance’s at that time will determine
how the Town Hall will take place. The broader budget consultation will remain open for an additional two
weeks to allow time for members of the community to provide feedback in the 2021 plan.
Budget deliberations will occur with the Finance Committee through the winter and spring of 2021, with first
three readings of the Five‐Year Financial Plan Bylaw and the corresponding 2021 Tax Rates Bylaw at Regular
Council on April 27, 2021. Adoption of the Bylaws is scheduled for May 11, 2021.
A detailed budget timeline can be found in Appendix 3.
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General Guidelines
Financial Planning Process
Council Strategic Plan: The 2021‐2025 Five‐Year Financial Plan should be aligned with the 2019‐2022 Council
Strategic Plan. The strategic plan provides a framework for the decisions Council will make, and guides our
approach for delivering services to our community. The plan identifies five strategic priorities with specific
outcomes and actions that we will pursue to make our vision for Port Moody a reality.
Council’s vision: Port Moody, City of the Arts, renowned for our amazing quality of life. We are an inclusive,
resilient, and economically vibrant seaside city that leads in environmental protection, fosters creativity and
innovation, and is rooted in nature and loved for our community spirit.
Council’s mission: To lead change and embrace growth that enhances our quality of life, and to provide
Port Moody with excellent services and a sound financial future.
The Five Strategic Priorities are:
Exceptional Service ► Provide exceptional service to our residents, businesses, and stakeholders, by
encouraging open communication, partnerships, and a ‘can do attitude’.
Environmental Leadership ► Be a leader in the protection, adaptation, and enjoyment of our natural
environment through stewardship, advocacy, and proactive policy.
Healthy City ► Create a safe, friendly, and inclusive community that encourages healthy, active living
for people of all ages and abilities.
Economic Prosperity ► Foster an environment where businesses can thrive and good local jobs
abound, and ensure Port Moody’s economy and the City’s financial position are sustainable.
Community Evolution ► Plan and develop, for future generations, a vibrant, connected, and livable city,
with distinctive places and spaces, where growth is managed in strategic balance with quality of life.
Departmental Work Plan and Master Plans: Please review your Departmental Work Plan and the City’s various
Master Plans to ensure your submitted budget aligns with these priorities. The Five‐Year Financial Plan should
include the necessary financial resources to achieve the items in these plans, it is not a mechanism to bring
forward new initiatives for Council’s approval.
Direction Received at Council: If you have received direction at Council to include or incorporate an item into
the 2021 Financial Plan, it is your responsibility to ensure you that these items are included. Please include
council resolution numbers in your description or comments to assist in budget deliberations.
Divisional Summaries: In preparation for the 2021‐2025 Financial Plan, Financial Planning is requesting that
General Managers (Chiefs or Directors) prepare a written divisional Summary that highlights the purpose or
function of their division(s). This will provide additional information and context, and assist Council and the
public in understanding how tax dollars are being spent. Department summaries must be completed prior to
department presentations in December. Additional details and an example can be found in Appendix 4.
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General Guidelines
Budget Planning Software – Prevero
All budgeting for the 2021‐2025 Financial Plan is to be undertaken in the Budget Planning Software – Prevero.
This includes personnel planning, operating revenue and expenses, and all projects (capital and operating). All
budget resources such as working papers, quotes, emails, etc. must be attached to the relevant line item within
your budget. Additional information and training on the new system will be forthcoming.

Monthly Allocation: Annual budgets should be distributed into the estimated month. The distribution can be
even, by pay period, quarterly, or follow a custom distribution. The budget software will allow for custom
distributions based on prior year budgets or prior year actual expenses, or a three‐year average of prior year
expenses. Additionally you may create a custom distribution to reflect the revenues or expenses throughout the
year.
Budget Drivers: Departments are asked to identify the main cost drivers and revenue changes by completing the
comments section of the Operating Template worksheet.
Account Details: Budget items will be entered at a sub‐account detail level. Multiple items can be entered that
roll up to the total budget for a selected account and cost centre. Please use this functionality to help break
down your budget into known items. This will assist you later in the year with variance reporting and help
identify any discrepancies between actual and budgeted expenses.
Funding Sources: All projects require the identification of a funding source. The permitted usages for some
funding sources are restricted by the Community Charter, Council Bylaw, or fund. Please see Appendix 5 as a
general guideline. If you have additional questions on appropriate funding sources for your projects, please
speak to a member of the Financial Planning team.
Project Breakdown: Projects should be broken down by account (these are aligned with the UBW accounts from
the chart of accounts module). This will enable a project manager, their supervisor, and ultimately Council the
ability to see how items such as internal labour (staff time), external consultants, design, major construction,
and contingency contribute to the overall project. This information will be used as the City implements
additional corporate performance management features with Prevero. Please see Appendix 6 for additional
information.
7|Page
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Internal Admin: Internal Admin is a charge to the three Utilities (Sewer & Drainage, Water, and Solid Waste) for
administration that occurs in other departments. This results in a charge or debit to the Utilities and a credit to
the supporting division. Internal admin allows the City to capture the true cost of delivering a service and price
it accordingly.
For the 2021‐2025 Five Year Financial Plan, Internal Admin should be captured in two places; Personnel Planning
and Operating Expense Planning. Please use the percentages (highlighted in red below) for each position to
identify the amount/value of work that is attributable to the Utilities.

Although the majority of the Internal Admin is personnel related, there may be addition expenses that need to
be captured. These should be broken out in the Operating Expense Planning under account 8101.

Budget Reductions: Budget Reductions is a feature used to identify when need or demand is greater than a
budget capacity. The full need should be included in the budget, with the reduction (negative amount) noted in
order to meet budget targets. When this is used, Financial Planning staff can run reports to identify where cuts
are being made to meet budget targets, and the aggregate impact to the City.
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New Services: New services included in the budget (including new positions) must be noted with the new
services icon/flag included in the sub‐account detail. Please see the New Services section for additional
information. A New Service Request Form (Appendix 8) must be attached in Prevero to all new services items.
The inclusion of items that were removed from the 2020 budget due to COVID‐19 should be flagged as a new
service. Please include clear comments regarding the inclusion of these items, which will be included as a
separate category on the 2021 executive summary.
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General Guidelines
Labour and Personnel Planning
Manager Responsibility: Managers are responsible for ensuring that the hours count in their labour
templates remain unchanged from previous years. Additional/increases to labour are generally
contemplated as a new service. Please see New Services sections below or contact Financial
Planning for additional information.
Flex Time: No allowance should be made to cover flex time. The flex time benefit was approved based on the
premise that it would have zero impact on the budget.
Step Increases: Step increases are at the discretion of the City Manager and General Manager. Once a position
reaches the top salary, it must remain at that level.
New Positions: See New Service Requests section.
Cost of Living (COL): Only include COL increases covered by Collective Agreements. Financial Services will
budget for COL increases for years outside of collective agreements. At the time of writing the guidelines, all
Collective Agreements have expired.
Payroll Reserve Funding: Certain unplanned payroll costs can be funded by the Payroll Reserve, including
maternity leave top‐ups (SEIB), salary continuance, severances, and medical absences. Please advise the
Financial Reporting team as soon as possible if you incur payroll expenses that are eligible to be funded from the
reserve.
Reclassifications: Unplanned reclassifications that occur subsequent to department budget submissions have
been provided for within the Fiscal Services budget. Prior year reclassifications must be accommodated within
your current budget allocation.
Training: Council approved a training budget of 1% of payroll costs. After consideration of special training
(below), the remaining departments are to budget 0.50% of payroll costs.
Department

Amount

GL Account

$131,894

6111, 6114

Information Services

$9,900

6112

Police

$61,766

6112

Fire

$85,398

6112

All Other Depts.

$116,081

6112

Corporate Training
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Hours of Work: Standard hours of work to be reflected in the Labour Budget Template are:
Employee Group

Hours

CUPE Outside (40‐hour work week)

2,087

CUPE Inside (35‐hour work week)

1,826

CUPE Police Support Services (35‐hour or 40‐hour work week)

1,826/2,087

Management/Exempt

1,826

Fire

2,192

Police

2,087

Overhead Rates: Overhead is an estimate of the fixed percentage applied to a base salary/wage to cover the
employer’s expenses for items such as Employment Insurance, Canada Pension Plan, WorkSafe BC premiums,
superannuation, and extended health benefits. For CUPE Outside, overhead also covers the expense of
statutory holidays, vacation, training, etc. The overhead rates to be applied to the 2021 budget year are as
follows:
Employee Group

2021 Rate*

CUPE Outside

58.10%

CUPE Inside

22.10%

CUPE Police Support Services

23.50%

Management/Exempt

21.10%

Fire

26.20%

Police

24.30%

Council

14.60%

CUPE Inside (Part Time – 10% in Lieu)

27.50%

CUPE Inside (Part Time – 12% in Lieu)

20.10%

CUPE Inside (Part Time – 16% in Lieu)

21.80%

CUPE Outside (Part Time – 10% in Lieu)

50.70%

CUPE Outside (Temporary Full Time)

35.60%

Casual

12.00%

Auxiliary

12.00%

* Based on early estimates – may be subject to minor changes based on new/updated information

Internal Admin: Please see Internal Admin in Budget Planning Software – Prevero section.
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General Guidelines
Operating Revenues and Expenses
ELT Review: The City Manager, in consultation with ELT and Financial Services, will review Operating
and Project budgets and may need to realign the department budget submissions to find the
appropriate balance between available funds resulting from Council’s strategic plan, corporate
goals, and expected service levels.
Inflation: The Consumer Price Index (CPI) for Vancouver was 2.3% in 2019, and the 12‐month average
percentage change for the first half of 2020 has been around 1.26%. A range of 1.5% to 2.5% can be used for
general consumer related budgets. The inflationary pressures resulting from the construction market is often
higher for construction materials than consumer goods, and should be reflected in capital project submissions.
Vehicle Insurance Premiums: The estimated Vehicle Insurance Premium rate for BC is 8%.
Liability Insurance Premiums: The estimated Liability Insurance Premium rate for BC is 3%.
Property Insurance Premiums: The estimated Property Insurance Premium rate for BC is 3%.
BC Hydro: The projected increase for BC Hydro is 2.70%.
Natural Gas (Fortis): At this time, natural gas rates are projected to remain unchanged from 2020.
Inflationary modelling can be used in Prevero to include inflationary increases to base budgets. Please see the
financial planning team for additional instructions on how to use this feature.

One Time Initiatives: It is important that you submit any one‐time costs as an operating project. These costs
should not be included in your base operating budget as they are not recurring annual expenses.
Grants and Partnerships: Departments are encouraged to explore available grants and partnerships to
supplement tax increases. However, the Long‐Term Strategic Financial Framework asserts that, in cases where
the availability of grant funding is uncertain, staff must ensure City funding is sufficient to finance projects
without relying on grants, and where available grant funding is uncertain, staff must pursue grant funding only
for projects that are already identified in the Capital Plan and are an identified priority for the community.
Prior Year Information: The three‐year average actual cost, three previous years’ actual, and the three previous
years’ budget are provided in the ‘Operating Worksheet’.
Mileage Reimbursement Rate: Without a vehicle allowance – the 2020 mileage reimbursement rate is $0.59 per
km for the first 5,000km, and $0.53 per km thereafter as determined by the Canadian Revenue Agency. This will
be updated when 2021 guidance is available.
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Works Yard Garage Rate: The 2021 garage repair rate for budgeting purposes will be determined upon
completion of the Fleet budget. The 2020 rate was $104.00/hr. The rate is inclusive of mechanics’ labour,
incidental materials, and all overhead relating to running of the garage and providing mechanical support to the
City’s fleet. As in 2020, the rate is set for the year and will not be further adjusted. Further details of the
calculation are available from Financial Services.
Fleet Renewal Fee: A 2.50% project management fee will be included in the budgets for all City‐owned vehicle
replacements. This fee is intended to cover the Fleet Supervisor’s time related to the evaluation, procurement,
and planning around the City’s fleet replacement and renewal.
Corporate and Administrative Policies: If you are responsible for overseeing corporate or administrative policies
that have financial implications, please ensure they are accounted for in the Five‐Year Financial Plan.
Interdepartmental Consultation: Managers of the Corporate Services Department, Finance and Technology
Department, Facilities Division, and Environmental Services Division may be arranging meetings throughout the
budget process to ensure departments have considered the impact of new and/or changing initiatives. Some
examples for departments to consider include:
HR/OH&S: Is there new equipment being purchased or procedures changing that will require
extraordinary OH&S training? Are you requesting new positions? Are there a number of pre‐
employment medical requirements for recruitments (i.e. Firefighter eligibility lists)?
Communications/Civic Engagement: Are there projects/initiatives/procedures that will have an
extraordinary public engagement requirement? Does a project, initiative, or procedure require public
consultation regarding changes in how we do business? Do you require additional materials and graphic
design support?
Information Services (IS): Are new hardware, software, or network services components being
considered and what are the related training requirements?
Purchasing: Do you have contracts expiring in the first year of the financial plan? Will you be required to
issue RFPs, RFQs, or tenders for required work?
Facilities: Does your interdepartmental facilities charge reflect the total costs budgeted under Facilities?
Environmental Services: Is there an environmental impact that needs to be assessed or reviewed?
Operating Carry‐Forward Requests: If specific operating works are not completed in a given year, a case may be
made to carry forward the related budget amount with the intent of completing the works the following year.
This is reviewed in January for the prior year by the Financial Reporting team. Divisions must be in an overall
operating surplus in order to be considered for an operating carry‐forward. All requests must be approved by
the City Manager.
Balancing to the Cost Centre: In order to achieve the flexibility that is required for efficient operations, the City
has a practice of managing annual operating budgets to the bottom line. Managers are responsible for ensuring
that actual expenditures in the year are coded correctly and charged to accounts that reflect the type of
expense. Variances will likely occur between the accounts within a cost centre based on the actual expenditures
and the estimates required in establishing an annual budget. Managers are responsible for ensuring that they
can adequately explain such variances between accounts in any given cost centre, but that overall, cost centres
are within budget.
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General Guidelines
Project Budgets
Strategic Plan: Only projects in support of the strategic plan should be submitted for consideration
(please see Strategic Plan section).
Interdepartmental Consultation: Consider the City‐wide impact of new and/or changing initiatives.
Does your project require the support of other divisions? Have these divisions been consulted? Do these
divisions have the capacity to perform the work within your timelines?
Project Charter: If a project charter is required for your project, please ensure that you have begun to engage all
relevant stakeholders to ensure a successful outcome. Additional details on the project charters can be found
under the projects folder of the shared templates in Microsoft Word.
Account Details: Project budgets should be broken down by account (these are aligned with the UBW accounts
from the chart of accounts module). This will enable a project manager, their supervisor, and Council the ability
to see how items such as internal labour (staff time), external consultants, design, major construction, and
contingency contribute to the overall project. This information will be used as the City implements additional
corporate performance management features with Prevero. Please see Appendix 6 for additional information.
Two‐Year Limit: If a project is not started within two years of approval, the conclusion will be that it is not a
priority to staff and it will be highlighted in a report to Council for reapplication for funding.
Pre‐Approval Requests: There will be no pre‐approval requests in 2021. Projects will be submitted and
reviewed on an accelerated timeline with the Finance Committee in order to approve project budgets prior to
January 1, 2021. If the requirement of additional projects is identified, Finance staff will bring forward a report
prior to the final approval of the 2021 Five‐Year Financial Plan.
Project Carry‐Forward Requests: If a project is not completed in a given year, the remaining project budget may
be carried forward to the following year upon approval from Financial Services.
Grants: Per the City’s Long‐Term Strategic Financial Framework, potential grant funding should only be explored
for projects in the capital plan. Whenever possible, grant applications/approvals and external funding
agreements should be provided to support capital requests.
Project Management: Project management costs should be considered for all capital projects and incorporated
into the budget submission.
Budget Uncertainty: Projects should include a reasonable contingency that is proportionate to the risk of cost
overruns and in line with project management best practices. This may vary depending on the project’s
estimate classification.
PST/GST: Ensure that budget submissions include a 7% expense, where applicable, for PST and do not include a
GST component (5% GST is fully recoverable).
Funding: Project approvals will be dependent upon the availability of funding sources and will be contingent
upon the success of the request for funds relative to other competing capital needs. Departments are asked to
rank their projects based on the following criteria:
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High





Public health and life safety issues;
Legislation or regulation requirements;
Management of existing assets (extends useful life; deterioration; avoids expensive repairs;
lessens emergency disruptions); or
Strategic priority of Council.

Medium
 Improves an existing asset;
 Increases cost savings/revenues generated;
 Equipment replacement at the end of its life cycle; or
 Reduces future maintenance/repairs on recurring issues or long‐standing deficiencies.
Low




New service/infrastructure;
Addresses deficiencies reported in commissioned studies and reports; or
Addresses future concerns

City Art: Project budgets should exclude the public art component. Financial Services staff will allocate 0.3% of
project budgets to the Public Art Reserve upon approval of the capital plan.
Capital Programs: Projects funded from the Asset Reserve (maintenance/replacement of existing City assets)
will fall under one of the five capital programs outlined in the table below. Council approved a funding
allocation (steady funding) for each of the capital programs based on the City’s Asset Management Investment
Plan (AMIP).
Departments are responsible for managing and prioritizing project submissions based on the AMIP, the above‐
mentioned ranking criteria, a risk assessment, and other relevant factors within this funding allocation.
Since there will likely not be sufficient funding for all projects, departments will need to track projects that were
not included in the capital plan due to funding restrictions.
Allocation
2021

Allocation
2022

Allocation
2023

Allocation
2024

Allocation
2025

Equipment ‐ City

262,336

294,488

327,869

362,273

397,907

Equipment ‐ Police

188,904

199,800

211,112

222,773

234,847

1,185,113

1,330,361

1,481,160

1,636,584

1,797,560

519,560

583,238

649,349

717,488

788,061

1,402,787

1,574,713

1,753,210

1,937,182

2,127,725

544,300

591,400

640,300

690,700

742,900

4,103,000

4,574,000

5,063,000

5,567,000

6,089,000

Capital Program (Asset Reserve)

Facilities
Parks
Transportation
Unallocated
Total
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General Guidelines
New Service Requests
New Positions: Requests for new positions will be brought to the City Manager accompanied by a business case
and will be highlighted to the Finance Committee as a New Service. In order to capture the total cost to the
organization, new positions will be submitted as the annual wages/salary, overhead cost, and an additional
charge for Human Resources, Payroll, and Information Services support.
Additional considerations should be made for annual training and professional dues and vehicles expenses
should they be required.
Please complete the New Position Request form (Appendix 7) when submitting your final budget and attach in
Prevero.
New Services: Services that have not been previously built into the base operating budget with a permanent
funding source will be highlighted as a new service request. New service requests will be brought forward to ELT
for initial discussion to review the City’s overall need and capacity to accommodate the requests for a given
year.
New services will be highlighted for Finance Committee deliberation and are not included in the budget targets
described above.
Please complete the New Service Request form (Appendix 8) when submitting your final budget and attach in
Prevero.
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Appendix 1 – Detailed Budget Targets
Division

2020
Adjusted
Budget †

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025*

City Manager

907,566

22,026

17,754

18,226

18,759

19,302

Mayor and Council

517,562

12,949

10,361

10,582

10,840

11,092

Community Services Admin.

253,279

6,092

5,094

5,245

5,416

5,588

Cultural Services

949,496

24,167

23,252

24,083

24,746

25,693

3,907,372

94,494

79,536

81,988

84,998

88,013

Recreation

600,523

90,348

75,704

77,939

80,409

83,667

Communications

564,584

13,115

11,895

12,760

12,765

13,718

Corporate Services Admin.

199,166

4,501

3,771

3,883

4,008

4,136

Human Resources

905,396

21,571

17,187

17,651

18,171

18,698

Legislative Services

791,314

17,381

14,552

16,663

15,528

16,050

67,477

26,772

22,227

22,840

23,530

24,231

Development Planning

114,534

14,084

11,793

12,140

12,529

12,923

Policy Planning

540,086

20,126

16,776

17,269

17,822

18,382

Environment

467,705

13,214

10,440

10,725

11,047

11,373

2,399,867

60,029

52,092

53,933

55,869

56,835

Engineering

379,860

14,821

12,701

13,368

14,093

14,838

Operations

1,938,178

43,736

39,699

41,305

42,795

44,227

286,719

6,507

5,463

5,605

5,771

5,935

Finance

1,573,003

40,215

32,542

33,468

34,509

35,577

Information Services

1,273,657

31,608

25,634

26,724

27,926

29,161

Fire Rescue

8,885,825

203,121

174,862

180,713

187,253

193,959

Library

1,893,466

48,205

40,241

41,436

42,817

44,121

Police

11,311,903

280,919

236,426

245,454

254,396

264,482

Total

40,728,539

1,110,000

940,000

974,000

1,006,000

1,042,000

Facilities

Building, Bylaw, and Licensing

Parks

Operations Admin

† Adjusted

Budget represents the 2020 budget, which includes revenues, expenses, and budget amendments
* Proposed.
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Appendix 2 – 2020 Service Reductions
Division

Cost
Centre

Amount

Reduction

Mayor & Council

102

16,000 Reduction to the Community Grant program.

Mayor & Council

106

20,000 Reduction to Council's ability to fund unanticipated events.

City Manager

103

20,000 Limits ELT's ability to fund organizational initiatives.

City Manager

105

15,000

Communications and
Engagement

124

74,000 Remove resources and funding for City‐run special events.

Cultural Services

212

48,000

City support for Golden Spike Days, Public Artists, and
supplies.

Cultural Services

222

55,000

City Events, including: Community Volunteer BBQ, Spike
Awards, Community and Block Parties, Canada Day.

Cultural Services

226

63,000

Reduction to financial support to organization for special
events.

Recreation

230

21,000 Reduction to advertisements while facilities are closed.

Operations

333

Parks

400

15,000 Reduction to special events assistance

Parks

409

11,000

Finance

525

20,000 Reduction to the Insurance & Liabilities claims budget.

Fire Rescue

550

Police

651

12,000 Reduction to Auxiliary Guard budget.

Fiscal Services

701

86,000

Fiscal Services

701

Total

128,000

Reduction to the City Manager's ability to fund
unanticipated events.

Reduction to streets and boulevards vegetation control and
maintenance.

Reduction to plant purchases for City gardens and
boulevards etc.

9,000 General operating reduction

Base budget transfer to the Assessment Appeals Reserve,
Carbon Offsets Reserve, and Art Works Reserve eliminated.

260,000 Asset Renewal Levy reduced 0.60%
$873,000
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Appendix 3 – Detailed Budget Timeline
Due Dates

Responsibility

Description

July 15

Financial Services

Budget Guidelines and Templates Distributed

August 21

Utilities & Fleet

Utilities and Fleet Budgets (Expenses) due to Financial Services

July / August

Financial Services

Budget workshops and training for Staff

August 21

Utilities & Fleet

Utilities and Fleet Project (Capital & Operating) budgets due to Finance

September 4

Departments

All 2021–2025 Project Budgets (Capital & Operating) due to Finance

September 08

FN and EN

GM Budget review ‐ Operating Budget, Project Budgets, Utility Fees

September 10

Departments

2020 ‐ 2024 Operating Budgets due to Financial Services

September 15

Finance Committee

OPEN

September 17

ELT

Preliminary Project Review (All projects)

October 06

Finance Committee

Utility Budget Introduction (Pending MV changes)

October 08

ELT

Final Project Review (All projects)

October 20

Finance Committee

Utility Budgets Approval ‐ Referral of Utility Rate (Pending MV changes)

October 22

ELT

Preliminary Operating Budget Review

October

Library Board

Library Board Budget Presentation to Council

November 03

Finance Committee

Capital Introduction ‐ Opportunity for Public Consultation

November 05

ELT

Additional Operating Budget Review

November 10

Regular Council

First 3 readings ‐ Fees Bylaw

November 17

Finance Committee

Capital Review

November 24

Regular Council

Adoption ‐ Fees Bylaw

November

Police Board

Police Board Budget Presentation to Council (due November 30)

December 01

Finance Committee

Capital Approval (All 2021 Projects)*

December 01

Finance Committee

Operating budget introduction/ Department Presentations

December 08

Regular Council

Ceremonial meeting

January 05

Finance Committee

Public Consultation Approval

January 19

Finance Committee

Budget Deliberations ‐ Tax Policy

February 02

Budget Consultation

Town Hall meeting

February 16

Finance Committee

Budget Deliberations

March 02

Finance Committee

Budget Deliberations

March 16

Finance Committee

Public Consultation Result, Final Changes to Financial Plan or Tax Rates

March 30

Finance Committee

No meeting Scheduled (3rd Tuesday)

April 06

Finance Committee

Financial Plan and Tax Rates Bylaws ‐ Referral to Council

April 20

Finance Committee

Open – No changes to Financial Plan or Tax Rates Bylaws

April 27

Regular Council

First three readings ‐ Financial Plan Bylaw, Tax Rates Bylaw

May 04

Finance Committee

Open – No changes to Financial Plan or Tax Rates Bylaws

May 11

Regular Council

Adoption – Financial Plan Bylaw, Tax Rates Bylaw

*Please note the aggressive and accelerated timeline for capital budgets and department presentations.
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Appendix 4 – Divisional Summaries
Outline for the Divisional Budget Summaries
Purpose: To provide readers with narrative and context around the budget submissions and to highlight the link
between the financial plan and the strategic and operations plans.
Author: To be written by the GMs with support from divisional managers.
Length: No more than 2‐4 pages including diagrams and pictures.
Style: The summaries should include more detail than the divisional summary presentations but less than the
annual report.
Structure: The summaries should be structures as shown below:
Department Information (Suggested Length – 1/2 to 1 page)
 Provide a short summary of what the department does. Information should be similar to what is in the
Annual Report but more condensed. Include any major pressures facing the department this year.
 Discuss at a high level what the department’s budget is covering. Roll up the cost centers into 8 to 10
broader cost areas (Financial Planning to provide).
 Provide a list and brief description (1 or 2 lines) of notable changes from previous years.
 Provide a list and brief description (1 or 2 lines) of key projects/initiatives for the coming year.
Notable Changes (Suggested Length – 1/2 page)
 Write a small paragraph (5 or 6 lines) that outlines the reasons for major budget changes from previous
years.
 Use a separate paragraph for each notable change you want to highlight.
 Paragraphs should include the following:
o What was the reason for the change?
o How was the decision taken to make this change?
o What will be the outcome of this change? Will it carry forward to future years?
o Include any relevant diagrams or pictures.
Key Initiatives (Suggested Length – 1/2 page)
 Write a small paragraph (5 or 6 lines) that outlines the key initiatives that the department will be
undertaking this year.
 Use a separate paragraph for each Initiative you want to highlight.
 Paragraphs should include the following:
o Highlight any relation to the Council’s Strategic Plan. (There should be one)
o Highlight any relation to other Master Plan documents or other background reasons for the
initiative.
o Describe how this initiative will impact the city going forward (What is the expected outcome of
the initiative?)
o Note if this is a one‐off initiative or tied to a larger series of programs.
o Include any relevant diagrams or pictures.
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2021-2025 Five Year Financial Plan
Division
Division Priorities and Key Initiatives
Budget Highlights
Division ‐ Budget Summary
Revenues
Miscellaneous
Sale of Services
From reserves
Government Transfers (Grants)
EHT funded from surplus
Expenses
Salary and Benefits
Insurance & Claims
Contracted and Consulting Services
Training & Development
Communications
Supplies & Miscellaneous
Utilities
Vehicle Expenses
Equipment Expenses
Reserve Transfers
Recoveries
Total

PLN 2021

PLN 2022

PLN 2023

PLN 2024

PLN 2025

Notable Changes
Division ‐ Budget Drivers
Revenue Changes
Salary and Benefit Changes
Operating Expense Changes
Reserve Changes
New Services
COVID‐19 Related Reductions
Total

PLN 2021
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Appendix 5 – Funding Sources
Funding Source

Purpose

Asset Reserve

For replacement or repair of EXISTING City assets

Equipment – City

Sub Category for City Equipment

Equipment – Police

Sub Category for Police Equipment

Facilities Maintenance

Sub Category for Facilities Maintenance (buildings)

Parks Maintenance

Sub Category for Parks Maintenance (playgrounds, fields, trails, tennis courts, etc.)

Transportation

Sub Category for Transportation Network (road, traffic signals, crosswalks, lighting)

Unallocated

Sub Category for items that do not fit into another category

New Initiatives Reserve
Equipment Replacement
Reserve Fund
MTP Reserve

For items that support the Council Strategic Plan including new assets

MRN Reserves

Only for work on the Major Road Network (MRN) as per Translink guidelines

Drainage Capital Reserve

For replacement or improvement of Drainage Assets (Capital or Operating)

Sewer Capital Reserve

For replacement or improvement of Sewer Assets (Capital or Operating)

Water Capital Reserve
Sanitation Utility
Reserve

For replacement or improvement of Water Assets (Capital or Operating)

For all vehicle replacements, also used for solid waste cart replacements
For items identified in the Master Transportation Plan

Project (Capital or Operating) of Solid Waste Utility initiatives.
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Appendix 6 – Project Breakdown
In the example below, an $80,000 overall capital project budget is broken down into the following accounts:
Contracted Services (Contractor/Builder): $20,000
Salaries: $10,000
Miscellaneous Expenses (Contingency): $15,000
Consulting Services: $35,000
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Appendix 7 – New Position Request Form
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Appendix 8 – New Service Request Form
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Date:
July 2, 2020
Submitted by: Finance and Technology Department – Information Services Division
Subject:
Transitioning to a Mobile Workforce

Purpose
To request an operating budget increase to purchase Office 365 subscriptions for staff to
encourage remote work and collaboration in a post-COVID-19 workplace.

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT the Information Services operating budget be increased by $33,000 in 2021 and
$37,000 in 2022 to facilitate the purchase Office 365 subscriptions as part of the 2020 City
computer replacements as recommended in the report dated July 2, 2020 from the
Finance and Technology Department – Information Services Division regarding
Transitioning to a Mobile Workforce.

Background
The City has historically purchased Microsoft Office licences when computers are upgraded
(every four to five years). Although the City can continue to purchase full licences during the
next hardware upgrade (fall 2020), the industry is moving towards Software as a Service (SaaS)
and subscription-based products. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the
requirement for enhanced services to better facilitate staff communication.

Discussion
The year 2020 has brought a unique set of opportunities and challenges to the City. The
COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way staff deliver services to the public and work on a
day-to-day basis. The majority of the City’s full time staff are now working exclusively from
home or a hybrid home/office schedule. Pre-pandemic, the City did not have a remote
workforce of any kind. In March, staff from all departments were quickly tasked to enable
remote work. Although working very well, one of the key missing pieces is an organization-wide
collaboration suite. Furthermore, with a disconnected workforce, it has become clear that every
employee in the organization, from casual to full-time, requires access to email and
collaboration tools.
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Office 365 Components
Office 365 includes not only the traditional computer based Microsoft Office we are all familiar
with (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook), but also access to several collaboration tools that the
City currently does not subscribe to. Services include, but are not limited to:
Service
Exchange Online

SharePoint Online

Office on the Web

Microsoft Teams

OneDrive for
Business
Microsoft Yammer

Microsoft Sway
Microsoft To-Do

Description
A hosted messaging solution that delivers the capabilities of Microsoft
Exchange Server as a cloud-based service. It gives users access to
email, calendar, contacts, and tasks from PCs, the web, and mobile
devices. Provides larger mailbox sizes, which require less server disk
space and result in long-term capital cost savings.
A web-based collaborative platform that integrates with Microsoft Office.
SharePoint includes document management, but the product is highly
configurable and can be used to share documents and information.
Immediately, it would be used to replace our Intranet.
Ability to open and edit Word, Excel, OneNote, and PowerPoint
documents in a web browser, from anywhere with an internet
connection, from almost any device.
A chat and collaboration platform for Microsoft 365 customers designed
to simplify group work. As well as the chat-based communications,
Teams' integration with other Microsoft services allows users access to
shared files and calendars, collaborative editing, and easy switching
between voice, video, and text chat.
An intelligent file sharing app for enabling collaboration from anywhere,
on any device, while protecting data.
A private social platform for the internal organization. Includes familiar
social networking tools such as: instant messaging, an update feed,
@mentions, likes, groups, polls, hashtags, and announcements.
An app from that makes it easy to create and share interactive reports,
personal stories, presentations, and more.
Allows users to manage their tasks from a smartphone, tablet, and
computer.

Office 365 Business Case
Information Services has been researching the value of implementing Office 365 for several
years. The original 2020 proposed budget included a funding request for the City to move email
services to exchange online, which is a small component of the Office 365 suite.
Post-pandemic, this request was withdrawn during budget deliberations as a cost-savings
measure.
If the City was to purchase Office 365, Microsoft would handle all of the updates. Microsoft has
positioned Office 365 as the last release through which Microsoft will manage all updates, with
frequent updates replacing major named revisions. Updates to Exchange Online and
SharePoint will also be handled by Microsoft, freeing up Information Services time to focus on
projects that deliver a higher impact to staff and residents.
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With Office moving to a SaaS subscription basis, it will no longer be a capital expense; it
becomes an annual subscription and therefore meets the criteria of an operating expense.
Office 365 changes the spend model for organizations from a capital expense model, where
organizations updated the software as needed, and amortized the cost over its useful life, to a
continuous annual expenditure for all licences.
The City is currently running Office 2013. Mainstream support (security updates for any bugs
that emerge and releasing design changes) ended in April 2018. Extended support (stopped
adding new features, still providing bug fixes and patches) ends in April 2023.
Transitioning to Office 365
Benefits:
 Enhanced collaboration;
 Microsoft offers 99.9% uptime;
 Automatic updates and access to new features;
 Reduced capital infrastructure costs;
 Reduced consulting costs for upgrades;
 Reduce “shadow IT” products, increasing the City’s compliance and privacy;
 Enhanced security; and
 Moving risk to the vendor.
Risks:






Once data is moved into the cloud, you’re “stuck” in the vendor’s ecosystem;
Requires strong internet network connections and high availability;
Integrations can be more complex;
Less control as new features are continuously released; and
Higher annual operating cost.

Future Opportunities
Microsoft is continuously updating and adding new features to Office 365. There are also
upgrade packages the City could consider in the future to enhance usage, security, and
compliance. Furthermore, opportunities to migrate records management and telephony
systems would provide enhanced mobility for remote workers.
Backups
Microsoft does a good job of disaster-based backups to maintain uptime in the case of hardware
failures or security incidents. For instance, backups of SharePoint and OneDrive are completed
every 12 hours and kept for 14 days. However, there are limitations:




to be able to access this backup, Microsoft Office 365 support must be contacted
directly;
individual items, mailboxes, or a corrupted mailbox will not be recoverable, and in these
cases, a full site restore is the sole option; and
when employees leave the organization, the data in their Office 365 accounts will be
deleted within 30 days, unless it is moved or backed up.
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For any organizations moving to or using Office 365, backup solutions are not part of the
decision-making process. Organizations that have not been proactive in examining and using a
backup for Office 365, are leaving themselves vulnerable to data losses. Microsoft may improve
backup functionality in the future, but for now, organizations need to be aware of the risks that
when there is data loss, there may be few options aside from a full site restore, which also may
not be always possible. Therefore, as part of any Office 365 purchase, a third-party backup
licence must also be purchased for each user. This additional cost has been included in the
proposed costs.
Incremental Cost
A mix of different Office 365 licences would be required across the City. Full-time and part-time
staff would receive an O365 Enterprise E3 licence that includes full desktop use of
Microsoft Office. Staff that primarily work outside of an office setting would receive a less
expensive licence (O365 Front Line Worker F3) that provides web-only versions of email and
office. Full device licences of Office would be purchased on shared computers to enable “front
line workers” to use Office while at City facilities. Microsoft supports non-profit organizations
with a free version of Office 365, for which all Library staff would qualify.
For backup, licences of Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365 are required to connect to the
City’s existing backup infrastructure. This is a per user annual cost for the 682 licences
required.
An existing annual budget of $30,000 for Microsoft Exchange and $4,500 for the Intranet would
be repurposed to Office 365 as both of those products would be replaced. The total annual cost
of Office 365 for the City is $104,500. An additional $70,000 annually is required. This would
be phased in through 2021 ($33,000) and 2022 ($37,000) and represents an estimated 0.07%
tax increase in each of those years (based on 2020 figures).
To help phase in the cost of Office 365, staff are proposing to use operating surplus funds from
the City’s computers lease renewal 2020. Work was under way at the start of the year to
release an RFP for computer replacement, which was delayed because of the pandemic. New
computers will be ordered in the second half of 2020, which has created an operating surplus of
$46,500. Staff are proposing to use these surplus funds to cover additional costs in 2020 and
smooth the budgetary impact over two years.
Office 365 Annual Budget Required
Office 365 E3 annual user licence
Office 365 F3 annual user licence
Office 365 A1 annual user licence
Veeam Backup for Office 365 annual user
$104,500
licence
Less: Existing Annual Budget
Exchange Maintenance
$30,000
Intranet Maintenance
$4,500
$34,500
Total
Total additional annual budget required
$70,000
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A year-by-year breakdown of the impacts to the annual budget:
2020 Annual Budget Impact
Total
Office 365 and Veeam Backup Cost
Existing Budget
Operating Surplus

$0
$43,500
-$30,000
-$13,500

2021 Annual Budget Impact
Total
Office 365 and Veeam Backup Cost
Carry forward from 2020
Existing Budget
Budget Increase

$37,500
$104,500
-$33,000
-$34,500
-$37,000

2022 Annual Budget Impact
Total
Office 365 and Veeam Backup Cost
Existing Budget
Budget Increase

$33,000
$104,500
- $71,500
- $33,000

*Aug to Dec Only

*Full Year

*Full Year

Other Option(s)
Staff could purchase standalone versions of Microsoft Office 2019, however, this standalone
version does not deliver any of the collaboration tools staff require to transition to a mobile
workforce. It is also likely that Microsoft will push all customers to the SaaS model and only
offer Office 365 in the future. An additional annual budget of $22,000 would be required to
purchase the stand-alone versions of Microsoft Office.

Financial Implications
$33,000 operating budget increase for 2021 and an additional $37,000 operating budget
increase for 2022.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
Communication of changes and training would be required for staff.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
Implementing Office 365 would meet Council’s Strategic Plan objective of Exceptional Service –
Ensure City employees are engaged, properly equipped to do their work effectively, and
motivated to build their careers in Port Moody.

Report Author
Raman Braich
Manager of Information Services.
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:

Transitioning to a Mobile Workforce.docx

Attachments:
Final Approval Date:

Jul 13, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Paul Rockwood, General Manager of Finance and Technology - Jul 10, 2020 - 8:47 AM
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 10, 2020 - 10:47 AM
Rosemary Lodge, Manager of Communications and Engagement - Jul 12, 2020 - 4:48 PM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 13, 2020 - 11:16 AM
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Date:
July 3, 2020
Submitted by: Environment and Parks Department – Parks Division
Subject:
Alfred Howe Trail – Geotechnical Repairs

Purpose
To seek Finance Committee authorization to allocate funding to fund urgent slope repair work
for an area of slope instability on Alfred Howe Trail.

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT a capital project be established with a total budget of $85,000 funded from the
Asset Reserve – Parks Envelope for completion of urgent slope repairs as recommended
in the report dated July 3, 2020 from the Environment and Parks Department – Parks
Division regarding Alfred Howe Trail – Geotechnical Repairs.

Background
In April 2020, staff retained Thurber Engineering Ltd. (“Thurber”) to complete a geotechnical
assessment of an area of bank instability located about 120m northwest of the intersection of
Washington Drive and Princeton Avenue, where there is a mid-trail connection from
Washington Drive to Alfred Howe Trail. During routine trail inspections in 2018, staff noted an
area of slope erosion at the site and continued monitoring. Inspection this spring lead to the
identification of significant slope erosion that will require remediation.
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Discussion
Alfred Howe Trail is an important connecting trail 1,050m in length that links the Trans Canada
Trail (“Great Trail”) to Westhill Park and is located within an Environmentally Sensitive Area. It
was originally identified in the 1994 Master Bike and Trail Plan and the
2004 Master Transportation Plan, and was constructed in 2008-2009 with funding from a
BC LocalMotion Grant.
The City inspections of the trail include photographs from April 2018, January 2020, and
February 2020 that depict an area of slope erosion. The photographs show that some erosion
had occurred between April 2018 and January 7, 2020. However, significant erosion occurred
between January 7 and February 3, 2020, likely as a result of heavy rainfall. To ensure the
Alfred Howe Trail remains open and safe to use, staff engaged Thurber Engineering Limited as
a consultant to conduct site reconnaissance for geotechnical observations of the slope
conditions, provide recommendations for slope repair, and provide a high-level Type D cost
estimate.
The area of slope erosion is shown in photos 1 and 2 below. The site area has dense sand with
some gravel and cobbles. The area of slope that has eroded has resulted in an exposed, near
vertical face that is 4-5m high and about 4m wide (photo 2). The geotechnical engineer made a
series of recommendations in the draft report to mitigate the area of erosion, including a
redirecting of surface runoff from the erosion site through a re-grading of a section of the trail, a
reinstated ditch above the site, and the backfilling of the eroded section with a geotextile and
granular product that will be more resistant to future erosion.

As a result of these geotechnical concerns, staff have undertaken some minor improvements to
redirect water flow down the trail to mitigate further erosion, and have installed temporary
fencing to restrict pedestrian access near the top and bottom of the erosion site. Staff continue
to inspect the site for public safety concerns and have deemed that the trail can safely remain
open at this time. Based on the assessment, the slope repair work is recommended to be
undertaken by a qualified contractor before the winter months to prevent additional erosion and
to ensure that the trail connection remains safe for continued public use.
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Based on the consultant recommendations, and noting that it is a high-level Type D budgeting
cost estimate and a site with additional mobilization considerations, staff are requesting
additional funding of $85,000 from the Asset Reserve – Parks Envelope to allow for the repair
work to be undertaken.
The High-Level Type D Cost Estimate includes:
Task
Path Re-Grading and Drainage Improvements
Re-grading the Site, including geotextile, fill, and revegetation
Project Management (10%)
Additional contingency (20%)
Total Cost Estimate

Cost Estimate
$27,900
$35,400
$6,330
$12,660
$82,300

Schedule
The optimal time for construction is late August through September. Staff will be seeking to
expedite final design and construction to meet this timeline.
It is anticipated that the trail will be closed for approximately two to four weeks. The closure
would be planned for September, following the summer school holiday season and associated
higher recreational use of trails.

Other Option(s)
Should work not be undertaken within this time frame, it likely would be necessary (from a public
safety perspective) to close and restrict access to that portion of Alfred Howe Trail until the
eroding slope is repaired.

Financial Implications
As this work is unanticipated, it was not included in the 2020 Capital Plan. The estimated cost
to undertake the repairs is $85,000. Staff are requesting that this amount be allocated from the
Asset Reserve – Parks Envelope. This reserve is currently overdrawn in the 2020-2024
Five-Year Financial Plan. While adding the additional project in 2020 can be facilitated, it will
require project re-prioritization during preparation of the 2021-2025 capital budget.
Due to the urgent nature of this project, costs would be monitored closely and only expended on
an as-needed basis. Any remaining unused funds would be returned to the reserve.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
As this work would have a significant but temporary impact to local trail users, Communications
staff would be engaged to assist with providing updates and communications to the public
(signage, web updates, etc.).
Construction scheduling and trail closures will be planned to avoid the summer season as best
as possible. During the work, the trail connection is expected to be closed. The work should be
planned prior to the winter season.
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Council Strategic Plan Objectives
This project aligns with the Council Strategic Plan Objective of Excellence in Service Delivery.

Attachment(s)
1. Draft Slope Stability Assessment Report dated May 22, 2020 from Thurber Engineering
Ltd.

Report Author
Julie Pavey-Tomlinson
Manager of Parks
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:
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May 22, 2020 from Thurber Engineering Ltd.pdf

Final Approval
Date:

Jul 15, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Lesley Douglas, General Manager of Environment and Parks - Jul 10, 2020 - 6:09 PM
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 13, 2020 - 10:11 AM
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Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 15, 2020 - 1:43 PM
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Tim Aucott, P.Eng.
City of Port Moody

Date: May 22, 2020

From:

Christopher Clarke, P.Eng.
(Reviewed by David Tara, P.Eng.)

File: 28256

SLOPE STABILITY ASSESSMENT NEAR WASHINGTON DRIVE
AND PRINCETON AVENUE
PORT MOODY, BC
DRAFT

AF
T

Further to your request, Thurber completed a review of the known slope instability located about
120 m northwest of the intersection of Washington Drive and Princeton Avenue. This
memorandum presents our geotechnical observations of the slope conditions, provides our
recommendations for slope repair and provides a high level Type D cost estimate.
It is a condition of this memo that Thurber’s performance of its professional services is subject to
the attached Statement of Limitations and Conditions.
INTRODUCTION AND SITE DESCRIPTION

R

1.

D

The Site of the soil erosion is situated northwest of the intersection of Washington Drive and
Princeton Avenue. We understand that the City of Port Moody has observed slope erosion at the
Site for at least two years. The City provided photographs from April 2018, January 7, 2020 and
February 3, 2020. The photographs show some erosion has occurred between April 2018 and
January 7, 2020. Significant erosion occurred between January 7, 2020 and February 3, 2020,
likely the result of heavy rainfall. In response to the City’s request, a site reconnaissance was
conducted on April 28, 2020 by Christopher Clarke, P.Eng. and Amy Russell, P.Eng. of Thurber.
A gravel path bounds the Site to the east (above) and west (below) as shown on Sketch 1. The
Site is sparsely vegetated. The Site comprises beds of dense to very dense gray sand with a trace
to some gravel and cobbles that are typically between 100 mm and 400 mm thick (Photos 1 to 3).
The Site’s predominate feature is a section of the slope that has eroded, resulting in an exposed,
near vertical soil face that is between 4 m and 5 m high and about 4 m wide (Photo 2). The slopes
to the north and south of this eroded section are sloped at 30º to 35º and show only minor signs
of erosion and undercutting of the topsoil. Groundwater seepage was not observed.
The primary erosion is occurring directly beneath a local low point in the path above the Site.
There is evidence that water has flowed from the path, which is consistent with observations made
from the City. The eroded sand has outwashed to the west of the erosion above the lower path
(Photo 4).

900, 1281 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6E 3J7 T: 604 684 4384 F: 604 684 5124
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2.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

Published surficial geology maps produced by the Geological Survey of Canada (New
Westminster, Surficial Geology, Map 1484A) show the Site is located near the mapped boundary
of Vashon Drift and Capilano Sediments and Pre-Vashion Deposits. The Vashon Drift and
Capilano Sediments are mapped as glacial drift including; lodgement and minor flow till, lenses
and interbeds of substratified glaciofluvial sand to gravel, and lenses and interbeds of glaciolacustrine laminated stony silt. The Pre-Vashion Deposits are mapped as Quadra fluvial channel
fill and floodplain deposits, crossbedded sand containing minor silt and gravel lenses and
interbeds.
3.

GEOTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

AF
T

The dense to very dense sands on Site are strong but easily eroded by flowing water. The existing
path configuration above the Site has a low point directly above the primary area of erosion
(Photo 5). The surface water from the path accumulates at this low point and runs off the path
towards the slope erosion. This surface water runoff would have originally caused erosion of the
sloped ground. The erosion would eventually form a small over-steepened, near vertical slope.
This near-vertical slope would cause the surface runoff to waterfall, resulting in further erosion
and causing the near-vertical slope to become larger and to retrogress over time.
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Groundwater seepage was not observed during our site reconnaissance. However, seepage may
occur during the winter months or after heavy rainfalls. Quadra sands are susceptible to internal
erosion from groundwater seepage.
The path above the Site generally slopes downhill from north to south (Photos 5 and 6), with the
exception of the local low point that accumulates water. Redirecting surface runoff from the
erosion site will greatly reduce the amount of erosion. We believe that this is feasible by re-grading
the section of pathway that is east (above) and south of the erosion Site. The re-grading would
require lowering the elevation of the path. Further, as shown on Sketch 2, reinstating the ditch on
the east (uphill) side of the pathway would help collect runoff and direct it downhill alongside the
path. The path should have a slight crossfall to promote water to run off into the ditch on the east
rather than down the hillside to the west as the lower exposed soil slopes would be subject to
similar erosion if water was directed over down the slope (Photo 7).
There is a poorly developed ditch on the east side of the path, approximately 15 m to 20 m south
of the Site. This ditch parallels the path until it crosses beneath a second path in a PVC culvert,
south of the Site (Photo 8). After crossing beneath the second path, the water would travel in
another broad ditch towards the west. The ditch ends above a steep slope. There is a PVC pipe
that appears to collect water from this ditch and transport it somewhere down the slope. The PVC
pipe was infilled with material and it was not obvious where it discharged.
We recommend that the reinstated ditch above the Site be connected to the existing ditch
described above. Further, we recommend that the existing, poorly developed ditch be deepened
and cleared of some of the vegetation. We recommend that the City maintain the ditch regularly

Client:
City of Port Moody
File No.: 28256
E-File:
20200522_cjc_Washington Drive and Princeton Avenue Slope Stability Assessment_28256_draft

Date: May 22, 2020
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so that it stays operational and does not fill with debris. Although we believe re-grading the path
to be a geotechnical feasible solution to divert surface water away from the Site, we recommend
that the City consult with a hydrologist to determine if the increase runoff in the ditch may cause
instability of the steep slopes to the west of the Site.
Given the size of the over-steepened slope, erosion will likely continue during heavy rainfall even
if surface water from the pathway is directed elsewhere. We recommend that the eroded portions
of the slope be backfilled with a well graded, 150 mm minus granular product that will be more
resistant to erosion. Prior to backfilling, we recommend that a non-woven geotextile be placed on
the existing slope to reduce the likelihood of internal erosion of the native sands on Site
(Sketch 3).

4.

AF
T

Portions of the hillside adjacent to the eroded sections will be susceptible to surface erosion if
water is directed over the slope, particularly where vegetation is thin. It will be critical for re-grading
of the path to not cause water to flow down slope of the path where it could erode new sections.
Re-vegetating the slopes would also help reduce the erosion risk, although the sandy soil may
make re-vegetating the slope challenging.
COST ESTIMATE
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We have prepared a high level cost estimate to complete the re-grading of the path and backfilling
the erosion Site. The cost estimate does not include any hydraulic consultation or survey which
we expect will be required. We have included a nominal allowance for revegetation. This will need
to be confirmed.
Table 1: High Level Type D Cost Estimate for Path Re-Grading
Task
Mob/Demob
Type D Excavation
Surfacing Gravel
Ditching

Quantity
LS
150 cubic metres
50 cubic metres
LS

Estimated Unit Cost
$12,000
$35
$70
$2,500
Contingency (20%)
Estimated Total
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File No.: 28256
E-File:
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Cost
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Table 2: High Level Type D Cost Estimate Backfilling the Site
Task
Mob/Demob
150 mm minus WellGraded Granular Fill
Non-woven
Geotextile
Revegetation of
Slope

5.

Quantity
LS
200 cubic metres

Estimated Unit Cost
$12,000
$70

Cost
$12,000
$14,000

50 square metres

$20

$1,000

LS

$2,500

$2,500

Contingency (20%)
Estimated Total

$5,900
$35,400

CLOSURE

Statement of Limitations and Conditions
Site Photos (Photos 1 to 8)
Sketches 1-3
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Attachments:

AF
T

We trust that this information is sufficient for your needs. Should you require clarification of any
item or additional information, please contact us at your convenience.
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STATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS AND CONDITIONS
1.

STANDARD OF CARE

This Report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering or environmental consulting practices in the applicable jurisdiction.
No other warranty, expressed or implied, is intended or made.
2.

COMPLETE REPORT

All documents, records, data and files, whether electronic or otherwise, generated as part of this assignment are a part of the Report, which is of a
summary nature and is not intended to stand alone without reference to the instructions given to Thurber by the Client, communications between
Thurber and the Client, and any other reports, proposals or documents prepared by Thurber for the Client relative to the specific site described herein,
all of which together constitute the Report.
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY UNDERSTAND THE SUGGESTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED HEREIN, REFERENCE MUST BE
MADE TO THE WHOLE OF THE REPORT. THURBER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR USE BY ANY PARTY OF PORTIONS OF THE REPORT WITHOUT REFERENCE
TO THE WHOLE REPORT.
3.

BASIS OF REPORT

The Report has been prepared for the specific site, development, design objectives and purposes that were described to Thurber by the Client. The
applicability and reliability of any of the findings, recommendations, suggestions, or opinions expressed in the Report, subject to the limitations provided
herein, are only valid to the extent that the Report expressly addresses proposed development, design objectives and purposes, and then only to the
extent that there has been no material alteration to or variation from any of the said descriptions provided to Thurber, unless Thurber is specifically
requested by the Client to review and revise the Report in light of such alteration or variation.
4.

USE OF THE REPORT

AF
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The information and opinions expressed in the Report, or any document forming part of the Report, are for the sole benefit of the Client. NO OTHER
PARTY MAY USE OR RELY UPON THE REPORT OR ANY PORTION THEREOF WITHOUT THURBER’S WRITTEN CONSENT AND SUCH
USE SHALL BE ON SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS AS THURBER MAY EXPRESSLY APPROVE. Ownership in and copyright for the contents
of the Report belong to Thurber. Any use which a third party makes of the Rep ort, is the sole responsibility of such third party. Thurber accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for damages suffered by any third party resulting from use of the Report without Thurber’s express written permission.
INTERPRETATION OF THE REPORT

a)

Nature and Exactness of Soil and Contaminant Description: Classification and identification of soils, rocks, geological units, contaminant materials
and quantitie s ha ve bee n ba sed o n in vestigations performed in a ccordance w ith t he st andards set o ut in Paragraph 1. Classific ation an d
identification of thes e f actors are judgmental in n ature. Comprehensive s ampling and t esting programs imp lemented wit h t he appropriate
equipment by experienced personnel may fail to locate some conditions. All investigations utilizing the standards of Paragraph 1 will involve an
inherent risk that s ome conditions will no t be de tected and a ll documents or r ecords s ummarizing suc h in vestigations will be based on
assumptions of what exists between the actual points sampled. Actual conditions may vary significantly between the points investigated and the
Client and all oth er persons making use of such documents or records with our express written consent should be aware of this risk and the
Report is delivered subject to the express condition that such risk is accepted by the Client and such other persons. Some conditions are subject
to change over time and those making use of the Report should be a ware of this possibility and understand that the Report only presents the
conditions at the sampled points at the time of sampling. If special concerns exist, or the Client has special considerations or requirements, the
Client should disclose them so that additional or special investigations may be undertaken which would not otherwise be within the scope of
investigations made for the purposes of the Report.

b)

Reliance on Provided Information: The evaluation and conclusions contained in the Report have been prepared on the basis of conditions in
evidence at the time of site inspections and on the basis of information provided to Thurber. Thurber has relied in good faith upon representations,
information and instructions provided by the Client and others concerning the site. Accordingly, Thurber does not accept responsibility for any
deficiency, misstatement or inaccuracy contained in the Report as a result of misstatements, omissions, misrepresentations, or fraudulent acts
of the Client or other pers ons providing information relied on by Thurber. Thurber is en titled to rely on such representations, information and
instructions and is not required to carry out investigations to determine the truth or accuracy of such representations, information and instructions.

c)

Design Services: The Report may form part of design and construction documents for information purposes even though it may have been issued
prior to final design being completed. Thurber should be retained to review final design, project plans and related documents prior to construction
to confirm that they are consistent with the intent of the Report. Any differences that may exist between the Report’s recommendations and the
final design detailed in the contract documents should be reported to Thurber immediately so that Thurber can address potential conflicts.

d)

Construction Services: During construction Thurber should be retained to provide field reviews. Field reviews consist of performing sufficient and
timely observations of en countered cond itions in o rder t o con firm and do cument t hat t he sit e c onditions do not ma terially differ fro m th ose
interpreted conditions considered in the preparation of the report. Adequate field reviews are necessary for Thurber to provide letters of assurance,
in accordance with the requirements of many regulatory authorities.

6.

RELEASE OF POLLUTANTS OR HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

D
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5.

Geotechnical engineering and environmental consulting projects often have the potential to encounter pollutants or hazardous substances and the
potential to cause the escape, release or dispersal of those substances. Thurber shall have no liability to the Client under any circumstances, for the
escape, r elease or dispersal of pollutants or ha zardous substances, unless s uch pollut ants or hazardous s ubstances hav e been s pecifically a nd
accurately identified to Thurber by the Client prior to the commencement of Thurber’s professional services.
7.

INDEPENDENT JUDGEMENTS OF CLIENT

The information, interpretations and conclusions in the Report are based on Thurber’s interpretation of conditions revealed through limited investigation
conducted within a defined scope of services. Thurber does not accept responsibility for independent conclusions, interpretations, interpolations and/or
decisions of the Client, or others who may come into possession of the Report, or any part thereof, which may be based on information contained in
the Report. This restriction of liability includes but is not limited to decisions made to develop, purchase or sell land.
HKH/LG_Dec 2014
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Photo 1: Looking east from the base of the eroded slope.
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Photo 2: Looking at eroded slope with person for scale.

Photo 3: Bedding and crossbeds of sand.
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Photo 4: Looking down from the top of the eroded slope.
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Photo 5: Looking south along pathway at top of eroded slope.
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Photo 6: Looking north along pathway at top of eroded slope.
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Photo 7: Exposed soil slopes adjacent to primary erosion area. These would be susceptible to
similar erosion if surface water is directed over the slopes.
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Photo 8: Ditch on the uphill side of the pathway that is above the erosion site. Note the PVC
culvert crossing the other trail in an east-west direction.
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PORT MOODY
POLICE BOARDServing the community since 1913
Serving the community since 1913

TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:
CC:

Paul Rockwood, General Manager, Financial Services
Port Moody Police Board
2020 Integrated Homicide Investigation Team (IHIT) Overpayment Credit
07 July 2020
City of Port Moody Finance Committee
Kim Tsok, Budget Officer, Police

At its Regular meeting held on 07 July 2020, the Port Moody Police Board considered the
following information contained within the Board’s July 2020 Finance Committee’s report:
The department has been part of the Lower Mainland District Integrated Homicide
Investigation Team (LMD IHIT) since April 2014 and has been historically invoiced for
100% of our share of the IHIT costs. Effective April 1, 2019 the LMD IHIT is to be
included as part of the RCMP Provincial Services with the 70/30 provincial/federal cost
share applied to all LMD IHIT costs. This means that all municipalities participating in
IHIT will benefit from the 70/30 cost share and that Port Moody will be invoiced for
LMD IHIT costs at the 70% cost share. This will result in significant annual savings
for the department of approximately $72,500 (based on savings of 30% on the 2020
IHIT budget of $241,622). The department has some strategic plans for the 2021
budget to reallocate the annual IHIT savings.
In addition to future IHIT savings, the settlement agreement also addresses IHIT costs
incurred in prior years. As at April 1, 2019, Port Moody has funded $351,284 in excess
of our proportionate share of the LMD IHIT costs and this credit will be applied towards
future IHIT invoices. There will be a further credit calculated for the period April 1,
2019 to March 31, 2020 (which is aligned with the RCMP’s fiscal year) – but this figure
likely won’t be available until July or August. It is anticipated based on amounts
invoiced in 2019, that the credit to the end of 2019 will be approximately $46,000.
In consultation with Paul Rockwood, the CFO at the City, it is recommended that the
retroactive credit, including the credit for the period of April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020,
be transferred to the City to support the financial challenges that the City is currently
facing as a result of COVID-19. The amount of the credit for the period of January 1,
2020 to March 31, 2020 will not be transferred to the City, but be retained by the Police
Department and applied to reduce operating costs.

3051 St. Johns Street, Port Moody, B.C. V3H 2C4
rvagramov@portmoody.ca
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PORT MOODY
POLICE BOARDServing the community since 1913
Serving the community since 1913
and passed the following motion:
THAT the Police Board approve the credit to be received for the overpayment
of IHIT expenses incurred to December 31, 2019 be transferred to the City of
Port Moody.

Should the Committee approve these transactions, the following resolution is
recommended:
THAT the transfer of the credit for overpayment of IHIT expense incurred
to December 31, 2019 from the Port Moody Police Department to the City
of Port Moody be approved.

Going forward, future savings on IHIT costs will remain within the PMPD base budget to be
utilized for strategic growth to develop programs that are currently in need of additional
resources.

Rhonda Doig
Recording Secretary
Port Moody Police Board

3051 St. Johns Street, Port Moody, B.C. V3H 2C4
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Date:
June 26, 2020
Submitted by: Finance and Technology Department – Corporate Purchasing and Risk
Management Division
Subject:
Contract Awards Over $200,000 – January to June 2020
In accordance with the Purchasing Policy (03-1200-01), this is an information update to advise
Council of contract awards in amounts greater than $200,000. If there are no contracts that
exceed $200,000, a memorandum will not be provided.
Competitive Bid #: RFP19-27
Project Name

Shoreline Trail Sanitary Sewer Upgrades Project

Project Manager

Shashi Bandara

Consultant (if applicable)

n/a

No. of responses received

6

Awarded Firm

Kerr Wood Leidal (KWL)

Award Amount (excl. GST)

$840,146

Project Number

PD19-0060

Project Budgets

$5,460,000
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:
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Attachments:
Final Approval Date:

Jul 6, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jun 29, 2020 - 10:49 AM
Paul Rockwood, General Manager of Finance and Technology - Jun 29, 2020 - 11:57 AM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 6, 2020 - 11:51 AM
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Date:
June 29, 2020
Submitted by: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division
Subject:
Affordable Housing Related Initiatives
At the Special Council (Committee of the Whole) Meeting on April 21, 2020 Council considered
the attached report (Attachment 1) and passed the following resolutions:
CW20/047
THAT the report dated April 12, 2020 from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force
regarding Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force be received
for information;
AND THAT staff be directed to:
1. extend an invitation to the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC in order to inform
Council of how community land trusts may assist with Council priorities for
redevelopment of public property;
2. report back to Council with costs and implications associated with updating
Port Moody’s laneway housing bylaws as informed by recommendations from the task
force in order to increase uptake of that program;
3. establish a renoviction bylaw in line with the municipalities of Port Coquitlam,
New Westminster, and Burnaby; and
4. update the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund Terms of Reference, including
amending the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund Policy to allow distribution of funding
out of the Reserve for rental relief initiatives for renters in need of financial assistance;
AND THAT these recommendations be given high priority.
CW20/048
THAT a representative from SHARE Family and Community Services be invited to make
a presentation to Council regarding a potential Tri-Cities Rent Bank.
At the Special Council (Committee of the Whole) meeting on July 21, 2020, the Cooperative
Housing Federation of BC will give a presentation to inform Council of how community land
trusts may assist with Council priorities for redevelopment of public property. As part of the
presentation, the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC has shared the following hyperlink to a
video explaining what a Co-Op is
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiVZQ85up48&feature=youtu.be.
SHARE Family and Community Services will present on the Tri-Cities Rent Bank Initiative.
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The recommended resolution is:
THAT the memo dated June 29, 2020 from the Planning and Development
Department – Policy Planning Division regarding Affordable Housing Related
Initiatives be received for information.
Attachment(s)
1. Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force.
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:
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Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable
Housing Task Force.pdf
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Jul 13, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Mary De Paoli, Manager of Policy Planning - Jul 8, 2020 - 4:04 PM
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Report to Council
From the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force
Date:
Subject:

April 12, 2020
Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide information about the current activities and proposed
timelines of the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force, which has been established for the
purpose of developing priorities and policies to create and maintain affordable housing in Port
Moody and to assist staff in the updating of the City’s Affordable Housing Strategy (2009). We
also seek council direction to direct staff to undertake preliminary recommendations.

Recommendation
THAT the report dated April 12th, 2020 from the Affordable Housing Task Force regarding
Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force be received for
information;
AND THAT staff be directed to:
1) extend an invitation to the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC in order to inform
council of how community land trusts may assist with Council priorities for
redevelopment of public property;
2) update Port Moody’s laneway housing bylaws as informed by recommendations
from the task force in order to increase uptake of that program;
3) establish a renoviction bylaw in line with the municipalities of Port Coquitlam, New
Westminster, and Burnaby; and
4) update the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund Terms of Reference, including
amending the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund Policy to allow distribution of
funding out of the Reserve for rental relief initiatives for renters in need of financial
assistance;
AND THAT Port Moody grant at least $5,000 from the Affordable Housing Reserve to the
Tri-Cities SHARE Rent Bank as recommended in the report dated April 12, 2020 from the
Affordable Housing Task Force regarding Interim Report from the Affordable Housing
Task Force.
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Executive Summary
Despite the strengths of our community in promoting inclusivity, which is extremely encouraging,
Port Moody recently was found to be one of the least affordable communities in Canada. In
order for this to change, we will need to update our affordable housing strategy and implement
new policies and actions.
For this reason, Port Moody struck an Affordable Housing Task Force which has tasked with
researching best practices and making recommendations to increase and incentivize affordable
housing in the community.
This report has 3 sections:
The first give background on housing in Port Moody.
The second outlines the policies that are currently under investigation and the state of the
research in order to provide council an overview of the committee’s activities. As the task force
is also investigating housing needs and numbers, preliminary numbers are also provided.
The third gives interim recommendations based on preliminary research, The first of which is
inviting the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC to present to council in order to be abreast of
potential partnerships, as representatives made a positive impression on the Task Force when
they presented in early 2020 (background is attached). The second is updating our laneway
housing policy after researching where there is most uptake in Metro Vancouver and BC,
including asking industry experts. The third is to create a renoviction policy, which is now being
implemented by neighbouring municipalities, including Burnaby, who is held to have the best
policies around rents in the country. The final recommendation is to update our affordable
housing reserve policy for more consistent contributions and to allow for rental relief use,
including the Tri-Cities SHARE Rent Bank. Background on rent banks is provided.
The Affordable Housing Task Force Aims to have a final report to council by June 2020.

Background
Everyone should have the right to safe, stable and affordable housing, and this has been
highlighted as a priority on multiple occasions as a priority of council. Sadly, recent reports from
the Vancouver Foundation suggest more and more people are having to move away from their
communities because of affordability issues
(https://www.vancouverfoundation.ca/sites/all/themes/connengage/files/VF-Connect-Engagereport.pdf). This means that people lose touch with their friends and support systems, as well as
their families. The impact and the stress of these situations has a negative impact on mental
and physical health.
Despite the strengths of our community in promoting inclusivity, which is extremely encouraging,
Port Moody recently was found to be one of the least affordable communities in Canada
(https://www.tricitynews.com/news/port-moody-sustains-city-of-the-arts-title-in-bestcommunities-ranking-1.23926321). In order for this to change, we will need to update our
affordable housing strategy and implement new policies and actions. Fortunately, we have
excellent and compassionate staff; however, those staff have limited time to dedicate to these
issues. This is where council and the Affordable Housing Task Force can play a supporting role
in establishing proprieties for our community, as exemplified from other municipalities, people
with lived experience and or those who support them, and best practice guides from NGOs and
governmental agencies, among other sources.
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In the current housing market, according to housing advocates “higher-income households that
may have considered purchasing property in the past are now resorting to renting.”
(https://www.tricitynews.com/real-estate/rent-costs-high-and-on-the-rise-in-the-tri-cities1.23298837). Reports also show that across Canada young people are having a harder time
getting into the market than their parents (https://www.cbc.ca/radio/checkup/boomers-oncecritical-of-millennials-are-more-sympathetic-to-their-housing-plight-says-professor-1.5203404)
while at the same time Metro Vancouver is seeing a growing number of seniors experiencing
homelessness or in danger of becoming homeless (https://vancouversun.com/news/localnews/agencies-serving-b-c-s-homeless-need-help-as-more-seniors-turn-to-shelters). Currently
Port Moody has a 25% renter population, but in an age of precarious work and housing, and
significant effects of the COVID-19 crisis, it is important that our rental stock continue to grow.
What we can do to encourage and preserve existing affordable rentals must also be a priority.
Council and staff have also had considerable discussions regarding a “missing middle,” and
potential actions to address that housing gap.
In 2017, Port Moody voted to establish an affordable housing task force; “A Council-led task
force could undertake a review of existing policy recommendations from Metro Vancouver’s
reports and other progressive policies already implemented in other municipalities (ie: New
Westminster’s Family Friendly Housing Policy) and fast-track recommendations back to Council.
Given anticipated development applications coming forward, having strong and progressive
housing policy in place assists both staff and Council in their decision-making processes.”
(Attachment 1) For various reasons the task force was not able to fulfill its mandate at that time.
Background on TOD policies (under review)
In a presentation by the Port Moody Foundation on Community Connections (2018), Port Moody
residents heard that we are losing affordable homes along transit lines. We must establish
ambitious targets for new transit oriented developments that make it clear to the development
community that this a non-negotiable component of all new developments, as well as
establishing what policies we can to retain affordable housing near transit. As outlined in the
2008 report on Eco-density by the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives “density does not
necessarily equate to affordability. That said, there is merit in denser living arrangements to the
extent that they [can] enhance livability, ensure greater energy efficiency, greater utilization of
transit, walking and biking as alternative modes to cars, and more robust public and private
goods and services in the local neighbourhood. If affordable housing can become a new core
principle of EcoDensity, it raises the possibility of meeting the twin objectives of sustainability
and equity [both important principles to Port Moody]. But if housing affordability is neglected, or
left to passive policies, then increased density will force more low- and middle-income
households out to the suburbs, undermining EcoDensity’s environmental impact.”
(https://www.policyalternatives.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/publications/BC_Office_Pubs/bc_20
08/affordable_ecodensity.pdf)
Since 2019, a number of potential policies regarding affordable housing have been proposed
and supported and/or recommended to the affordable housing task force for further study. In
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October 2019, the Affordable Housing Task Force was re-established to investigate a
comprehensive suite of policies which may enhance our ability to provide and maintain
affordable housing, as well as assisting the development community to understand our priorities
such that negotiations are clear and streamlined.

Discussion
The affordable housing task force is currently compiling housing needs numbers which will
complement the work that staff is doing to find projects numbers as well. The AHFT is currently
investigating the following policies (where these policies are current enacted, but not policy
details, has been outline by Metro Vancouver, 2018) and our research is approximate 80%
complete. The AHTF is also working on providing housing needs and demographic numbers for
the City in order to inform decision making; preliminary statistics can be found in Pomo Housing
Book 1&2 (Attachments 4 and 5).
The policies and advocacy motions that are currently under development/ have been approved/
in- consideration in Port Moody are included in Table 1.
Table 1
Have/ In
development/
Investigating

Policy

Notes

☑

Affordable Housing Reserve
Fund

☑
☑

Density Bonusing/CAC Policies
Tenant Relocation Policy

☑
☑
+

Secondary Suite Bylaw
Small Lot Subdivision Bylaw
Working with BC Housing to
find areas to partner on
affordable housing
Establishing a protocol for
warming shelters if needed for
extreme temperatures
Fast-Track Development Policy
for affordable housing
Inclusionary Housing Policy

Though Port Moody has an Affordable housing
reserve Fund, the AHTF is looking into updating
with best practices from other jurisdictions. As
recommended below.
Updated in 2018 (DCCs updated in 2020)
Other local governments have more stringent
guidelines and bylaws – recommendations are in
process
Staff recently updated this (February 2020)
Port Moody is seeing a number of these.
Under way (Early 2019)

+

+
+

+

Rental Only Zoning/Tenure
Policy

Underway (February 2020)

Underway (May 2019)
AHTF will be reporting back on best practices and
recommendations. Staff are also investigating this.
Neighbouring municipalities have taken this
approach and not seen decrease in projects.
This is under investigation in a number of
municipalities and we are in communication to
share their findings.
Port Moody has investigated this on existing
properties but decided against implementation at
the time.
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+

Laneway Housing Bylaw
Pre-zoning for rental

Property Tax Exemption
Program (for non-profits)
Fee Waiver Policy
Parking Relaxation Policy

Family Friendly Policy
Renoviction Policy
Minimum Standards of Rental
Maintenance

Demolition Policy

Rental Replacement Policy
Land Trust Model
TOD Guidelines

OCP Policies supporting AH

Advocacy
Advocacy

Asking for poverty reduction
grants for local government
Changing the provincial Rental
Tenancy Act and Strata Act to
not discriminate against pets in
rental and strata units

As recommended below
This is under investigation in a number of
municipalities and we are in communication to
share their findings.
Under investigation
Under Investigation
Under investigation – recommendations will be
inline with pre-existing policies from other cities
regarding affordable housing and rentals. Some
municipalities have different ratio formulas
depending on the area of the city.
Under investigation
As recommended below
This was strongly recommended by Burnaby’s
Affordable Housing Task force. AHTF members are
in contact with Burnaby to receive their research on
best practices when available.
We have recommendations but policies do not
mandate replacement and could be strengthened in
line with neighbouring municipalities
We have recommendations but policies do not
mandate replacement.
As recommended below
Port Moody has TOD areas which may be optimal
for inclusion of affordable housing – other
communities have developed policies and the
AHTF is looking into recommending some.
The OCP mentions affordable housing but falls
short of targets or strong policies. Inclusionary
zoning or TOD policies may clarify this in the OCP.
Passed UBCM 2020
To LMLGA 2020

We estimate the final report, including housing numbers and recommendations, to be presented
to council in early June.
Interim recommendations include
1) Inviting a representative from the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC to a council
meeting to inform council about their work and present the opportunity for community
land trust in meeting councils strategic objectives (attachment 2 provides background).
2) Updating the City’s laneway housing bylaw and processes as recommended in table 2.
3) Development of a policy addressing the issue of renovictions of rental residents
4) Update the Affordable Housing Reserve Fund Policy to include a certain percentage
required for small developments and to allow allocation for funds to rental relief funding
(such as the Tri-Cities SHARE Rent Bank)
Presentation from the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC
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Council is currently reviewing the best ways to use public lands for affordable housing; in this
vein, working with the CHFBC may present options for funding and strategic partnerships.
Laneway/ Carriage Housing
The Issue/ Background
Laneway/ Carriage houses are examples of sensitive infill or gentle density options. Though
many communities are implementing policies for their development, there is great variation in
Metro Vancouver as to uptake and use of the program. Affordable Housing Task Force
members reached out to Metro Vancouver and a developer of pre-fabricated laneway/ carriage
homes to find out where is having the most success or if there are “best practices.” Though an
extensive review has not been completed Metro Vancouver staff have indicated some
components of policy that help with uptake, some of which is consistent with recommendations
from the aforementioned industry professional, who recommended cities of North Vancouver
and Vancouver as examples. Recommendations are compiled in table 2.
Table 2
Policy
Component
Streamlining

Where is it done
City of North
Vancouver/
Vancouver

Industry parallel
advice
In Vancouver it’s a
relatively simple
process. That’s
because:


[applicants]
don’t have
to get
special
approval
from the
city council



[applicants]
don’t have
to do a
developmen
t permit
that’s
separate
from the
building
permit
[applicants]
don’t have
to solicit
feedback
from
neighbors.



Current Port Moody
Policy
None

Recommendation
Create streaming
as per industry
parallel advice
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The last point is
perhaps the most
important. In North
America we have a
long history of
granting neighbors
truly extraordinary
veto powers when it
comes to adding
new housing. Going
forward, if we want
to treat younger
generations and
renters more fairly,
we need to stop
trying to litigate
housing on a lot-bylot basis.
In CNV, applicants
have a concurrent
development permit
and building permit
process.
providing
municipal
incentives
(e.g. reduced
servicing
costs,
permitting
fees)

Vancouver

None

Providing a
set of preapproved
plans / design
guidelines
where
possible (this
can be paired
with an
expedited
permitting
process)
Developing
‘how-to’
guides and
other
resources
(e.g. webinar,
city-led

Vancouver,
Victoria, Nelson

None

Port Moody has
one
Victoria is a bit
easier to Navigate
North Vancouver
is as well

Someone will
have to pay for
infrastructure;
therefore, Port
Moody should
look more at
streamlining the
process or
preapproval
compared to
reducing
servicing.
Develop 3 preapproved designs
for laneway/
carriage homes
(see attachment
3 from Nelson for
example)

It may be a
worthwhile
exercise to look
at how-to guides,
perhaps from a
Tri-Cities point of
view to cut costs.
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training) to
clarify
requirements,
support
homeowners /
builders
Providing
public
education and
consultation to
reduce
neighbourhoo
d resistance to
changes
Exploring
innovative
approaches /
flexibility of
requirements
(e.g. reduced
parking
requirements
near transit,
alternative
parking
arrangements
(e.g. tandem
parking),
relaxed
setback
requirements,
modular
construction,
stratification of
laneway
houses,
reduced
servicing
connection
fees, etc.)

North Vancouver
CNV

Vancouver – only
one parking stall
required per
laneway house
CNV- Maximum
0.5 lot coverage
with the coach
house.
 Property is
zoned for
One-Unit
Residential
(RS) Use


There is
unused
Gross Floor
Area
available on
the lot which
can be
allocated to
the coach
house



Lot has a
Front Lot
Line Length
of 10 metres
(32.8 feet)



The Coach
House is
designed in
accordance
with the
Zoning
Bylaw and
Accessory
Coach
House
Developmen

Do not require a
public input

Make public input
for laneway
homes nonmandatory



Parking:
Each
property
owner will
be required
to provide
one on-site
parking
space for
exclusive
use of the
DADU
tenant. If
the main
house also
has a
secondary
suite, one
(1) parking
space is
required for
the suite.
Two (2)
spaces are
required for
the main
house. In
this
scenario,
one
property
may
require four
(4) parking
spaces on
the lot to
satisfy the
parking
requiremen
ts of the
Zoning
Bylaw.

Reduced parking
for laneway
homes near
transit and
relaxation of
setbacks as long
as minimum
distance from
main home are
followed and
ground surface
does not exceed
the maximum
(and is
permeable)
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t Permit
Guidelines


Owner
resides on
the property



Two parking
spaces
available on
the property

Make the
process Citywide

Vancouver

Making it a citywide
policy did a few
things. Not only was
the liftoff faster, it
was also much
fairer. Both the
impacts and
opportunities of the
new policy were
distributed across
the entire city.

Don’t force
“style
matching”

Vancouver

Agreed

Coverage Maximum
of 40%:
RS1, RS2,
RS5, RS6,
RS7, RS9,
RT
Maximum
of 45%:
RS1-S,
RS3
Currently only in
certain zoning, but
seems mainly in all
single-family areas
– currently looks
complicated

We do ask for style
matching

Make laneway/
carriage homes
available city
wide where
property allows
unless restricted
by fire access,
environmentally
sensitive areas
on site, or other
stipulations staff
suggest.
Do not make
style matching
mandatory save
in historical
design areas

Development of Renoviction Bylaw
Establishment of a renoviction bylaw as (background was provided in a report titled Minimum
Standards of Rental Maintenance Bylaw and Anti-Renoviction Bylaw dated July 9, 2019.) Since
the writing of that report, such a bylaw has been recommended by the Burnaby Affordable
Housing Task Force (page 51), including:
This bylaw would stipulate that tenants who must vacate their homes due to renovation are
provided temporary accommodation, with right to return to the same unit at the same rent
(subject to RTA increases) and under the same rental agreement. This applies to all renovations
that:
 are in buildings with six or more units
 require tenants to vacate the unit(s)
 require a building permit
Such a bylaw would enforced through business licence process (City of New Westminster
approach)
Update the Affordable Housing Reserve Policy
The AHRF (affordable housing reserve fund) is made up of funds derived through Community
Amenity Contributions. CAC’s are voluntary and negotiated and are valuated at $6/SF for new
development. One third of these funds ($2/SF) go into the AHRF. The AHRF policy outlines
guidelines for allocation and distribution of these funds.
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In addition to this fund, the city could require a cash in lieu, based on an established percentage
of affordable housing to be built in any project. On larger projects (for example, over 100 units,
or an allotted percentage), the percentage of units would be built and provided to an affordable
housing partner to operate in perpetuity. On smaller developments, where it does not make
sense to have one or two units donated, the city will develop a criteria to determine equal value
through an analysis of the market cost plus long term operating cost and have these funds
donated back to the city to be put into the AHRF.
The AHRF (affordable housing reserve fund) is made up of funds derived through Community
Amenity Contributions. CAC’s are voluntary and negotiated and are valuated at $6/SF for new
development. One third of these funds ($2/SF) go into the AHRF. The AHRF policy outlines
guidelines for allocation and distribution of these funds.
In addition to this fund, the city could require a cash in lieu, based on an established percentage
of affordable housing to be built in any project. On larger projects (over 100 units), the
percentage of units would be built and provided to an affordable housing partner to operate in
perpetuity. On smaller developments, where it does not make sense to have one or two units
donated, the city will develop a criteria to determine equal value through an analysis of the
market cost plus long term operating cost and have these funds donated back to the city to be
put into the AHRF.
Further, on March 30, SHARE Family and Community Services officially announced the creation
of a Rent Bank for the Tri-Cities. The community members who know about the Rent Bank,
which as unofficially available for a few months before the announcement so appreciate the
support they have received so far. The creation of a Rent Bank in the Tri-Cities is extremely
timely, important and will definitely make a huge difference for struggling families in our
community. Sadly, we are an extremely expensive place to live and unaffordability is increasing,
putting more people at risk of losing their homes
(http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/homelessness/homelessnesstaskforce/crisis/Pages/default.aspx).
“SHARE announces a NEW program! The Tri-Cities SHARE Rent Bank program makes loans
available to Tri-Cities residents who have short term financial issues that are putting their
tenancy in jeopardy. The Rent Bank program works to provide interest free loans to market
renters, to help them maintain their tenancy through help with their rent payment, or a
hydro/natural gas payment or security deposit. Loans are to be repaid over 18-24 months.”
[https://sharesociety.ca/tri-cities-share-rent-bank]

Currently the Rent Bank budget has capacity for 25 loans and administrative support for the
entire Tri-Cities (grants are approximately $800 for single people and $1600 for families).
Conversations with councillors from other jurisdictions that have rent banks report that their
services are highly subscribed, even when, like the Tri-Cities Rent Bank, the requirements to
access services are quite high. The Tri-Cities Rent Bank is currently operating on grant funding
and donations; in this unprecedented COVID crisis there will likely be an upswing in need for
loans as well as administrative/ supportive services, and the current funding levels are unlikely
to be enough. While there are some programs offered by the Provincial and Federal
Governments, not everyone will be able to take part in those programs. Councillors in Port
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Moody, Coquitlam, and Port Coquitlam are requesting support from their municipalities to keep
our resident in their homes should they fall on difficult times (more details below).
Port Moody currently has a significant sum in our AHRF; though the current policy [Attachment
6] is silent on transferring funds to a rental bank, it is also silent on using the Reserve for
salaries, but Council approved it as a use to fund staff salaries that are developing strategies
around affordable housing. It would be prudent to amend the policy to allow funding for rental
relief and allocate funding to the Tri-Cities Rent Bank in this time when so many community
members may be in need.
When a family experiences short-term financial troubles and can’t pay their rent, the snowballing
effect can be enormous. When they are evicted this could mean trying to find a new place at a
much higher rent than they were paying previously or a smaller place that isn’t appropriate for
their family, or far away from their original community where they and/or their families grew but
that they can actually afford. It also means that we are losing people from our communities as
they move farther away to find something they can afford; this can fragment families, friends,
and social support structures and compounds the already escalating crisis of social isolation
and loneliness. The turmoil families and individuals can face sometimes lead to homelessness
and addiction issues.
As a City Council, we have seen firsthand the need, as there have been many people inquiring
how to access help even at the mention of establishment of a rent bank, and the support, as
many Unions and Credit Unions, and even some community foundations, have expressed
interest in helping get a Tri-Cities Rent Bank off the ground and some have promised funding.
SHARE Community and Family Services have been doing a wonderful job championing this
initiative and councillors across the Tri-Cities are anxious to support it in any way we can. In this
difficult time, solicitation of funds is difficult from traditional sources.
The success of rent banks are well founded. The key findings from a study of the
Toronto Rent Bank found that having access to a Rent Bank loan to deal with arrears helped the
majority of clients (approximately 2/3) to remain in their housing. In total, 71% of clients’ housing
situations were improved six months after the loans had been provided and participants did not
have to enter the City’s shelter system
(http://publications.gc.ca/site/eng/9.615239/publication.html;
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/NH18-23-57E.pdf).
Further, in BC, a researcher at Thompson River University has been studying Rent Banks and
has found they have a high rate of payback, though we understand some people will not be able
to pay. Just as importantly, clients of the Rent Banks in BC appear to have more stable housing
a year after their original loans.
(https://www.kamloopsbcnow.com/watercooler/news/news/Kamloops/15/07/08/TRU_Professor_
links_low_interest_loans_to_lower_homelessness_rates#fs_79806) [Attachment 7]
During this unprecedented crisis presented by COVID-19, it is imperative that people in our
community have options if they cannot pay their rent for whatever reason. The program is
currently small and a donation from Port Moody Affordable Housing Reserve Fund would make
an immense difference to people facing unforeseen hardship.
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Conclusion
The proposed first steps are entirely aligned with council’s strategic plan and stated values, and
the intent of the full suite of policies, which is aimed to be complete by June 2020, is to ensure
Port Moody has a robust affordable housing plan that will make sure we meet the needs of our
current and future residents.

Other Option(s)
THAT the report dated April 12, 2020 from The Affordable Housing Task Force regarding
Interim Report from the Port Moody Affordable Housing Task Force be received for information.

Financial Implications
There are no financial implications in receipt.
There may be implications for staff time costs of development of a renoviction policy and
laneway housing policy, as well as cost for design of 3 preapproved laneway home designs.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
There are no communications or civic engagement initiatives required by the recommendations
in this report.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
The council has signalled its dedication to community health and wellness, and provision of
affordable housing.

Attachment(s)
1. Transit-Oriented Affordable Housing Study (2017)
2. Background on the Cooperative Housing Federation of BC
3. Article from the Nelson Daily Dated February 7, 2020 regarding City announces
Laneway House Design Competition results
4. Pomo Housing Book 1
5. Pomo Housing Book 2
6. Affordable Housing Reserve fund Policy
7. Rent Bank Study
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Date:
June 22, 2020
Submitted by: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division
Subject:
Climate Action Plan

Purpose
To present the draft Climate Action Plan for Council adoption.

Recommended Resolution(s)
THAT Council adopt the Climate Action Plan as recommended in the report dated
June 22, 2020 from the Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division
regarding Climate Action Plan;
AND THAT staff be directed to report back with a Two-Year Funding and Implementation
Strategy for priority actions.

Executive Summary
Across BC and the globe, municipalities are taking a lead role to reduce the impacts of climate
change in their communities through energy management, reduction targets, and preparing for
future climate change impacts. In June 2019, the City of Port Moody joined many other local
governments in declaring a climate emergency, bringing to light the need to take accelerated
action on climate change.
Since 2018, Port Moody has been working to develop a Climate Action Plan that will launch
Port Moody to become a leader in community low carbon resilience and put the community on a
pathway to becoming carbon neutral. By choosing to act on climate change, Port Moody is
ensuring a better future for the community and the world.
The purpose of this report is to:
 provide an update on the Integrated Climate Action for BC Communities Initiative
ICABCCI);
 summarize public engagement that helped shape the Plan; and
 present the draft Climate Action Plan for Council endorsement.
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Background
Council has passed several resolutions related to the draft Climate Action Plan that have
enabled its development and guided its direction. A list of previous Council resolutions is
included in Attachment 1.

Discussion
Since 2018, Port Moody has been working to develop its first Climate Action Plan (CAP). The
Climate Action Plan is an integrated community-wide plan that provides direction and a set of
actions that will put the community on track to becoming carbon neutral along with preparing for
future climate impacts. After a comprehensive two-year development process, staff are pleased
to present the draft Climate Action Plan for Council adoption (Attachment 2). For a detailed
summary of the plan development process, please refer to Appendix F of Attachment 2. For
an update on the Integrated Climate Action for BC Communities Initiative and how the low
carbon resilience framework has been applied in Port Moody, see Attachment 3.
Climate Action Public Engagement
Throughout the Plan’s development, staff received input from the community and used this
information, in tandem with other stakeholder and expert input, to inform actions that will be
included in the Climate Action Plan. Community feedback was collected through two open
houses and coinciding feedback forms available in person and online. In addition, staff hosted a
booth at several community events in 2019 such as the Community Fair and Car Free Day,
promoting upcoming opportunities to engage in the development of the draft Climate Action
Plan, providing information about climate change and climate action in Port Moody, and
answering questions from the community. A detailed account of community engagement tactics
and feedback can be found in Attachment 4.
Moving Forward with Climate Action
Port Moody's Continued Commitment
Climate action has been a longstanding priority in Port Moody. Attachment 5 contains a list of
initiatives undertaken by the City departments that give testament to Port Moody’s commitment
to taking a proactive approach to addressing climate change. Included throughout the draft
Plan are more details of successful actions undertaken in each of the focus areas. The draft
Climate Action Plan is a major step forward in Port Moody’s obligation to further respond to the
threat of climate change.
In June 2019, Council unanimously approved a motion recognizing the climate emergency that
the planet faces and acknowledging that Port Moody needs to do its part to reduce carbon
pollution in response to the emergency. The resolution called for actions to ramp up the City’s
climate actions in line with efforts to limit global warming to 1.5°C. Although limiting warming to
1.5 °C will directly come from mitigation efforts, the draft Climate Action Plan integrates action
for both reducing GHG emissions and preparing for future climate impacts.
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Achieving Carbon Neutral Resilience
The draft Climate Action Plan represents the next level of commitment to respond to climate
change in Port Moody. The focus areas in the Plan reflect Port Moody’s jurisdiction, role and
the range of climate related challenges and initiatives affecting the community. A total of 54
actions have been identified in the plan that will both reduce GHG emissions and prepare for
future climate scenarios. These actions represent a mix of those targeted to reduce emissions
and those to help the community prepare for future climate. Where possible, actions are
identified as both low carbon and resilient and the synergies and co-benefits are recognized.
While global climate action has largely been focused at reducing emissions to prevent further
and increasingly damaging impacts, the already changing climate cannot be ignored. There is a
need to equally prioritize adapting to the quickly changing climate at the same time as swiftly
and effectively cutting emissions. To do this, staff will continue to use the low carbon resilience
framework to ensure that Port Moody identifies where these priorities and opportunities overlap.
Acknowledging the dire need to cut GHG emissions globally in half over the next decade in
order to maintain global temperature increase to 1.5°C this century, the Plan outlines a scenario
for Port Moody to achieve more than 40% reductions in emissions from 2007 levels by 2030
(over 50% reductions from current emission levels) and achieve carbon neutrality by 2050.
Since the latest climate science urges communities to focus on the next decade, actions
outlined in the Plan gives attention to the level of change required by around 2030.
At this point, action beyond 2030 that will be most impactful given anticipated changes in
technology, best practices, global markets, and cost is uncertain. The scenario illustrates one
path toward a carbon neutral community, based on resources, technology and regulation today.
Although we have seen significant technological advances in many areas, we don’t know in all
sectors which technologies will be the most economic, equitable, and enable mass transition
toward carbon neutrality. As a result, Port Moody’s carbon neutral path is likely to evolve and
adapt as technology, policy and market economics change over the next five to ten years. Staff
are committed to staying informed on new opportunities and information as they become
available and embedding new and revised actions into future priorities in the Climate Action
Plan.
The carbon neutral pathway demonstrates that there is a lot of work to do in the next decade,
and that continued bold efforts will be necessary to achieve emissions reduction targets and
increase resilience. It is important to note that municipal actions are essential, but are
insufficient on their own to meet the climate challenge. Achieving community climate goals and
the pathway outlined in the draft plan, will require large scales of transformation and
commitment from everyone, including residents, businesses, regional governments, and senior
levels of government. Commitment may come in the form of bold action, financial dedication,
compromise, and other methods. These actions and commitments may redefine a new sense
of normal for humankind and for our community, however, so will climate change on its own.
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These changes also provide other benefits including increased jobs, economic stimulus, and
improved ecosystem services. Climate actions can also contribute to multiple goals of the
Council Strategic Plan, the Official Community Plan, and other strategic plans and deliver many
benefits to the community, both short-term and long-term. By undertaking proactive planning for
climate change, we can ensure that opportunities and benefits are harnessed in the face of
drastic change wherever possible.
The City’s Policy Planning Division will lead implementation of the draft Plan, in collaboration
with the staff climate action working group. The staff working group will continue to meet
regularly and will guide prioritization of actions and implementation of the Plan.
Next Steps
Priority Actions
Council has consistently been committed to making progress on climate action, integrating
climate change and environmental considerations into City processes and the community where
possible.
To ensure the climate emergency declaration and the draft Climate Action Plan remain
meaningful and lead to transformation that matches the magnitude and urgency of the
challenge, additional resources will be required. Staff are in the process of determining a list of
priority actions for the first two years of the Plan’s implementation, including additional
resources needed to carry out these actions. A Two-Year Climate Action Funding and
Implementation Strategy will be developed that includes details such as indicators for tracking
action success, time frames, lead departments, staff capacity required, and financial needs. It is
anticipated that this Strategy will be brought forward for Council consideration in the fall of 2020.
First wave priority actions may include those that have a major impact on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, contribute to enhancing community climate resilience and equity, integrate well
with City priorities, and provide other co-benefits such as job creation and better air quality.
Staff anticipate that the first wave of priority actions will target areas with the most GHG
emissions output such as transportation and buildings, and areas where the vulnerabilities to
climate impacts are highest such as health concerns from extreme heat and infrastructure
impacted by increased rainfall and flood events.
During this time, staff will also prepare updates to the Official Community Plan (OCP) to ensure
compliance with Bill 27-2008, the Local Government Green Communities Statues Amendment
Act1 requiring local governments to include targets, policies, and actions for the reduction of
GHG emissions in their OCPs. Similarly, staff will prepare submission documents to comply
with Milestones 1 through 4 of the Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) Milestone Framework2
that guides communities when taking action against climate change by reducing community
emissions. More details on the Plan development process can be found in the draft CAP.

1

Bill 25 – 2008 Local Government (Green Communities) Statutes Amendment Act
http://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/lc/billsprevious/4th38th:gov27-1
2

Partners for Climate Protection Milestone Framework https://fcm.ca/en/programs/partners-climate-protection
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It is also important to consider that climate change will not affect everyone in the community to
the same degree. Lower income, socially marginalized populations, and those with existing
health conditions may be disproportionately impacted by climate change. Those with less
financial resources may have fewer options to protect themselves when major weather events
occur, and may have more difficulty recovering from impacts. Fairness, equity, and affordability
will be central considerations in the implementation of the Climate Action Plan. Staff will
develop an equity lens to be applied on all climate actions, ensuring where possible that the
benefits and burdens of climate action are shared as equitably as possible.
Ongoing Monitoring and Review
The proposed plan suggests renewal in the fifth year of implementation. Since our actions
focus on the next decade and society is rapidly shifting to enable swift action, it is important to
review the Plan at the critical five-year junction when the majority of actions are initiated and
progressing towards maturity. The staff climate action working group will undertake ongoing
research and review of best practices and emerging technologies and incorporate new
opportunities into the next wave of actions in the Plan.
Monitoring of implementation will be carried out largely by the staff climate action working group.
This group will develop and lead monitoring and evaluation programs to help ensure that the
goals and actions in the Plan are implemented and are achieving results as intended. A first
step in this process will be to develop targets and indicators to measure progress and determine
how the required information will be collected. Staff have already begun by developing a
preliminary list of indicators for each focus area. As actions in each focus area are initiated,
indicators will be revisited and revised as necessary to best track and report out on the success
of goals and actions.
To achieve the timelines committed to in the climate emergency declaration and in the Climate
Action Plan, work will need to begin as soon as possible in order to avoid significant effort and
cost in later years. The sooner actions are initiated, the better prepared our community will be
for responding to climate change. The Climate Action Plan is a living document that will
continue to be informed by, and in turn inform, community and City priorities, ultimately leading
Port Moody to become a carbon neutral and climate resilient community.

Other Option(s)
THAT staff be directed to report back with revisions as specified by Council to the Climate
Action Plan.

Financial Implications
The level of action outlined in the Climate Action Plan will require significant dedication of
resources including capital and operational costs, existing staff time, creation of new positions,
and consultant assistance. Without dedication of these resources, the implications are that:




climate actions outlined and committed to in the Climate Action Plan and Climate
Emergency Declaration may be delayed or abandoned;
Port Moody may not be on track to meet its 2030 and 2050 climate targets; and
climate change impacts may not be adequately addressed, potentially resulting in
greater damage to infrastructure and amenities, loss of biodiversity, reduction of
5
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services, threat to human health and safety, increased costs of repair and recovery, and
other impacts.
Pending adoption of the draft Climate Action Plan, funding for the Plan will be phased in over
time. Staff will report back with a Two Year Climate Action Funding and Implementation
Strategy detailing how the first wave of priority actions will be realised. The Strategy will identify
which actions have been prioritised, as well as related resourcing needs, funding opportunities,
lead departments, and action monitoring details.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
If the draft Climate Action Plan is adopted by Council, staff will prepare an announcement and
will post the Plan to the City website. The Climate Action Plan includes ongoing monitoring of
progress on actions and tracking towards achieving emission reduction and resilience goals.
These results will be presented to Council in annual updates and communicated via the City's
website and social media channels

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
Adoption of the draft Climate Action Plan is consistent with the Environmental Leadership
priority in the 2019-2022 Council Strategic Plan, which outlines a vision for the City to provide
leadership in climate change by thinking globally and acting locally.
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Attachment 1 – Climate Action Plan Council Resolutions

At the July 10, 2018 Regular Council meeting, Council passed the following resolution:
RC18/420
THAT the proposed strategy for writing and implementing a Climate Action Plan be
endorsed as recommended in the report dated June 27, 2018 from the Climate Action
Committee regarding Climate Action Plan Development and Implementation Strategy;
AND THAT staff be directed to report back on financial implications.
At the January 22, 2019 Regular Council meeting, Council passed the following resolution:
RC19/032
THAT the proposed Climate Action Public Consultation Plan be endorsed as presented
in the report dated January 9, 2019 from the Planning and Development Department Policy Planning Division regarding Proposed Climate Action Public Consultation Plan;
AND THAT a 2019 operating account be set up for the development of a Climate Action
Plan with a budget of up to $11,000 funded from the Carbon Offsets Community
Reserve.
At the March 12, 2019 Regular Council meeting, Council passed the following resolution:
RC19/117
THAT the request for consultant assistance with the development of the Climate Action
Plan be endorsed as recommended in the report dated February 26, 2019 from the
Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division regarding Funding
Request for Consultant
Services to Support the Development of the Climate Action Plan;
AND THAT a 2019 operating project be established for consultant services with a budget
of up to $40,000 to be funded from the Carbon Offsets Community Reserve.
At the June 11, 2019 Regular Council meeting, a resolution was passed related to the
declaration of a climate emergency, which included the following actions:
RC19/278-280
THAT the City of Port Moody declare a climate emergency;
AND THAT the City of Port Moody update its Corporate and Community GHG emission
targets to be in line with the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report targets,
and include in its Climate Action Plan and other community plans new bold actions that

EDMS#476988
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the City could pursue to achieve its targets, including, but not limited to, the following six
actions:








EDMS#476988

aim to have 90% of all new residents live within an easy walk of their “daily
needs”;
accelerate its goal of having 40% of trips in the City made by walking, biking, or
transit by 2030, and continue to champion regional transit initiatives;
have 50% of all cars driven on City roads be zero emissions vehicles by 2030;
aim to have all heating and hot water systems in new buildings produce zero
emissions by 2025, and have existing heating and hot water systems utilize the
most low-emission technology available upon replacement;
by 2030, reduce the carbon content of new buildings and construction projects by
40% (compared to 2018); and
include targets for enhancement, including opportunities for creek
daylighting/enhancement, foreshore protection and enhancement, establishing
connectivity between Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs) and enhancing
forest health in the City’s ESA Management Strategy, and develop an urban
forestry strategy that will move towards achieving the IPCC Goals;
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1

P O R T M O O D Y T O D AY

The City of Port Moody is a diverse and dynamic community located at the
end of the Burrard Inlet in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia, typically
known for its warm summers and mild winters.
Historically, Port Moody was an industrial centre due to its prime tidewater and
rail access. While heavy industry remains an important part of the Port Moody
fabric today, the community has grown into a modern urban city of 34,000
residents with vibrant neighbourhood centres and SkyTrain connection. As
the region continues to grow, the city will continue to see increasing demand
as a place to live, work, visit and play, and accordingly must adjust to meet this
demand while minimizing its impact on the environment and considering
future climate.
This Climate Action Plan is a comprehensive and strategic approach to
reducing our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, preparing for the impacts of
climate change and supporting the long-term livability and prosperity of Port
Moody.

GHG – certain gases (both natural and
human-made) in the atmosphere (e.g.
water vapor, carbon dioxide, nitrous
oxide, and methane) that trap energy
from the sun. The trapped energy causes
the Earth’s temperature to rise – this is
called the greenhouse effect. Without
greenhouse gases, heat would escape back
into space and Earth’s average temperature would be -18°C. Human activities
over the last 150 years, however, have led
to an increase in greenhouse gas emissions, a rise in global temperatures (global
warming), and climate change.
climate change – when there is a longterm shift in average climate patterns
over time.

1.1 Climate Action Committee Vision
Port Moody’s Climate Action Committee is a civic committee composed of
members of Council, the community, and members of other civic committees
with a diverse set of skills and a common interest in taking action on climate
change in our community. The Committee was formed in 2017, focusing on
assisting in the creation and execution of initiatives that reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and increase resilience to climate change in Port Moody. The
Climate Action Plan is a community plan that was initiated by the Climate
Action Committee, and has seen active participation by the Committee
throughout its development.
The Climate Action Committee's vision provides a guiding framework for
becoming a resilient and low carbon community by 2050, through carrying
out actions identified in this plan and future actions to come.

Notable committee
contributions include:
•

assisting with developing and
carrying out a Climate Action Plan public
engagement strategy;

•

undertaking a climate risk and
vulnerability assessment;

•

developing, refining, and ranking
climate actions to be included in the
Plan; and

•

crafting a vision for a resilient, low
carbon Port Moody.

“Port Moody is a resilient community that honours climate justice, leading
the urgent response to climate change through collective action.”
– Climate Action Committee, 2019

Figure 1:
Climate Action Committee Members 2020
Pictured left to right: Derek Wilson, Mike Kasuya,
Rebecca Lyon, Councillor Amy Lubik (Vice Chair),
Councillor Megan Lahti (Chair), Elaine Golds, Duncan
Smith, Shelley Moore, Helen Howes, Laura Sampliner
(staff liaison). Not photographed: Bryn Sadownik
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low carbon resilience (LCR) – an
approach to municipal planning, decisionmaking and implementation that supports
communities in advancing towards a
resilient future by breaking down the silos
between adaptation, mitigation, and
other municipal priorities.
mitigation – efforts to reduce or prevent
emission of greenhouse gases. This may
include new technologies and renewable
energies, or energy efficient equipment. It
may also encompass attempts to remove
greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.
adaptation – refers to the actions taken
to manage the unavoidable impacts of
climate change. Adapting successfully
leads to improved resilience.

1.2 Achieving Low Carbon Resilience
Port Moody’s Climate Action Plan follows an integrated climate action
framework that considers both aspects of climate change planning: climate
mitigation and adaptation. This is called low carbon resilience. Integrating
the two at all levels of policy, planning and practice will align climate action
goals and advance the transition toward a more energy efficient, resilient,
and sustainable future. Doing so at the community level has the potential
to streamline resources and capacity, mainstream climate action in a way
that prevents contradictions, and identify strategic co-benefits for health,
infrastructure, equity and other community priorities.
Undertaking mitigation and adaptation planning in separate approaches can
sometimes lead to contradictory results that are maladaptive (lower right
quadrant) or emissions intense (upper left quadrant). Prior to this Plan, Port
Moody fell in the unsustainable quadrant (lower left) close to the middle of
the graph ( ), taking some action in both mitigation and adaptation, however,
this Plan outlines actions that will move the dial into the low carbon resilience
realm ( upper right quadrant).

•

maladaptation – not providing adequate or appropriate adjustment to the
environment or situation.

Figure 2: Low Carbon Resilience Framework*

Low Vulnerability
Adaptive Emissions

Low Carbon Resilience

Adaptation focused
planning
(eg: air conditioning,
higher seawalls)

Low emissions, low
vulnerability
(eg: green/blue infrastructure,
adaptive, zero emissions
buildings)

MITIGATION
Unsustainability
No planning
(eg: rapid deforestation,
urban sprawl)

Low Emissions

•

New Vulnerabilities
ADAPTATION

High Emissions

Climate Action Plan

Mitigation focused
planning
(eg: large-scale hydro,
biofuels)

High Vulnerability
*(ICABCCI, 2020; adapted from Cohen & Waddell, 2009).
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Port Moody's CAP has embedded an LCR approach in action development,
and will continue to apply an LCR lens throughout the implementation
process, as well as in the monitoring and evaluation stages. For example,
while developing the list of actions, the staff climate action working group
and the Climate Action Committee considered the impact of adaptation
actions on GHG emissions, and similarly, considered how to incorporate
climate resilience into actions that focus on reducing emissions. Certain
actions will be more mitigation or adaptation focused, however, using
an LCR approach ensures that the actions in this plan have been applied
synergistically.

LCR lens – by applying an LCR lens to
planning, processes and decision-making,
local governments can streamline investments, maximize outcomes, and achieve
additional co-benefits, or ‘win-wins’.

There are many examples of low carbon resilient actions already underway in many communities
including Port Moody, such as:
•

T ransit oriented development that decreases tailpipe emissions and increases residents’ resilience through enhanced mobility and
improved air quality;

•

Green roofs that reduce emissions as well as reduce urban heat and increase absorption of stormwater; and

•

Low-emissions microgrids that enhance resilience through decreased reliance on centralized power sources.

Increased access to Evergreen Extension stations with transit oriented development

6
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1.3 Port Moody Climate Action Goals
The following table summarizes the goals of this Plan for each of the focus areas.

Focus Area
Organization-wide

Goals
• Embed an LCR climate lens into City processes.
• R
 estore/strengthen our natural environment so that ecosystems and species are more
likely to adapt to the effects of a warming climate and help buffer the impacts.

Natural environment • Restore/strengthen our urban forests, which provide benefits such as: reducing

emissions by storing carbon; providing shade, moderating air temperature, deflecting
strong winds; and improving air quality.

• D
 esign/construct/renovate buildings that:
- Are durable and more likely to withstand or recover quickly from the anticipated
effects of climate change;
- Use relatively little energy to operate; and
- Provide a healthy indoor environment with good air quality.

Buildings

• Design/construct/renovate buildings with:
- Materials that are associated with low levels of embodied carbon; and
- Materials that store carbon.
• Use sources of energy that produce lower amounts of greenhouse gas emissions and
energy systems that are more likely to withstand or recover quickly from disruptive
events.

• E nsure all members of the community have equal access to information, support, and
resources related to preparing for climate change impacts.
Emergency response
and human health
• Ensure the City is ready to respond to climate-related hazards, such as flooding,
wildfires, and extreme heat.



• Reduce water consumption.
• Minimize urban flooding due to heavy rainfall.

Infrastructure

Land use and growth
management

• Ensure civic infrastructure and natural assets are well-maintained and improved/
restored/replaced when necessary so they are more resilient to the anticipated effects
of climate change.
• Incorporate climate change risks and vulnerability assessments into land use planning
and development.
• Develop a complete, connected, and compact community to minimize transportation
and buildings emissions.
• Manage shoreline erosion from sea level rise and coastal flooding.
• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the City’s fleet of vehicles.

Transportation and
mobility

Waste reduction

and management

• Support the use of alternative and zero-emission transportation options.
• Encourage residents to use clean vehicles that emit low or zero levels of
greenhouse gases.
• Minimize waste going to landfill and achieve zero emissions from waste before 2050.
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G L O B A L C L I M AT E C H A N G E

When Canada signed the Paris Agreement in 2015, we joined a global
commitment to keep global warming below 2°C, and as close to 1.5°C as
possible. In October of 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC)1 released a report making a case to strive for 1.5°C. Every degree of
warming beyond this threshold is expected to lead to increased risks of
extreme weather, more wildfires and floods, and increases in sea level rise. If
we fail to limit these impacts, climate change will continue to be an increasing
threat to global stability.

Did you know?
Even half a degree of warming is
significant. The IPCC compared the
impacts from climate change with 2°C
of warming as opposed to 1.5°C and found
the following on a global scale:
•

as many as 457 million more people
exposed to climate risks and related
poverty;

•

twice as many people will suffer from
water scarcity;

•

twice as many plants and three times as
many insects will lose their habitat;

Without strong action to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions , both locally
and globally, it will become increasingly difficult and expensive to maintain
the high quality of life experienced in Port Moody. At the same time, there
is a need to ensure local ecosystems, infrastructure, and neighbourhoods
are resilient to the impacts of climate change already occurring due to past
and continued GHG emissions, particularly if current choices and levels of
consumption continue.

•

a nearly ice-free Arctic Ocean in
September before 2050;

•

exposure of 2.6 times as many people to
extreme heat at least every five years;
and

•

double the decline in global fisheries.

Across BC and around the world, municipalities are taking a lead role to
reduce the impacts of climate change in their communities through energy
management, GHG reduction targets, and bold climate action.

resilience – the capacity of individuals,
communities, institutions, businesses,
and systems within a city to survive,
adapt, and grow no matter what kind of
chronic stresses and acute shocks they
experience.

The impacts of climate change do not plateau at 2°C, meaning that any
warming beyond 2°C would mean even more severe impacts in the future. For
context, even if the commitments made by Paris-signatory countries to date
were being met, the world would be on track for more than 3°C of warming
by the end of this century. This degree of warming would cause a worldwide
economic, environmental and social catastrophe.

In June of 2019, the City of Port Moody joined many other local governments in
declaring a climate emergency, bringing to light the need to take accelerated
action on climate change. The resolution called for the City to ramp up its
climate actions in line with efforts to limit global warming to 1.5°C.
Climate change mitigation refers to efforts to reduce or prevent the emission
of GHGs. This is an important part of responding to climate change. However,
even if GHG emissions were significantly reduced overnight, the effects of
climate change would continue to be felt for generations given the emissions
already ‘locked’ in the atmosphere. Climate change adaptation actions reduce
the negative impacts of climate change while taking advantage of potential
new opportunities. Adapting successfully leads to improved resilience.

1

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report: ipcc.ch/sr15
8
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3
Did you know?
Weather and climate are two different
things. Weather is what we experience
in the moment; climate describes the
broader trends that make certain weather
experiences more or less likely.

IPCC – Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), the United Nations
body for assessing the science related to
climate change.

C L I M AT E C H A N G E I N P O R T M O O D Y

Scientists have warned that we have just over a decade for the world to
fundamentally change its current trajectory of GHG emissions in order to
prevent global instability. We are responding to this warning by ensuring that
the bulk of actions outlined in this Plan focus on the next decade. This also
ensures that we are making use of the most recent and effective technology
and policies until a critical point where we must reassess and identify new
actions that will allow us to achieve the goals in this Plan.
Current climate projections show that as the climate changes, Port Moody
can expect hotter, drier summers; warmer winters with more rain from fall to
spring; an increase in frequency and intensity of precipitation; and sea level
rise. Climate scientists use averages of global climate models downscaled to
local areas to generate climate projections for future time periods such as the
2050s and 2080s. The Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium at the University
of Victoria developed climate projections for the Eagle Ridge Hospital site
in Port Moody, and these are shown in the Figure 3 below and presented
in detail in Appendix A. All variables are presented as changes from the
baseline period (1971-2000) and they are all averaged over a 30-year period
(2050s are 2041-2070 and 2080s are 2071-2100). Climate change projections
were based on Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5. This is the
scenario published by the IPCC that is recommended for, and commonly
used in, climate adaptation planning (see Appendix B for more details).
These changes can impact our community in many ways, some of which are
captured in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Local Climate Projections
3x as many days >25°C
Past: 30 days
2050s: 68 days
2080s: 94 days
Increased wildfires

More intense and frequent rainfall
More rain falling on rainy days
2050s: 8% rain increase
2080s: 17% rain increase
Sea levels rising
Increasing coastal flood risk

Increased risk to vulnerable
populations

Increasing summer
night temperatures
Past: 0 days >20°C
2050s: 5 days >20°C
2080s: 22 days >20°C

More days with poor air quality
and haze

Warming winter days
2080s: >average day 18°C
Less frost
Past: 43 days
2050s: 11 days

Longer growing season

Cold nights get warmer
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Figure 4: Future Climate Impacts

By the 2050s, it’s expected that climate change will be
affecting our region in the following ways*:
Drinking water supply: decreased
snowpack (over 50% less) in our
mountain watersheds and drier
summers (20% less rain) are putting a
strain on the existing water supply.
Buildings & energy systems:
higher summer
temperatures mean more
energy is required for
cooling systems.

Air quality & human health: hotter, drier
summers are increasing the risk of respiratory
ailments (as a result of smoke from wildfires)
and heat-related illness.
*Sources: Metro Vancouver’s Climate Projections for Metro Vancouver and 2050 Climate Discussion Paper
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Communities and infrastructure: flood risk –
extreme rainfall events, storm surges, and up to half
a metre of sea level rise (with a possible further rise
of half a metre to one metre by 2100) are increasing
the risk of flooding in the region.

Ecosystems and agriculture:
our changing climate is disrupting the fragile
equilibrium in our natural environment and
threatening local plants, trees, and animals.

Sanitary/storm sewers and drainage: sea
level rise and higher volumes of wastewater mean
more energy is required for pumping at wastewater
treatment facilities.
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PORT MOODY CONTEXT

Generally, GHG emissions have been closely tied to population growth – that
is, as the population grows, so do emissions. Over the last decade, we are
beginning to see a decoupling of this relationship. In BC, while population
and gross domestic product (GDP) have increased, GHG emissions decreased
relative to both population and GDP in the same time frame2, demonstrating
that it is possible to keep economic growth stable while decreasing the level
of environmental impact.

GDP – gross domestic product is the total
value of goods produced and services
provided in a country during one year.

Port Moody’s population has more than doubled over the past three decades,
with an average annual increase of 4.1%, making it one of the fastest growing
municipalities in Metro Vancouver in percentage terms over the period3.
However, population growth has not been evenly distributed over time with
the majority of growth occurring between 1991 and 2011, coincident with a
period of rapid housing development in a few neighbourhoods. Since this
time the city’s population growth has slowed considerably4.
Metro Vancouver’s Regional Growth Strategy includes a population projection
of 50,000 for Port Moody by 2041. Based on this projection, the City’s Official
Community Plan has anticipated population to be close to 40,000 people
by 2021 and 45,000 people by 2031 and 50,000 by 2041. This Plan identifies
how the City will accommodate growth in a manner that supports the
community’s vision and priorities, while minimizing GHG emissions and
increasing resilience.
2 BC Trends in Greenhouse Gas Emissions: env.gov.bc.ca/soe/indicators/sustainability/ghg-emissions.html
3 Port Moody Economic Profile: portmoody.ca/en/business-and-development/resources/
Documents/2016-Port-Moody-Economic-Profile.pdf
4 It is important to note that the Census population numbers include a slight adjustment upwards by Statistics Canada
from the actual Census results obtained in order to account for people who did not take part in the Census. However,
the upward adjustment is only made to the total population figures, not to any other Census data. As a result, the 2011
population total for Port Moody is shown as 32,975, not 34,141.

Figure 5: Population Estimates; BC Stats & City of Port Moody
60,000

Total Population

50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
0
1981

Actual
Projected

1988

1995

2002

2009

2016

2023

1981

1986

1991

1996

2001

2006

2011

2013

14,917

15,754

17,708

20,847

23,816

28,743

34,141

34,479

2030

2037

2021

2031

2041

39,660

44,820

50,000

Source: Ibid
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P O R T M O O D Y C L I M AT E A C T I O N

Port Moody has been proactive for over a decade by taking on a number
of initiatives to reduce our GHG emissions and improve the community’s
resilience to a changing climate, summarized in the following figure.
This Climate Action Plan represents the next level of commitment to respond
to climate change in Port Moody. The City’s 2014 Official Community Plan
(OCP) sets the context for addressing climate mitigation and adaptation by
identifying key directions to guide action. Numerous other plans, policies,
bylaws and strategies in the City are also integral to the Climate Action Plan.
These plans influenced the development of the Climate Action Plan, and
similarly, the Climate Action Plan will influence these and other plans in how
they carry out their goals going forward.

Did you know?
In 1996, Port Moody joined the Federation
of Canadian Municipalities’ Partners for
Climate Protection (PCP) Program which
supports municipalities in their efforts to
develop energy and emissions inventories
and plans to increase energy efficiency and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In 2007,
Port Moody became a signatory to the B.C.
Climate Action Charter thereby committing
to a voluntary goal of becoming carbon
neutral in its corporate operations.

Figure 6: Climate Action Plan Influence*

Master Transportation
Plan

Existing plans guide
development of the
Climate Action Plan

Parks and Recreation
Master Plan

Council Strategic
Plan

Climate Action
Plan
Official Community
Plan

Future plans consider
new directions from
Climate Action Plan

Disaster Response
Plan

Bylaws

Policies

Strategies

• Engineering Bylaws

• Development Permit Areas

• Building Bylaw

• Rezoning

• T ransportation demand
management strategies

• Zoning Bylaw

• Asset management
• Fleet planning
• Purchasing

*This graphic does not provide a comprehensive list of plans, bylaws, policies, and strategies.
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management plans
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C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N D E V E L O P M E N T P R O C E S S

Between 2018 and 2020, the City undertook a process
to develop Port Moody’s first Climate Action Plan. This
plan incorporates the ideas, views, and support from
the community and was developed by an experienced
project team collaboratively working together to
achieve our community’s collective goals. The project

team is comprised of the groups and roles, described in
Appendix C. From late 2018 to early 2020, the following
process took place to develop the Climate Action Plan. A
detailed breakdown of Plan development can be found
in Appendix F, and the Public Engagement Summary can
be read in its entirety in Appendix G.

Figure 7: Climate Action Plan Development Process
Engagement
May 2019

Engagement
Nov 2019

Phase 1
Fall/Winter
2018

Phase 2
Spring/Summer
2019

• Determine scope

• Build GHG emissions
inventories

• Action planning

• Draft and review Plan

• Implementation

• Risk & vulnerability
assessment

• Scenario modelling

• Plan adoption

• Develop goals and
targets

• M
 onitoring and
reporting

• Establish project team
• Research and best
practices review

Phase 3
Fall 2019

Phase 4
Winter/
Spring 2020

Phase 5
Ongoing

Higher Levels of Government Support
Federal Government
Canada signed the United Nations Convention on Climate Change
Paris Agreement, aiming to keep global temperature rise below
2°C and ideally to 1.5°C. In response, Canada developed the
Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change
in 2016, committing Canada to reducing GHG emissions by
30% by 2030, from 2005 levels and highlights actions to reduce
emissions in seven areas5. The Framework also addresses climate change adaptation by helping Canadians understand the
impact of climate change on quality of life and helping them to
adapt effectively.

5 Pan-Canadian Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change: canada.ca/en/
services/environment/weather/climatechange/pan-canadian-framework

Province of British Columbia
In BC, the BC Climate Change Accountability Act sets the GHG
emission reduction targets for the province: -40% by 2030, -60%
by 2040 and -80% by 2050, from 20076 levels . To support these
targets, the Province developed the CleanBC Plan7 in 2018, which
includes numerous actions that will help reduce emissions from
activities across the province.
In July 2019, the Province published a Preliminary Strategic Climate
Risk Assessment to identify top climate-related risks for the
province8. The greatest risks identified are severe wildfire seasons,
seasonal water shortages, heat waves, ocean acidification, glacier
loss and long-term water shortage. The Province is currently
developing a climate preparedness strategy, scheduled for release
in 2020.
6 Climate Change Accountability Act: bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/
statreg/07042_01
7 CleanBC Plan: blog.gov.bc.ca/app/uploads/sites/436/2019/02/CleanBC_Full_Report_
Updated_Mar2019.pdf
8 Preliminary Strategic Climate Risk Assessment: gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/
climate-change/adaptation/risk-assessment
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C O M M U N I T Y E N E R G Y A N D E M I S S I O N S

Our individual and collective daily activities result in
releasing GHG emissions that contribute to climate
change, including: transporting people and goods,
heating and cooling buildings, heating hot water, and
materials we choose to buy and throw away that end up
in the landfill. In British Columbia, our electricity source
is primarily hydroelectric, and therefore has a very low
carbon footprint. Most of the remaining energy comes
from fossil fuel sources that release large amounts of
GHG emissions. In addition to energy use, any organicbased waste (such as paper, wood, textiles, food, etc.)
that goes to the landfill breaks down slowly over time
and releases methane gas, another potent GHG that is
25 times more powerful than carbon dioxide at trapping
heat in the atmosphere9.
In 2016, these activities resulted in 103,000 tonnes of
CO2e emissions. The following figures show the type of
energy used in Port Moody for these activities, and the
resulting GHG emissions. Most community emissions
are a result of vehicles (53%) and heating and cooling
buildings (46%).
9 2016 B.C. Best Practices Methodology for Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Emissions: gov.
bc.ca/assets/gov/environment/climate-change/cng/methodology/2016-17-pso-methodology.pdf

Vehicles– light duty
12%

Buildings – residential
49%

34%

Buildings – commercial
Vehicles– heavy duty
Waste

4%

Source: Figure 8 & 9: Provincial Community Energy and Emissions Inventory (CEEI) gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/climate-change/data/ceei
Supplemented by Metro Vancouver 2015 Lower Fraser Valley Air Emissions
Inventory and Forecast: metrovancouver.org/services/air-quality/
AirQualityPublications/2015LowerFraserValleyAirEmissionsInventory.pdf

As our community grows, these GHG emissions will
continue to grow as well, unless we make substantial
changes to how much energy we use, where we get our
energy from, and how much waste we throw away. These
changes are essential to achieving our climate goals.

7.1 Emissions from City Operations

Natural Gas
Electricity

Figure 10: 2016 City Operations GHG Emissions

Figure 8: 2016 Community Energy Consumption
2% 1% 1%

53%

1%

The City is directly responsible for between 1-2% of
community emissions. These emissions are the result of
delivering City services to residents, including emergency
services (fire, police, emergency preparedness), waste
management (garbage, recycling, green waste), recreation,
parks and trails management, maintenance of roads and
sidewalks, and many more. In 2016, City operations used
62,600 gigajoules of energy that resulted in 1,830 tonnes
CO2e, with over half from operating buildings, and 35%
from fleet operations (see figure 10).

CO2e – carbon dioxide equivalent or CO2e means the number of
metric tonnes of CO2 emissions with the same global warming
potential as one metric tonne of another greenhouse gas.

43%

Figure 9: 2016 Community GHG Emissions

Propane
Buildings

9%

Heating oil

Vehicle fleet

Wood
Transportation (0%)

35%

54%

Contracted emissions
Lighting

While still important, transportation related energy consumption is low when
compared to the scale of energy consumption from other sources, and results in a
near-zero percentage of total community energy consumption.

Water & sewer
1% 1%

Source: City of Port Moody Corporate energy and GHG emissions inventory, 2016
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A PAT H F O R W A R D

Meeting the challenges presented by climate change
in our region is reliant on action to be taken at all levels
of government, as well as by industry, businesses, nonprofit and community organizations, and citizens. This
Climate Action Plan presents a path for the community
of Port Moody to both reduce its contributions to climate
change, and to prepare for the changes to our climate
that have already begun.

Achieving carbon neutrality also requires that the City,
all businesses, organizations and community members
in Port Moody make choices and investments that
shift us away from our dependence on fossil fuels and
substantially reduce our emissions, including:

8.1 Succeeding in GHG Emission Reductions

> 40% of passenger vehicles, and 25% of commercial
vehicles are electric by 2030
- In 2017, there were 110 electric and 390 hybrid
vehicles registered in Port Moody (out of 18,500
passenger and 2,500 commercial)11

Acknowledging the dire need to cut global GHG emissions
in half over the next decade in order to maintain global
temperature increase to 1.5°C this century, this Plan
outlines a scenario for Port Moody to achieve more than
40% reduction in emissions from 2007 levels by 2030
(and over 50% reduction from current emission levels).
This scenario shows one path that could be followed to
become a carbon neutral community, based on what
we know today. Although we have seen significant
technological advances in many areas, we don’t know in
all sectors which technologies will be the most economic,
equitable, and enable mass transition to carbon neutral
resilience. As a result, this scenario is likely to evolve
and adapt as technology, policy and market economics
change over the next five to ten years. Based on the suite
of climate actions included in this Plan, two scenarios are
modelled:
1. Business as usual: This model is represented by the
red solid line in Figure 11 and includes effects on GHG
emissions from population and job growth, anticipated
changes in Port Moody’s building stock, and established
provincial/federal climate and energy policies. This
model assumes that Port Moody takes no additional
action to reduce its carbon footprint. Even with actions
underway and completed to date, Port Moody would not
meet the targets in this Plan.
2. Carbon neutrality: The carbon neutral scenario
requires that the federal and provincial governments
follow through on key actions identified in the PanCanadian Framework and the CleanBC Plan. It also requires
that BC continue to move toward zero carbon electricity10.

10 BC Hydro reports that electricity is 98% from clean sources as of 2016: bchydro.com/
news/conservation/2016/climate-action-plan-clean-power.html

> Residents walk, cycle or take transit for 40% of trips by
2030 (up from 17% in 2017)

- In 2030, this would mean over 9,200 passenger
vehicles and over 700 commercial vehicles are
electric
> All new heating and hot water systems generate zero
emissions starting in 2025
> New buildings are net-zero energy ready (Step Code 5)
by 2030 (using 80% less energy)
> 20% of existing heating and hot water systems are
replaced with zero emission systems by 2030
- In 2017, there were 7,200 residential and 370
commercial natural gas accounts with FortisBC12
- In 2030, this would mean almost 1,500 residential
and about 75 commercial buildings would have
replaced their systems
> 100% of oil and propane heating is replaced by zero
emission systems by 2030
- In 2017, there were an estimated 700 homes using
heating oil or propane in Port Moody13
> Minimize waste going to landfill and achieve zero
emissions from waste before 2050

11 ICBC, Quick Statistics 2018
12 Province of BC, B.C. utilities energy data at the community level 2017
13 Ibid. Provincial data provides total energy consumed by homes using oil and propane.
Estimated number of homes using the average energy consumed per residential natural
gas account (81 GJ/year).
C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
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Figure 11: Port Moody Greenhouse Gas Emissions Forecast (annual tonnes CO2e)
150,000

125,000

(tCO2e)

100,000
115,000—Emissions baseline
69,000

75,000

49,000

50,000

40% reduction from baseline—64,000
23,000

25,000

0
2007

2010

2015

2020

Federal vehicle regulations
BC Electric vehicle regulation
BC Renewable fuel regulation
BC Building Code
BC Renewable natural gas regulation
Mode shift 40% walk, bike, transit by 2030
Accelerate EV adoption (40% by 2030)
Zero emissions commercial transport by 2050
Accelerate to Step Code 5 by 2030

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Zero emissions buildings 100% by 2050 regulation
Convert 100% oil, propane to heat pump by 2030
Zero waste
Remaining emissions
Provincial GHG reduction targets
Emissions x population growth (where we would be if there
was no action)
Business as Usual BAU (where we would be based on Federal
and Provincial commitments)

Source: Information used to create the GHG emissions forecast come from ICBC registration data, Census population and dwelling data, Provincial Community Energy and
Emissions Inventory, and 2015 Lower Fraser Valley Air Emissions Inventory and Forecast.

The carbon neutral scenario shows that there is a lot of work to do in the next decade, and that continued efforts
will be needed over the following 20 years to become carbon neutral by 2050. Municipal actions are necessary, but
insufficient on their own to meet the climate challenge. To achieve our climate goals requires action from everybody,
including residents, businesses, community organizations, institutions, neighbouring local governments, and senior
levels of government. This Plan requires collective action to be successful.
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8.2 Risks and Vulnerabilities
The Climate Action Committee along with Fraser Health
Authority and the staff climate action working group
undertook a climate change risk and vulnerability
assessment in two separate workshops. The purpose of
the vulnerability and risk assessment is to focus action
development to where it is most needed; where the
vulnerability to impacts is relatively high and the risk is
high. Figure 12 below summarizes the impacts that were
rated to have the highest risk to the community. Impacts
rated as having low vulnerability were removed prior to
the risk assessment.
The methodology used to complete the assessments
borrowed from several existing, well-used adaptation
planning processes including ICLEI’s (Local Governments
for Sustainability) 5-milestone process. It also mirrors
the International Standards Organization (ISO) risk
management standard and the recently released
Provincial framework for climate risk assessment.

Methods included presenting local climate projections
and risk scenarios, identifying possible impacts to
the community from these climate related shocks
and stresses, rating the community’s vulnerability to
these impacts and then assessing risk. Vulnerability is a
function of exposure to a climate-related shock or stress,
how sensitive the system is to shock or stress and how
adaptable it is (its adaptive capacity). A system, asset or
group is considered vulnerable if it is exposed to shock
or stress (e.g. on the shoreline), is highly sensitive, and
has a low capacity to adapt. Risk is a function of the
likelihood of a shock or stress occurring and the severity
of the associated consequences. An impact is high risk
if it has a high likelihood of occurring and has major to
catastrophic consequences.
Moderate to high vulnerability impacts were moved
forward to the risk assessment. Actions to prepare for or
reduce the risk of the impact were focused first on highrisk areas and then to medium and lower risk areas.

Figure 12: Risk and Vulnerability High Risks
ID Impact Statement

Likelihood Consequence Risk Total

1

Increased interface fire risk: could damage infrastructure, disrupt service, displace people

5.5

4

22

2

Insurance challenges due to prolonged recovery

5

4

20

3

Shoreline habitat squeezed out by rising waters and hardened shorelines

5.5

3.5

19.25

5.5

3.5

19.25

6
6

3
3

18
18

6

3

17.5

5

3.5

17.5

5.5

3

16.5

Increase in shoreline erosion negatively impacts both the aquatic environment and shoreline
public amenities
5 Increased strain on emergency services
6 Increased demand on resources during times of response/recovery from events
in impacts to urban trees and green space resulting in increased resource needs and
7 Increase
decreased public amenity
landslide risk due to changing rainfall patterns: could damage infrastructure, disrupt
8 Increased
service, displace people
health impacts and shelter needs for the homeless population during long stretches
9 Increasing
of inclement weather
pump station function impacted due to rising water levels, site flooding and saltwater
10 Sanitary
intrusion
11 Flooding in low lying areas could displace people and disrupt service

5.5

3

16.5

5

3

15

12 Decreased durability of infrastructure will shorten lifespans and require increased maintenance

5

3

15

13 Increased stress on native species resulting in shifting species ranges and potential loss of
biodiversity
14 Overwhelmed drainage infrastructure due to heavy rainfall increases urban flood risk

5

3

15

5

3

15

15 Gradual inundation of low lying land along the coast over time due to sea level rise

5

2

10

4
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The impacts from climate change that were identified as
being of greatest risk to Port Moody due to contextual
vulnerability and severity of potential consequences
highlight the following areas of concern.
• Increased stress on native species leading to
decreased biodiversity and shifting species ranges.
Shoreline habitat squeeze and erosion. Impacts to
urban forests, green spaces and shoreline public
amenities resulting in increased maintenance. Impacts
to local ecosystems and the ecosystem services they
provide;
• Increased challenges and demands on City resources
due to more frequent emergencies, the potential for
prolonged recovery, and increasing maintenance and
replacement of infrastructure;

• Increased risk of interface wildfires from hotter drier
summers and increased risk of landslides and urban
flooding from overwhelmed stormwater infrastructure
due to more intense precipitation. Increased risk of
extreme events such as wildfires, landslides and urban
flooding; and
• Increasing health impacts (physical and mental) and
shelter or relocation needs for those most vulnerable
to these impacts during inclement weather, including
summer heatwaves. Impacts to the health (mental
and physical) of those most vulnerable to inclement
weather.
Many other more specific impacts were rated as low to
medium risk and were included in action planning.

8.3 Focus Areas
This Plan is focused on eight key areas spanning both mitigation and adaptation. These focus areas are intended to
provide logical groupings of climate goals, strategies, and actions and are consistent with climate strategies in other
communities, the region, and provincially. The focus areas reflect Port Moody’s jurisdiction, role and the range of
climate related challenges and initiatives affecting the community.

Figure 13: Summary of Focus Areas
Organization-wide (e.g. bylaws, policies, plans, initiatives)
Natural environment (e.g. daylighting streams, protecting habitats)
Buildings (e.g. energy efficiency ratings for homes, low carbon building policy)
Emergency response and human health (e.g. extreme heat preparedness, disaster
response planning)
Infrastructure (e.g. storm water management, utility conservation)
Land use and growth management (e.g. identifying vulnerable areas, liveability)
Transportation and mobility (e.g. electric vehicles, public transit and
human-powered transportation methods like walking and cycling)
Waste reduction and management (e.g. education and awareness, increasing
diversion rates)
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Figure 14 below references the goals in each focus area
and whether the emphasis of the actions addresses the
objective of mitigation, adaptation or both (AKA low
carbon resilience). Some goal areas are heavily weighted
to one side of the climate action dichotomy. Regardless,
actions were developed as much as possible with a low
carbon resilience lens to ensure they take advantage
of synergies between mitigation and adaptation and
reduce conflicts.

Indicators
Indicators, also referred to as key performance indicators, are
measurements used to indicate progress and levels of success for
implementing actions. The City is committed to tangible results of
meaningful climate action and has identified draft indicators for
each focus area.
The City will monitor progress towards its climate change goals
by reporting annually on the implementation status of actions
along with these key indicators. These indicators are aligned with
each of the focus area goals and actions and will measure effective
implementation over time.
Indicators are expected to change as new sources of data are
found, new technologies emerge, and implementation details
are better understood. Therefore, a list of draft indicators is
included in Appendix E of this Plan as a starting place for
monitoring and reporting.

Figure 14: Focus Area Goals Achieving Low Carbon Resilience

Mitigation

Adaptation

Organization-wide
Natural environment
Buildings
Emergency response and human health
Infrastructure
Land use and growth management
Transportation and mobility
Waste reduction and management
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8.4 Action Characterization
Actions under each focus area are categorized based on the following action types:
City operations: develop and implement new ways of doing business or adapt existing practices and procedures
to enhance low carbon resilience in the way the City operates.
Policy and programs: establish or update rules and regulations to provide direction for projects, initiatives, or
programs to advance climate action, with proof-of-concept pilot projects as needed.
Advocacy: advocate on behalf of the City to other levels of government to advance and support local and
regional climate action.
Partnerships and engagement: collaborate with stakeholders (both internal and external) to advance climate
action for the City and in the community.
Education: provide clear and useful information and opportunities to enable collective climate action.

8.5 Action Details
The status of each action is indicated and will
continue to be updated as the Climate Action Plan is
implemented as follows:
> Planned

The estimated cost of implementing each action
has been characterized based on a relative scale
as follows:



> Underway
> Complete
In the focus area sections below, the time frame of
actions to be completed is identified as short, medium,
or long term as follows:

Short term

Medium term

Long term

(less than
2 years)

(2–5 years)

(5–10+ years)

See Appendix D for more information on action details.

Very High Cost $$$$
($1,000,000 +)
High Cost $$$
($500,000 - $1,000,000)

Medium Cost $$
($50,000 - $500,000)

Low Cost $
($0 - $50,000)
N/A
Cost is covered by existing staff
capacity or operating budgets
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8.6 Co-benefits
Low carbon resilience can result in key opportunities that
provide benefits in areas other than the main intent of the
action. These are called co-benefits and can range from
the creation of green jobs and increased property values
to cost savings. For example, incentivizing green roofs to
combat future projections of heat addresses numerous
other priorities such as absorption of increases in rainfall,
improved air quality, and increased urban biodiversity.
The legend below showcases key opportunities where
climate actions contribute to integrated and consistent
benefits in multiple areas. The co-benefits legend is
specifically formulated for Port Moody and highlighted
for each focus area, providing an opportunity to
communicate the various benefits of taking an
integrated climate action approach, directly responding
to calls for climate emergency planning and recognizing
the crossover of climate policy and action with positive
local change.

Figure 15: Co-benefits Legend
Reduces congestion, improves
air quality

Supports the local economy and
job creation

Improves health, wellbeing and
community liveability

Improves biodiversity, habitat creation,
creates greenspace

Reduces burden on water related
infrastructure (e.g. drinking water supply,
stormwater)

Waste reduction/optimizes resources

Reduces vulnerability to extreme
temperatures and weather events

Supports energy use reduction and clean
energy transition

Improves cost savings

Greenspaces such as Rocky Point Park create habitat,
add community wellbeing and liveability, and reduce
vulnerability to heat
C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
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9

O R G A N I Z AT I O N - W I D E

9.1 Overview
Building a climate resilient and carbon neutral community
requires unified actions that span all City processes.
Climate change planning will not be successful if done in
isolation, and therefore, requires embedded principles in
all departments, projects, initiatives, plans, and policies.
While developing this Plan, the City recognized that there
were several actions that were similar under each focus
area. For example, putting a low carbon resilience lens
on all new plans and policies was identified as an action
under each focus area. Given the level of influence these
City-wide actions have on embedding climate action
into daily processes, tasks, and budgeting, a new “focus
area” emerged to highlight these actions and streamline
resources and processes to implement these actions.

9.2 Goal
• Embed an LCR climate lens into City processes.

9.3 Existing Initiatives

Green Fleet Policy
Since 2012 the City has been adhering to the Green
Fleet Policy as commitment to environmental
sustainability in its corporate operations. The purpose
of this policy is to provide guidance to City staff on
purchasing and managing the City’s fleet in order
to minimize greenhouse gas emissions and other
detrimental environmental impacts.

 ustainable Events Policy
S
In 2018, the City adopted the Sustainable Events
Policy. The City of Port Moody takes pride in being a
leader in environment and sustainability. While special
events and festivals are a key aspect of a healthy and
vibrant community, taking a sustainable approach
to the organization of these activities helps reduce
the negative impacts on our environment and our
community. This policy is written such that it provides
requirements for event organizers to follow, as well
as additional sustainable practices that organizers are
encouraged to incorporate into their event planning.

9.4 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

1. D
 evelop policy and procedures to embed
climate mitigation and adaptation considerations
throughout day-to-day City business.
2. Review existing City regulations and initiatives with a
climate lens
3. Integrate climate budgets in the municipal budget
process.

Planning and
Development

Short

$

Planned

Planning and
Development
Finance and
Technology

Short

$

Planned

Short

N/A

Planned

9.5 Co-benefits
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1 0 N AT U R A L E N V I R O N M E N T
10.1 Overview

10.3 Existing Initiatives

Species and ecosystems are both impacted by climate
change and can provide a buffer against certain impacts.
Impacts include changes to species ranges, loss of
appropriate habitat due to temperature and precipitation
pattern changes and direct impacts from drought and
storms. The natural environment can also help reduce
the severity of impacts on our communities by providing
services such as shade during hot summers, infiltration
of rainfall and protection against erosion. A multitude
of co-benefits are provided by the natural environment
ranging from physical and mental health benefits, to
cleaner air and the sequestration of carbon.

The City is not starting from scratch in building the
climate resilience of natural and green assets. The City
of Port Moody has strong environmental policies and
regulations that are implemented and enforced daily
including:

Degradation of ecosystems and loss of biodiversity can
have cascading impacts on natural and human systems,
many of which are not well understood. While species
and systems have internal processes of adaptation, we
can support or amplify the normal capacity of these
systems to adapt by restoring and strengthening the
health of our ecosystems.

carbon sequestration – a natural or artificial process by which
carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere and stored.

• updated streamside setbacks in the Zoning Bylaw to
incorporate Riparian Protection and Enhancement
Areas; and
• management policies and development guidelines
for Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs), including
riparian areas, the Tree Protection Bylaw, Pesticide Use
Control Bylaw and the Stream and Drainage System
Protection Bylaw.
This policy and regulatory context provides a strong base
from which to continue enhancing resilience to climate
change.
Actions underway include:
• implementation of green infrastructure projects;
• stream daylighting projects to restore at-risk instream
and riparian habitat;

10.2 Goals

• drought-tolerant landscaping; and

• Restore/strengthen our natural environment so that
ecosystems and species are more likely to adapt to
the effects of a warming climate and help buffer the
impacts.

• targeted tree planting to improve habitat and increase
the urban forest canopy cover.

• Restore/strengthen our urban forests, which
provide benefits such as: reducing emissions by
storing carbon; providing shade, moderating the air
temperature, deflecting strong winds; and improving
air quality.

Partnerships with local and regional organizations and
public engagement actions to enhance stewardship of
natural areas and assets continue to grow.
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Our Zoning Bylaw includes improved streamside
setback requirements. This is the area between
an existing or proposed development and
the top of the bank of the nearest stream or
wetland. Development is not permitted in this
area. Wider setbacks help us protect fish habitat,
improve water quality, prevent erosion and bank
instability, and manage flooding.

We work continuously to remove invasive
plants, which grow quickly, reproduce rapidly,
and disrupt ecosystems by out-competing
native vegetation. Saltmeadow Cordgrass, for
example, wipes out shoreline habitat for many
species and increases the risk of flooding by
weakening soil stability and altering wind and
water flow.

10.4 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame

Anticipated Status
Budget

City Operations
1. Develop climate resilient landscaping strategies for
public lands
2. Develop a green infrastructure policy and program

Environment
and Parks
Engineering
and
Operations

Short

$

Planned

Medium

$

Planned

Short

$

Underway

Medium

$

Planned

Short

N/A

Underway

Environment
and Parks

Short

$

Planned

Environment
and Parks
Finance and
Technology

Short

$

Planned

Medium

$

Planned

Policy
3. Implement strategies to protect, restore, and
connect ESAs city-wide.
4. Develop and regularly update the invasive species
management program
5. Develop an urban forest management strategy

Environment
and Parks
Environment
and Parks
Environment
and Parks

Education
6. Continue to increase public awareness and
engagement with environmental programs

Partnerships
7. Continue to partner with local stewardship groups
8. D
 evelop and implement a natural assets
management plan with consideration of a carbon
budget.

10.5 Co-benefits
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11 INFRASTRUCTURE
11.1 Overview

11.3 Existing Initiatives

The current practice is to design infrastructure based
on historical climate patterns that have no bearing on
future patterns. A sewer pipe or culvert may be right
sized for historical rainfall patterns that fall nowhere
near the intensity or frequency of rainfall anticipated
in the decades to come. More frequent extreme events
will also require a rethink of maintenance schedules
and asset management in general, as durability will be
challenged. Managing both traditional and natural assets
with a climate lens will ensure that investments will be
functional throughout their lifespans.

Integrated Stormwater Management Planning on
watersheds throughout the community has been
underway for years. The City recognizes the need
to integrate future rainfall patterns into stormwater
planning and have initiated a new drainage plan for
2050 that incorporates rainfall projections. The Moody
Centre Stormwater Management Servicing Plan, recently
completed, is innovative including future rainfall, onsite stormwater management guidelines and green
infrastructure guidelines for rainfall infiltration.

Climate change may also require variations to
infrastructure investment to deal with specific impacts.
The BC Climate Risk Assessment identified drinking water
shortages as a top risk as summer drought becomes the
norm. Water conservation and finding ways to reuse and
recycle water will spur innovation. Coastal flood risk will
also present a novel challenge and require innovative
responses. Combining green infrastructure or natural
asset based solutions, such as infiltration of rainfall,
with more traditional infrastructure can increase Port
Moody’s resilience to these risks posed by a changing
climate, reduce the burden on existing infrastructure,
and can lead to efficiencies that reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.

11.2 Goals

The City continues to harvest non-potable water (e.g.
rainwater, groundwater) for City irrigation purposes
and provides timely upgrades to the water distribution
system. As water levels rise with sea level rise, the City is
monitoring the low-lying sanitary sewer pump stations.

We're identifying rainfall projections for 2050
and 2100, using the Metro Vancouver Climate
Adaptation Models. Staff use updated rainfall
projections to help design infrastructure such as
sewers and bridges. Understanding future weather
patterns allows us to make sure that both new and
updated infrastructure will serve us well into the
future.

• Reduce water consumption.
• Minimize urban flooding due to heavy rainfall.
• Ensure civic infrastructure and natural assets are wellmaintained and improved/restored/replaced when
necessary so they are more resilient to the anticipated
effects of climate change.

Storm sewers and open channels such as ditches
and natural creeks carry rain, hail, or snow
away from developed lands. We work to reduce
the chance of sewers and channels becoming
overwhelmed by implementing strategies to
capture stormwater and redirect it (e.g. choosing
landscaping over pavement allows water to be
absorbed into the ground).
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11.4 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time
Frame

Anticipated Status
Budget

City Operations
1. Incorporate climate change considerations into the
City’s water distribution and wastewater collections
systems
2. Incorporate climate change considerations into
integrated stormwater management process and
planning.
3. Implement effective utility management principles
for the management of the water distribution and
wastewater systems (e.g. municipal metering of sanitary,
effective utility management principles.
4. Incorporate climate risks into asset management
planning.

Engineering and
Operations

Long

$$

Planned

Engineering and
Operations

Short

N/A

Underway

Engineering and
Operations

Long

$$

Planned

Engineering and
Operations

Long

$$

Planned

Engineering and Medium
Operations

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

$$

Planned

Regulation
5. W
 ork toward water usage metering on all properties
through a phased program.

Incentives / Education
6. E nhance public engagement and education on water
conservation and flood preparedness

11.5 Co-benefits
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1 2 E M E R G E N C Y R E S P O N S E A N D H U M A N H E A LT H
12.1 Overview

12.2 Goals

The BC Climate Risk Assessment puts human health
impacts from heat in the top five risks to the province.
Some members of our community are more vulnerable
to extreme heat such as seniors living alone, children,
pregnant women and those with pre-existing medical
conditions. Buildings on the west coast do not tend to
be designed with air conditioning or high levels of air
filtration, making indoor temperatures high and posing
concerns for indoor air quality.

• Ensure all members of the community have equal
access to information, support, and resources related
to preparing for climate change impacts.

There were 22 days of air quality advisories in the lower
mainland in 2018, the most on record. Research by the BC
Centre for Disease Control found that visits to the doctor
with asthma or respiratory complaints spiked during the
poor air quality days in the lower mainland. Repeated
extreme events puts pressure on our medical systems,
and the mental health of both those impacted and those
responding.
Often community members are not all impacted to the
same extent by climate change. Marginalized groups
may be disproportionately impacted by climate change
and have lower resources to support preparedness and
adapting. Support and intervention should be focused
first on those most vulnerable to climate change impacts.
In addition to health impacts, climate change is likely
to take a toll on municipal resources to respond to
and recover from extreme events. Many of the themes
discussed in the plan focus on trying to minimize the
consequences of climate-related events through longerterm preparedness. A complementary effort is to be
resourced and skilled in both responding and recovering
quickly to events.

• Ensure the City is ready to respond to climate-related
hazards, such as flooding, wildfires, and extreme heat.

12.3 Existing Initiatives

Our Disaster Response Plan ensures a coordinated
response in the event of an earthquake, fire,
explosion, or other emergency. It is consistent
with the British Columbia Emergency Response
Management System, a four-phase system that
focuses on prevention (or adaptation, in the context
of climate change), preparedness, response, and
recovery.

Thanks to a provincial grant, the City is purchasing
Group Lodging supplies for up to 100 people. A
Group Lodging facility, designated by the local
Emergency Support Services team, provides basic
accommodation for people displaced from their
homes due to an emergency or disaster.
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12.4 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame Anticipated
Budget

Status

City Operations
1. E nsure City departments are adequately staffed and
equipped to respond to extreme weather events.
2. Access grants to support emergency preparedness
and ensure City financial reserves are consistently
available in the case of extreme events.
3. Identify and prepare public properties to act as
emergency support centres as needed.

Fire Rescue

Short

$

Planned

Finance and
Technology

Medium

N/A

Planned

Community
Services,
Environment
and Parks

Short

$$

Planned

Medium

$

Planned

Short

$

Underway

Medium

$

Planned

Policy
4. D
 evelop an extreme weather response plan
with a focus on supporting the most vulnerable
populations.

Fire Rescue

Education and Partnerships
5. C
 ontinue to inform and facilitate community
Planning and
education about preparedness across hazards,
Development
and build stronger connections with community
associations and businesses with the aim of
improved preparedness for extreme weather events.
6. Build partnerships and collaborate on connecting
Fire Rescue
those most vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change to available services (e.g. access to inclement
weather shelters).

12.5 Co-benefits
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1 3 L A N D U S E A N D G R O W T H M A N A G E M E N T
13.1 Overview
Land use decisions made by local governments
profoundly influence the environmental, social and
economic health of communities. Density levels and land
use mixes will determine travel distances between the
places where residents live, work and play. The economic
vibrancy of any given neighbourhood and the potential
for district energy also hinge on the mix and density of
land uses found there. Street design, combined with
investments in transit and cycling infrastructure, greatly
influence residents’ transportation choices and the
resulting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
The City of Port Moody conducts land use planning and
growth management in order to implement the Official
Community Plan (OCP), the plan that provides a longerterm vision for the community. Port Moody is projected
to grow to a population of 50,000 before 2050 and the
OCP provides a vision of the form and location of housing
to support this population growth, as well as the shape
of the community with respect to many other factors,
including economic development, parks and recreation,
arts and culture and more.
Housing in Port Moody is shifting toward more multifamily and high-rise style of development due to a
dwindling supply of land suited for single-family homes;
the promotion of compact growth patterns that support
transit and preserve green space; and a desire to maintain
housing affordability. This form of development is also
central to reducing transportation emissions through
modal shift away from single-occupancy vehicles to
alternatives such as walking, cycling and transit. The
recent completion of the Evergreen SkyTrain Extension
has provided the City with a major opportunity to
support a shift in modal split. More compact forms of
housing need to be accompanied with planning for a
complete community, where residents can live, work,
play and shop, which has also shown to reduce per
capita greenhouse gas emissions from buildings and
transportation.
Further to planning for complete communities, land
use and growth management will increasingly need
to consider the implications of sea level rise – a novel
challenge for coastal BC communities. Currently, coastal
flooding is only a risk when a perfect storm of elements

takes place with the highest high tides of the year
coinciding with a storm surge, waves and onshore wind.
With rising sea levels, there will be increased flood risk in
low lying areas. The Province published a coastal flood
hazard guideline in 2011 directing municipalities to use
0.5m of sea level rise for mid-term planning to 2050 and
1m of sea level rise for planning to 2100.

storm surge – a rising of the sea as a result of atmospheric
pressure changes and wind associated with a storm.

13.2 Goals
• Incorporate climate change risks and vulnerability
assessments into land use planning and development.
• Develop a complete, connected, and compact
community to minimize transportation and housing
emissions.
• Manage shoreline erosion from sea level rise and
coastal flooding.

13.3 Existing Initiatives

As part of the evaluation process for development
proposals, we use a tool called the Sustainability
Report Card to encourage innovative thinking in
design for a more sustainable community. This tool
includes performance measures in four categories:
cultural, economic, environmental, and social
sustainability.

Our Zoning Bylaw includes new requirements
for landscaping on any part of a lot not used for
building, parking, loading, or driveways to increase
the amount of surfaces that absorb water in an
effort to increase on-site drainage capacity and
reduce stormwater run-off.
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13.4 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame Anticipated
Budget

Status

Policy
1. E ncourage density and mixed-use neighborhoods
around transportation hubs through the Official
Community Plan and development applications.
2. Create and implement a policy to encourage
development of complete, compact communities
that enable the residents’ easy access to daily needs.
3. Require developers to include comprehensive
transportation demand management (TDM)
strategies in proposals for new large development
projects.
4. Apply a climate risk lens to a review of existing
hazard mapping and associated Development
Permit Areas.
5. Target park acquisition on an ongoing basis to
support the Parks and Recreation Master Plan
recommendations by adding a climate lens.
6. Improve standards for erosion and sediment control
for new developments and City projects.
7. Develop a sea level rise strategy to assess and
respond to coastal flooding, coastal squeeze,
shoreline erosion and inundation.

Planning and
Development

Short

N/A

Underway

Planning and
Development

Medium

$$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Short

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Medium

$$

Underway

Environment
and Parks

Long

TBD

Planned

Environment
and Parks
Planning and
Development

Short

$

Planned

Long

$$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Medium

$

Underway

Education and Partnerships
8. Continue to work with the Fraser Basin Council on
the Lower Mainland Flood Management Strategy
and public education on flood risk.

13.5 Co-benefits
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14 BUILDINGS
14.1 Overview
Community: Buildings are a vital part of our community,
providing shelter, employment, recreation opportunities,
services, shopping and more. Residents and people
working in and visiting Port Moody spend a lot of time in
buildings, which need to be heated, cooled and powered
to serve all occupant needs. In BC, our electricity produces
very low GHG emissions, however, most buildings have
heating and hot water systems that run on fossil fuels
(primarily natural gas, but also some propane and
heating oil), and as a result, buildings are the source of
almost half of the GHG emissions in Port Moody, and 97%
of these emissions are from fossil fuels14.
We spend so much time in our buildings, they play an
essential role in how prepared we are for our changing
climate. As days and nights get warmer, precipitation
events get heavier, wind storms get stronger, buildings
need to be adapted to be ready for these changes.
Meeting future population growth in Port Moody
will mean building new residential buildings
(mostly apartments), as well as providing services to
accommodate daily needs. With this growth comes
the opportunity to build very efficient, low carbon and
resilient new structures. The current BC Building Code,
which provides the minimum standard for new buildings,
is more energy efficient than previous versions, and
by adopting the BC Energy Step Code, Port Moody
will see much more efficient new buildings. Although
builders may opt to install low carbon energy system,
there are currently no requirements to do so, and most
buildings built now are still using fossil fuels (though the
technology exists).
Although the city is expected to see new growth, the
majority of existing buildings will still be here in 2050.
Retrofitting all of these buildings is also an essential part
of reducing our emissions and preparing for a changing
climate.
14 Province of BC, B.C. utilities energy data at the community level 2017

City Operations: In the provision of its services, the City
of Port Moody also owns and operates many buildings.
The energy used at these civic facilities result in 54% of
the City’s corporate GHG emissions. Most of this energy
use is attributed to a few buildings: the Recreation
Complex (42%), Westhill Centre Pool (12%), Rocky Point
Park Pool (9%) and the Civic Centre (9%) and results from
using natural gas for heating and hot water15.
15

City of Port Moody Corporate energy and GHG emissions inventory, 2016

Figure 16: GHG Emissions from buildings by fuel type, 2016
4%

4% 1% 4%

Natural Gas
Electricity
Propane
87%

Heating oil
Wood

Figure 17: Ten facilities with highest GHG emissions, 2016 (tCO2e)
Recreation Complex (Ice Arena)
(Shared Accnts)
Westhill Center (Pool) &
Change rooms
Rocky Point Park Pool (Fortis)
Civic Center
Works Yard
New Fire Hall
Public Safety Building (RCMP)
Lighting - Ornamental Street
Fire Hall # 2
Old Mill Boathouse
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14.2 Goals

14.4 Existing Initiatives

• Design/construct/renovate buildings that:
- Are durable and more likely to withstand or recover
quickly from the anticipated effects of climate
change;
- Use relatively little energy to operate; and
- Provide a healthy indoor environment with good air
quality.
• Design/construct/renovate buildings with:
- Materials that are associated with low levels of
embodied carbon; and
- Materials that store carbon.
• Use sources of energy that produce lower amounts of
greenhouse gas emissions and energy systems that
are more likely to withstand or recover quickly from
disruptive events.

14.3 Targets
• By 2030, all new and replacement heating and hot
water systems are zero emissions
• By 2030, all oil and propane heating and hot water
systems are replaced with zero emission systems
• By 2050, all buildings have replaced heating and hot
water with zero emission systems
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We are improving the energy efficiency of the
Civic Centre, Recreation Complex, and Arts Centre
by making significant repairs to the building
envelopes. Higher-performing building envelopes
(with improvements to insulation, windows, and
doors) prevent heated or cooled air from leaking
out – this reduces the amount of energy needed to
make indoor spaces comfortable.

New exemptions are included in the Zoning Bylaw
to encourage green building features. Floor area
exemptions support passive design (e.g. thicker
walls, improved insulation, and natural ventilation).
Height, siting, and floor area exemptions support
sustainable energy systems that provide higher
building energy performance.
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14.5 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame Anticipated Status
Budget

Civic Facilities
1. P
 erform comprehensive climate audits on all civic
facilities and prioritize upgrades where feasible and
highest risk.
2. Develop and implement a green buildings policy
for the construction and renovation of City-owned
facilities.

Community
Services

Medium

$$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Short

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Short

N/A

Completed

Planning and
Development

Short

$

Underway

Planning and
Development
Planning and
Development

Short

$

Planned

Medium

$$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Medium

$$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Short

N/A

Underway

Planning and
Development

Long

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Medium

$

Planned

Regulation
3. D
 evelop a strategy and adopt the BC Energy Step
Code in advance of the provincial timeline.

Policy
4. R
 evise the City’s Sustainability Report Card to include
performance measures to reduce operational and
embodied GHG emissions and climate risks.
5. Develop and implement a green buildings rezoning
policy for development applications.
6. Develop a resilient, zero-emissions plan for all
existing buildings that includes addressing indoor air
quality, and climate risks where possible.
7. Develop a resilient, zero-emissions plan for all new
buildings that includes addressing indoor air quality
and climate risks where possible.

Advocacy
8. Initiate/continue discussions with federal and
provincial governments to advocate for authority,
financing tools, benchmarking, and other policies
essential for achieving zero emissions buildings.

Financial Support
9. E xplore opportunities for partnerships and financing
strategies to support residents and business owners
to address climate action for buildings.
10. Explore the feasibility of creating a renewable
energy hub where the City could generate or
partner with organizations to produce renewable
energy, and use this energy to power buildings and
equipment.

14.6 Co-benefits
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1 5 T R A N S P O R TAT I O N A N D M O B I L I T Y
15.1 Overview

15.2 Goals

Community: Transportation is a dominant source of
energy use and GHG emissions in Port Moody. Based on
the most recent transportation survey data, almost 83%
of trips in Port Moody are done by vehicle and threequarters of these are single-occupancy trips. Of the
remaining trips, half are by transit, half are by walking
and a negligible number are by bicycle. There has been
a shift toward more sustainable forms of transportation
since the previous survey in 2011, where walking trips
increased from 6% to 8% of trips and single-occupancy
vehicle trips decreased from approximately 70% of trips
to 65% (see Figure 18). Of passenger vehicles registered
in Port Moody in 2017, less than 1% were electric and just
over 2% were hybrid electric vehicles.

• Reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the City’s fleet
of vehicles.

As discussed in the land use focus area, how we plan
and build our community has a big impact on our
transportation choices. Focusing growth in areas where
residents can easily access work, play and shopping
opportunities will be important to reduce our reliance on
vehicles and our GHG emissions from transportation. This
focused growth, together with careful transportation
planning that makes it safe and enjoyable to walk, cycle
and take transit are key ingredients to supporting more
substantial shifts in how people get around. For those
trips that still use vehicles (both personal and business
trips), rapidly increasing the number of electric vehicles
on the road will be crucial to meeting global emission
reduction goals.
City Operations: The City operates a fleet of vehicles
in order to conduct City business and provide the
community with many services. The majority of
emissions (over 65%) come from the heavy-duty fleet.
Over a period of five years, emissions from fleet have
continued to increase as the population has grown and
more City services are needed. Like other businesses
and organizations, the City will need to explore options
for reducing these emissions while continuing to meet
the demands of a growing city. Right-sizing and trip
planning will continue to be important strategies for
continually increasing the fleet’s efficiency. Numerous
light duty electric vehicles are now commercially
available, while heavy-duty trucks and off-road
equipment are anticipated to have commercially viable
models in increasing numbers over the next few years.
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• Support the use of alternative and zero-emission
transportation options.
• Encourage residents to use clean vehicles that emit
low to zero levels of greenhouse gases.

Figure 18: City operations fleet emissions by vehicle type
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Source: City of Port Moody Corporate energy and GHG emissions inventory, 2016

Figure 19: Total trips by mode in Port Moody, 2011 and 2017
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Source: TransLink 2017 Trip Diary survey data – public.tableau.com/profile/
translink#!/vizhome/Trip_Diary_2017/TripDiary2017
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15.3 Targets
• Residents walk, cycle or take transit for 40% of trips by
2030 (up from 17% in 2017)
• 40% of passenger vehicles, and 25% of commercial
vehicles are electric by 2030

15.4 Existing Initiatives

We require electric vehicle charging infrastructure
in all new residential and commercial
developments. All parking spaces for new dwelling
units, all accessible parking spaces, and 20%
of commercial parking spaces must include an
energized outlet capable of providing Level 2
charging for electric vehicles.

Ride-hailing services and autonomous vehicles –
can they help reduce emissions?
Ride-hailing and autonomous vehicles (possibly in
combination) have potential to reduce car ownership and
overall vehicle kilometres travelled, increase uptake of low or
zero-emission vehicles, support enhanced transit and other
efficient modes of transportation, and optimize the use of public
space – if they are implemented in a way that supports these
outcomes. A toolkit released for local governments outlines how
cities can put in place policies to achieve these desired outcomes,
including:
• Requirements for vehicle purchase and use;
• Elimination of minimum parking requirements for new
development;
• Intelligent pricing of curb space;
• Collection & sharing of transportation data;
• Pricing mechanisms, such as congestion pricing and distance
fees;
• Integrated planning & payment across modes;
• Traffic signal priority for transit vehicles; and
• On-demand flexible transit route service.

We have installed electric vehicle charging stations
for public use at seven locations that can
accommodate a total of 13 vehicles. There are
six Level 2 charging stations and one DC Fast
Charging station.

These align with many of the policies identified in this plan to
achieve the goals and targets for transportation.
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15.5 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame Anticipated Status
Budget

City Operations
1. C
 onduct a utilization assessment of the City’s fleet
and identify opportunities to increase efficiency and
reduce GHG emissions.

Engineering
and
Operations

Short

$

Underway

Engineering
and
Operations

Short
Medium
Long

$$$$

Underway

Short

$

Planned

Short

TBD

Planned

Short

$

Planned

Engineering
and
Operations

Medium

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Medium

$

Planned

Engineering
and
Operations

Short

N/A

Planned

9. C
 reate public education campaigns to increase
Engineering
awareness of zero-emission transportation, including and
active options and zero-emission vehicle options.
Operations

Short

$

Planned

Policy
2. A
 ccelerate and fund implementation of the Master
Transportation Plan projects to reduce GHG
emissions by 2030, including accelerating alternative
transportation goals, and initiatives focused on
transit, transit-oriented development, and paths and
trails.
3. Develop a community zero-emissions mobility
strategy.
4. Identify and implement policies to support the
highest and best use of City-owned parking and
curb space.
5. Develop business license requirements and
regulations through street and traffic bylaws that
support low-emission ride-hailing services and
autonomous vehicles.
6. Consider creating pedestrian priority zones in key
areas.

Planning and
Development
Engineering
and
Operations
Planning and
Development

Partnerships
7. W
 ork with Port Moody schools to engage in School
Travel Planning.

Advocacy
8. Advocate for significant policy changes that reduce
emissions including the Province (Right-to-Charge
legislation), Metro Vancouver (tolls, congestion
charging, TDM), TransLink (zero emission fleet), ICBC
(alternative insurance), car-sharing services and the
Port of Vancouver.

Education

15.6 Co-benefits
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1 6 W A S T E R E D U C T I O N A N D M A N A G E M E N T
16.1 Overview
Community: When organic waste is put into the landfill,
it decomposes and produces methane, a powerful
greenhouse gas that has 25 times more warming
power than carbon dioxide. As a result, garbage sent
to landfill in Port Moody currently leads to 1,400 tonnes
CO2 equivalent emissions annually (just over 1% of all
community emissions). By diverting organic waste from
the landfill, including composting our kitchen scraps
and yard trimmings, recycling construction material and
recycling paper products, we can reduce these emissions
and generate other useful resources at the same time.
Port Moody has very high rates of waste diversion relative
to other municipalities in Canada, but there is still more
to do to eliminate these emissions completely.
City operations: The City can enhance and continue to
provide appropriate receptacles and education at all City
facilities and events to continue achieving greater waste
diversion rates.

16.2 Goals
• Divert more organic waste and recyclable materials
from the landfill.

16.4 Existing Initiatives

Since 2004, we have collected 32,000 tonnes of
recyclables through our curbside waste collection
service. In 2010, the City expanded its green waste
collection program, previously limited to yard
trimmings, to include food scraps and other kitchen
waste. Since then, 26,725 tonnes of green waste
have been collected and diverted from the landfill.

Dog waste that ends up in the landfill breaks down
and produces methane, a powerful greenhouse
gas. Dog waste is better dealt with at a waste water
treatment plant. We've implemented a collection
program that has diverted 28 tonnes of dog waste
from the landfill since 2016. Find red bins for dog
waste in various locations throughout the city.

• Work towards zero waste in Port Moody.

16.3 Targets
• Minimize waste going to landfill and achieve zero
emissions from waste before 2050
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16.5 Actions
Action

Lead
Department

Time Frame Anticipated Status
Budget

City Operations
1. D
 evelop a zero-waste strategy for City facilities and
City events.

Community
Services

Short

$

Planned

Planning and
Development

Long

$

Planned

Engineering
and
Operations

Short

$

Underway

Engineering
and
Operations

Short

$

Planned

Policy
2. D
 evelop a community and commercial focused zero
waste strategy.

Advocacy
3. Initiate/continue discussions with Metro Vancouver
to advocate for initiatives and policies to reduce
waste, increase capture of methane at landfills,
and increase reporting and awareness on waste
generation.
4. Work with partner organizations on public education
campaigns to increase awareness of waste reduction
tools, programs and information.

16.6 Co-benefits
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1 7 I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
17.1 Governance
Governance determines who has power, who makes
decisions, how other players make their voice heard and
how accountability is rendered. The City of Port Moody
has several ways in which it can influence behaviour and
effect change. Some facets are largely within the City’s
control, such as infrastructure and community planning,
while other aspects rely on the advancement of science
and technology, other levels of government regulation,
and other partners.
The City’s Policy Planning Division will lead
implementation of this Plan, in collaboration with the
staff climate action working group. This group will
continue to meet monthly and will guide implementation
of the Plan as well as developing an equity framework,
embedding a climate lens into all decision making,
annual reports on progress, and other tasks that arise

as necessary. Each action has been assigned to lead and
supporting departments, who will be responsible for
reporting on the status of the action to the Policy Planning
Division and following through on implementation. The
Policy Planning Division will continue to work with the
Climate Action Committee on a monthly basis to ensure
that the Plan’s vision is being achieved and to inform
aspects of the Plan’s implementation. The Climate
Action Plan is a living document that will continue to
be informed by, and in turn inform community and City
policies and priorities.
Port Moody City Council has consistently been
committed to making progress on climate action,
integrating climate change and environmental
considerations into City processes and the community
where possible.

The City’s role in climate action includes the following high-level actions that closely
relate to how this Plan has been organized:
Development
Development of policy, programs, initiatives etc. in Port Moody that the City has direct influence and
control over.
Implementation
Implementing policies, programs, initiatives etc. in Port Moody as well as regulations and initiatives that are
developed by other levels of government and external agencies.
Advocating and partnering with external agencies
Advocate for further climate action and regulation with external agencies and higher levels of government.
Collaborate and leverage existing resources by partnering with organizations to achieve collective goals.
Educating
Empowering residents to make climate conscious choices by providing transparent information and
decision opportunities.
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17.2 Priority Actions

17.3 Ongoing Monitoring And Reporting

An implementation document, including indicators,
time frame, lead departments, staff resources needed,
and financial obligations required will be developed. An
equity lens will be created to ensure that the benefits
and burdens of climate action are shared as equitably as
possible.

The Climate Change Action Plan includes a series of
practical and foundational actions that outline one
path to a resilient, carbon neutral community. The City
of Port Moody is committed to achieving its vision of a
low carbon and resilient community through sustained
implementation of these actions. Ongoing monitoring
and evaluation will serve two important purposes. First,
it will help keep track of where the community is with
respect to its emission reduction and resilience goals.
Second, it will help track implementation progress and
flag when actions may be redundant or require slight
changes.

For each of the seven focus areas, actions offer specific
statements about what the City will do related to climate
change action. Priority Actions are those which will be
identified with a near term implementation timeline.
Actions will be prioritized based on the following criteria.
These criteria may change over time and may include:
• Level of potential impact on reducing GHGs and
building climate resilience;
• Access to resources and funding;
• Resulting co-benefit impact; and
• Integration with existing departmental work plans
and priorities.
It is also important to consider that climate change
will not affect everyone in the community to the same
degree. Lower income, socially marginalized populations
and those with existing health conditions may be
disproportionately impacted by climate change. Those
with less financial resources may have fewer options
to protect themselves when major weather events
occur, and may have more difficulty recovering from
impacts. Policies and programs to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and adapt to the changing climate must
not exacerbate existing economic, social, or geographic
disparities. The implementation of policies and programs
will consider how solutions can be accessible to all Port
Moody residents. Fairness, equity, and affordability will
be central considerations in the implementation of the
Climate Action Plan.

Implementation of the Climate Action Plan will be
iterative and continuously reviewed. The City will review
the status of the Plan’s implementation and present
updates annually. The annual update will be a concise
summary that will:
• Provide a snapshot of progress on the goals of the
Climate Action Plan, with direct reference to the
indicators mentioned in this section,
• Share success stories during implementation,
• Identify areas for improvement or future work/study,
• Renew and revise financial needs as required, and
• Demonstrate overall progress on the implementation
plan.

Climate Action Plan community engagement
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Climate Action Plan community engagement
Port Moody is committed to a plan renewal initiated
in the fifth year of implementation. Since our actions
focus on the next decade and society is rapidly shifting
to enable swift action, it is important to review the Plan
at the critical five-year junction when the majority of
actions are reaching maturity. In this update the City will:
• Demonstrate achievement/progress towards the
goals;
• Incorporate any new climate science and projections
available;
• Re-assess risks and vulnerabilities;
• Update financial considerations for actions identified;
• Valuate greenhouse gas reductions;
• Align with other important policy and guidance
documents at the City; and
• Encompass ideas and work from partners and the
community.
Monitoring of implementation will be carried out largely
by the staff climate action working group. This group will
develop and lead monitoring and evaluation programs
to help ensure that the goals and actions in the Plan are
implemented and are achieving results as intended. A
first step in this process will be to develop targets and
indicators to measure progress and determine how the
required information will be collected. A draft list of
indicators can be found in Appendix E.

17.4 Continuing Community Engagement
The impacts of climate change are evident across many
aspects of society, including where people live, work and
play. In order to prepare for the complex issue of climate
change it is important to take action with a ‘whole of
society’ approach that focuses on a collective response
to climate change.
For the Climate Change Action Plan to be successful,
the City of Port Moody will need to garner extensive
community support by engaging and empowering all
residents, businesses and stakeholders. To facilitate the
participation of a range of groups, it will be important
to provide transparent and relevant information. This
includes information about climate change and its
potential effects on Port Moody, how the City is making
decisions at critical times, and reporting out on progress
of the Climate Action Plan implementation. In order to
be successful, collaboration must happen internally
within organizations and communities, but also across
sectors, breaking down barriers to information sharing
and making it easier for partners from across the
community to leverage one another’s successes and
build momentum. The focus for continued climate action
engagement is to increase general awareness of climate
change across Port Moody; and provide opportunities
for meaningful engagement that result in meaningful
and collective behavioural change.
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APPENDICES

Rain garden under the Moody Street Overpass
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A P P E N D I X A : C L I M AT E P R O J E C T I O N S F O R P O R T M O O D Y
1.1 Context

1.3 Port Moody Indicators

Metro Vancouver released a Climate Projections Report
for the region in 2016 to illustrate how climate is expected
to change between now and the 2050s. This climate
projections overview for Port Moody Climate Action Plan
is a sister document to the Metro Vancouver Climate
Projections Report, offering detailed projections specific
to the City of Port Moody to support local adaptation
planning activities. Guidance on model selection and
data interpretation can be found in the Metro Vancouver
Climate Projection Report. Throughout the document,
weather refers to localized, short-term changes in the
atmosphere, describing the outdoor conditions of a
specific place at a specific point in time. Climate refers to
weather in a place averaged over a period of time, often
30 years. Climate is the long-term trend, while weather is
the day-to-day variation.

The following table shows data for selected indicators
for the Eagle Ridge Hospital site in Port Moody,
developed by Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium
using the same approach as the Metro Vancouver
projections outlined above. The columns on the
right show the past (1971-2000) related to the climate
variable and then change from the baseline period to
2020, 2050 and 2080.
Indicators are based on the Eagle Ridge Hospital
site projections except for air quality alerts (Metro
Vancouver) and sea level rise (BC Ministry of
Environment).

1.2 Indicator Derivation
The historical baseline period used for all indicators in
the report is 1971–2000. Values are averaged over this
30-year period to smooth out annual variability. Climate
projections for the 2020s (average of 2010-2040) are
offered to represent current climate conditions and are
useful as they more accurately depict the current state of
climate than historical observed baseline data. The future
projections are for the 2050s (2041-2070) and 2080s (20712100). Projections for the 2050s illustrate the trajectory
of change regardless of global emissions reductions and
projections for the 2080s illustrate our likely “business as
usual” future climate scenario by late century.
The three RCP scenarios have somewhat similar
greenhouse gas concentrations in the 2050s, but diverge
considerably by the 2080s. Indicators of climate change
take a similar divergent pattern by the 2080s.
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Climate
Indicator

Plain Language Description

Past

2020

2050

2080

Warmer summers with hotter days, more heat waves, longer dry spells and air quality impacts from
wildfires
30 days
47 days
68 days
94 days
Days Above Days above 25°C measures how many days reach
temperatures over 25°C in any one year. This measure
25°C
indicates how often we can expect “summer
weather” to occur in the future.
5 days
11 days
22 days
40 days
Days Above Days above 30°C indicates how many days reach
temperatures
over
30°C
in
any
one
year.
This
30°C
indicator is important to public health and facilities
as mortality rates jump when temperatures are at or
near 30°C, and facilities experience a surge in patient
visits due to heat stress. This indicator is also useful to
understand how plants may experience physiological
stress at temperatures above 30°C.
31.6°C
33.5°C
35.5°C
38.0°C
Hottest day is the annual hottest day of the year
Hottest
and warms by similar amounts as Hot Design
Day
Temperature (BCBC 97.5).
187 DD
346 DD
591 DD
Cooling degree days refers to the number of degrees 95 DD
Cooling
that
a
day's
average
temperature
is
above
18°C.
Degree
Days (DD) To determine the number of cooling degree days
in a month, the number of degrees that the daily
temperature is over 18°C for each day would be
added to give a total value. This measure is used to
estimate the use of air conditioning to cool buildings.
0.1 day
0.5 day
5 days
22 days
Tropical nights refers to the number of days in a
Tropical
year when the nighttime low temperature is greater
Nights
than 20°C. This indicator is important, as a series of
hot nights reduces the ability of buildings to cool
passively at night, increasing cooling load and energy
use during warm spells. Tropical Nights can also
reduce the ability of patients to heal, and can cause
heat stress.
25 days
26 days
29 days
Dry Spells Dry spells is a measure of the number of consecutive 24 days
days where daily precipitation is less than 1 mm,
denoting the longest stretch of dry days in a year,
typically in summer. This number does not indicate
extreme droughts, as it is averaged over the 30-year
period.
Increasing Increasing Increasing
Air Quality Metro Vancouver releases air quality bulletins to let 22 days1
the
public
know
when
air
quality
may
degrade
in
Alerts
localized areas within the communities identified in
each bulletin. Air quality bulletins are issued during
the cooler times of year (fall or winter) when weather
conditions are preventing dispersion of air pollutants.

1

Based on 2018 Metro Vancouver air quality data
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Climate
Indicator

Plain Language Description

Longer growing season
Growing season length is an annual indicator that
Growing
counts the number of days between the first span of at
Season
least six days with a daily average temperature greater
Length
than 5°C and the first span after July 1 of six days with
temperature less than 5°C. It measures the length of
the growing season for native crops, and points to a
warmer baseline where new illnesses are able to thrive.
Frost Days Frost days is an annual count of days when the daily
minimum temperature is less than 0°C, which may
result in frost on the ground, and is helpful when
predicting how pests and invasive species may thrive
over time.
Ice days is an annual count of days when the daily
Ice Days
maximum temperature is less than 0°C, and is used to
estimate snow formation and retention.

Climate
Indicator

Plain Language Description

Warmer winter highs and lows with a longer frost free period
Warmest winter day is the highest temperature
Warmest
Winter Day during the winter months, in an average year. When
considered in combination with the coldest night,
this indicator describes the “new normal” for winter
temperatures.
Coldest winter night refers to the lowest nighttime
Coldest
winter temperature, in an average year. When
Winter
considered along with the warmest winter day, this
Night
indicator describes the “new normal” for winter
temperatures.
Heating degree days is a derived variable that can be
Heating
useful for indicating energy demand (i.e., the need to
Degree
Days (DD) heat homes, etc.). It is calculated by multiplying the
number of days that the average daily temperature
is below 18°C by the number of degrees below that
threshold. For example, if a given day saw an average
temperature of 14°C (4°C below the 18°C threshold),
that day contributed 4 heating degree days to the total.
If a month had 15 such days, and the rest of the days
had average temperatures above the 18°C threshold,
that month would result in 60 heating degree days.
1-in-20 coldest night refers to a nighttime low
1-in-20
temperature so cold that it has only a one-in-twenty
Coldest
chance of occurring in a given year. That is, there is a 5%
Night
chance in any year that a minimum temperature of this
value will occur. This indicator is a marker of extreme
winter cold temperatures.

Past

2020

2050

2080

297 days

322 days

343 days

356 days

43 days

21 days

11 days

4 days

4 days

2 days

1 day

0.3 day

Past

2020

2050

2080

13.1°C

14.2°C

15.7°C

18.3°C

-8.9°C

-5.9°C

-3.9°C

-0.5°C

2935 DD

-15%

-28%

-43%

-15.8°C

-13.7°C

-10.6°C

-7.2°C
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Climate
Indicator

Plain Language Description

Past

2020

2050

2080

73 mm

4%

8%

17%

Wettest 5-day period of the year precipitation describes
the largest amount of rain that falls over a period of
5 consecutive days in the year. This offers insight into
storm intensity, and will be important for stormwater
management at facilities.

170 mm

2%

6%

17%

95th
Percentile
Wettest
Days

The 95th percentile wettest days precipitation indicator is
the total amount of rain that falls on the wettest days of
the year, specifically on days when precipitation exceeds
a threshold set by the annual 95th percentile during the
baseline period (1971–2000). This indicator measures
total annual precipitation during heavy events, which
is a combination of both how often these events occur
(frequency) and the size of these events (magnitude).

402 mm

11%

23%

47%

99th
Percentile
Wettest
Days

The 99th percentile wettest days is the total amount of
rain that falls on the wettest days of the year, specifically
when precipitation exceeds a threshold set by the annual
99th percentile of wet days during the baseline period.
This indicator measures total annual precipitation during
heavy events, which is a combination of both how often
these events occur (frequency) and the size of these events
(magnitude).

121 mm

14%

39%

81%

1-in-20
wettest
day

109 mm
The 1-in-20 wettest day is the day so wet that it has only a
1-in-20 chance of occurring in any given year. That is, there
is a 5% chance in any year that a 1-day rainfall event of this
magnitude will occur. This indicator is useful when planning
for future building and stormwater infrastructure, and also
important to emergency managers.

11%

13%

24%

Increase in frequency and intensity of precipitation
Wettest day of the year is the largest amount of rain that
Wettest
day of the falls on any single day in the year, on average.

year
Wettest
5-day
Period of
the Year

Sea Level Rise2

2

Sea level rise projections from B.C. Ministry of Environment 2011 Flood Hazard Guidelines.
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1.4 Seasonal Precipitation
Seasonal Precipitation is all precipitation summed over a season including rain and snow. This is a high-level indicator
of how precipitation patterns can expect to change.

2050s Percent Change (%) 2080s Percent Change (%)
Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer

Past (mm)

2050s (mm)

2080s (mm)

Average

(Range) 3

Average

(Range)

599

654

699

9

(-1.9 to 23)

17

(7.8 to 34.9)

686

686

757

3

(-3.6 to 10.7)

11

(0 to 23.4)

425

447

462

5

(-3.6 to 11.9)

9

(1.2 to 18.1)

202

169

155

-16

(-35 to 2.5)

-23

(-50.9 to -2.7)

1.5 Seasonal Snowpack Depth (Watershed Average)
Snowpack refers to the depth of snow on the ground, either daily depths averaged over a season, or in the case of the
April 1 and May 1 snowpack, the snow depth on that specific date. This indicator is measured within the boundaries
of the three watersheds that supply the majority of Metro Vancouver’s drinking water. In this context, the snowpack
indicator provides a measure to assist in determining how much snowmelt will be available in the watersheds to flow
into our region’s reservoirs.

2050s Percent Change (%) 2080s Percent Change (%)
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

3

Past (cm)

2050s (cm)

2080s (cm)

Average

(Range)

Average

(Range)

208

93

49

-56

(-63 to -45)

-77

(-86 to -59)

266

102

43

-62

(-72 to -51)

-84

(-94 to -67)

73

11

3

-86

(-94 to -80)

-97

(-99 to -92)

37

10

5

-75

(-82 to -65)

-87

(-94 to -77)

(Range) refers to the highest and lowest values given by the 12 climate models.
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1.6 C limate Projections for Port Moody*
Summer: warm days are projected to increase threefold
from approximately 30 days over 25°C in the past to
68 days by the 2050s and 94 days by the 2080s. Very
hot days, those that threaten the health of those most
vulnerable to heat, are set to increase as well. Nights
with temperatures above 20°C, that make it difficult to
cool buildings and homes down, will increase from zero
days in the past to 5 days by the 2050s and 22 days by
the 2080s. Summer rainfall is the only annual rainfall
projected to decrease with the length of consecutive dry
days increasing. Summertime projections bring good
weather for tourism but these may be threatened by
increasing hazy, poor air quality days as wildfires burn
outside the region. Water restrictions may become the
norm, buildings may require more active cooling and
heat and smoke related illness is projected to increase.
The province-wide risk assessment identified water
shortages, wildfires and heat-related illness among the
top risks for the province due to climate change.
Rainfall: As the atmosphere warms, it will carry more
precipitation meaning more rainfall annually on average.
Rainfall patterns will change with an increase in intensity
and frequency of precipitation meaning when it rains, it
pours and this happens more often. The wettest days of
the year will have 8% more rain than in the past (73mm)
by the 2050s and 17% more by the 2080s. The wettest
5-day consecutive period of rain will also have more
volume of rain. The annual volume of rain falling during
the 99th percentile of the wettest days of the year will
increase 23% by the 2050s and 47% by the 2080s. This
intensity of rainfall has ramifications for slope stability,
erosion of watercourses and stormwater management.
Water damage has surpassed all other sources of insured
losses in Canada over the last decade.4
Warming Winters: The warmest day in the winter by
the 2080s is projected to be over 18°C with winter nights
also warming. Frosty days decrease from 43 days in
the past to only 11 days by the 2050s and the growing
season will increase in length by 50 days by the 2050s.
New agriculture and food growing opportunities may
arise accompanied by an increased concern for pests,
diseases and invasive species. Different species of trees
and vegetation may become best suited to new growing
conditions. Home heating bills are expected to decrease.
4

ibc.ca/on/disaster/water
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Sea Level Rise: The main contributors to rising ocean
levels include melting water that has been locked up on
land as glaciers and ice sheets and the physical expansion
of ocean water as it gets warmer. In 2011 the Province
published a guidance document for coastal flooding
that recommended taking the following numbers into
account for sea level rise: 0.18m to 2018, 0.5m for 2050
and 1m for 2100. Given recent findings such as the
Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets melting at a greater
speed than previously thought, these estimations of sea
level rise planning may be conservative. There are many
factors that contribute to the projected coastline water
levels in a location like Port Moody over time. Beyond sea
level rise projections and land subsidence or rebound,
overall water levels are also comprised of: tides (gravity
driven and not a climate-related phenomenon); storm
surge which is a local rising of the ocean resulting from
atmospheric pressure changes and wind associated with
a storm; the height of waves which is affected by wind
force and direction; and other factors. As sea level rise
adds to the water level at high tide during storms, coastal
flood risk increases. In the long term, inundation of lowlying areas will be a concern.
* Climate projections were prepared for the Eagle Ridge Hospital site by the Pacific Climate
Impacts Consortium (PCIC) and are considered applicable community-wide.
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A P P E N D I X B : F U T U R E B C C L I M AT E P R O J E C T I O N S
Average Temperature Anomalies in British Columbia (temperature change in °C)

The graph above has been adapted from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report. It shows global average surface
temperature change relative to 1986-2005.

In the graph above, coloured lines are average
temperature projections under three scenarios: RCP8.5
(red); RCP4.5 (yellow); and RCP2.6 (blue). Shading
around each scenario indicates uncertainty in the
projections. Red represents a projected future with
continued high GHG emissions (as a result of a businessas-usual approach with no significant action on climate
change), yellow represents a projected future with
moderate GHG emissions reductions (as a result of
significant and immediate climate action), and blue
represents a projected future with low GHG emissions
(as a result of drastic and immediate action, including
negative emissions on climate change). To keep global
warming below 2°C, as shown in the blue line on the
graph, humankind will need to achieve substantial and
sustained reductions in GHG emissions.

negative emissions – in order to limit global warming to 1.5°C,
it is necessary to remove and permanently store CO₂ from the
atmosphere. This is called Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR). As it
is the opposite of emissions, these practices or technologies are
often described as achieving "negative emissions" or "sinks".

Using RCP8.5, a high estimate of future growth in
greenhouse gas concentrations, helps to identify and
plan for significant risks. This scenario would result in
the greatest temperature change by 2100 of the four
scenarios used in the IPCC’s 5th Assessment Report.
The RCP8.5 scenario describes a global future by 2100
that assumes high population growth (12 billion), low
economic growth and development (global GDP 250
trillion US2005$ in 2100), high energy demand (nearly
3-fold increase), largely met by fossil fuels (including
a nearly 10-fold increase in coal use), and modest
improvements in energy intensity (0.5% per year over the
course of the century). The increase in concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are projected to be
greatest in the latter half of the 21st century. Atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases as measured in 2018
are consistent with projected levels for RCP8.5.

C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
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Assuming a high greenhouse gas concentration scenario
helps to account for uncertainties as it encompasses
greenhouse concentrations of the other RCPs. All RCPs
are based on assumptions that include near-term trends
and long-term projections of multiple socio-economic
variables. Assumptions about individual variables, and
their interaction within each of the RCPs, are subject
to uncertainty. The scientific community refines the
emissions scenarios as new information becomes
available and updated scenarios are used in climate
modelling research to inform future climate impact
projections. Projected temperature changes for BC are
similar for each RCP by the 2050s. At 2050, the difference
between the trend lines for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 is less
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than the range of natural variability observed in historical
annual temperatures. Assuming the future climate will
have a similar range of natural variability in average
temperature, there will be marginal difference in climate
impacts in 2050 between the RCPs. As a result, using a
different RCP is unlikely to affect the key risk assessment
findings. Recent regional climate impact studies, risk
assessments, and adaptation plans conducted by
provincial and regional governments and public sector
organizations in BC use RCP8.5.
The table in Appendix A presents data for selected
climate variables representing future climate projections
for the RCP 8.5 scenario
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A P P E N D I X C : C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N D E V E L O P M E N T
PROJECT TEAM
Groups

Description

Role

Staff Climate Action
Working Group

Representative experts from each
Play a key role in advancing specific elements such
City department who meet monthly. as action planning, identifying climate risks and
vulnerabilities, and putting a low carbon resilience
framework into practice.

Climate Action
Committee

Representatives from Council,
other Civic committees, and the
community who meet monthly.

Play a key role in advancing specific elements such
as action planning, identifying climate risks and
vulnerabilities, and putting a low carbon resilience
framework into practice.

Pinna Sustainability

Vancouver-based strategic
consultancy helping clients embed
sustainability values into practice.

Provides expertise, guidance and carries out core
processes of the Climate Action Plan development.

Simon Fraser University
Integrated research team exploring a Provides guidance, research, and best practices
(SFU) ACT (the Adaptation low carbon resilience framework for regarding a low carbon resilience framework and
to Climate Change Team) BC communities (ICABCCI).
additional capacity for facilitation of workshops.
Involved in all stages of development.
Technical Advisory Groups Experts in respective fields including
Metro Vancouver, Pacific Climate
Impacts Consortium, Fraser Health
and others.

Expert groups providing technical information,
assistance and recommendations throughout
the development of the Climate Action Plan as
needed.

C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
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A P P E N D I X D : A C T I O N D E TA I L S
Time is of the essence with the latest science indicating
that the next decade is crucial for limiting climate harms.
There are already initiatives underway that pre-date the
plan, given that GHG reduction has been a policy goal in
recent years already.
The actions outlined in this Plan will require significant
staff time and financial means to implement over the next
decade and leading up until 2050. This time could be spent
implementing the action, overseeing its implementation
by a third party, or working in partnership with other
organizations to complete the action. Each action has
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been assigned to a City Division that will be responsible
for its implementation and reporting its status annually.
Actions will be integrated into the annual work plans of
City staff and incorporated into municipal budgeting.
Some actions are ready to implement, and some actions
are to “explore” or “consider” approaches to best achieve
an outcome. These “explore” type actions require further
work such as partnerships with other organizations,
research and more information, or in-depth engagement
processes in order to succeed. This work will form part of
the Climate Action Plan implementation.
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A P P E N D I X E : D R A F T C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
I N D I C AT O R S L I S T

Organization-wide

Natural environment

Buildings

Emergency response
and human health

• N
 umber of new city policies, bylaws, plans, strategies etc. implemented that include climate
risks, vulnerabilities and the impacts on GHG emissions.
• Number of city policies, bylaws, plans, strategies etc. updated to include climate risks,
vulnerabilities and the impacts on GHG emissions.
• Number of climate action initiatives integrated into the annual budgeting process.
• Area (m2 or ha) of ESA City-wide and proportion (%) of ESA City-wide with long-term
protection (i.e. covenant, dedication, park zone etc).
• Area of ESA restored or enhanced (m2 or ha).
• Number of green infrastructure installations on public and private lands.
• Percent of riparian cover (natural, unbuilt, and with no permanent structures).
• Number of environment-related volunteer events organized by the City.
• Number of people reached through campaigns/events.
• Number of energy audit recommendations implemented within City budgets.
• Total annual GHG emissions reductions from City facilities (tCO2e).
• Percentage of building permit and development permit applications that are Energy Step
Code compliant.
• Percentage of new buildings exceeding minimum energy and carbon performance
requirements in the Building Bylaw.
• Percentage of new buildings modelled using future climate data for the region.
• Average per resident tonnes of personal building GHGs (tonnes/person).
• Number of oil and/or propane heating systems in use.
• Number of potential partnership organizations contacted and explored.
• Number of departments and staff trained in emergency response functions (ICS, EOC, ESS).
• Maintain a fund in the financial reserve with an appropriate balance to support extreme
weather events.
• Number of improvements to indoor and outdoor public spaces to provide cooling during
high heat.
• Air temperature in community gathering locations or area of shade provided in same
locations.
• Number of public drinking water fountains and water parks/features.
• Number of staff schedule adjustments due to extreme weather.
• Number of people engaged by preparedness outreach.
• Number of organizations and businesses partnering on preparedness education and
messaging.
• Social connectedness as measured through local plans and partner organizations such as
Fraser Health My Health My Community survey.
• Number of community partnership opportunities.
• Percent of residents that can easily walk (400m) or bike (within 800m) to meet all basic daily
non-work needs and have safe pedestrian or bicycle access to transit.
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Infrastructure

Land use and growth
management

Transportation and
mobility

Waste reduction and
management
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Greenhouse gas emissions from energy consumed by utility infrastructure (tCO2e).
Number of watershed stormwater management strategies completed.
Percent of pervious groundcover on public property.
Percent of stormwater infrastructure upgrades sized appropriately for future rainfall.
Percentage of residential and ICI properties with water meters installed.
Number of people reached through campaigns/events.

• Percent of population living within 400m of a frequent transit route, or 800m of a transit
station.
• Percent of population within 400m distance of a greenspace (e.g. park, trail, landscaped
common amenity space).
• Amount of new neighbourhood-commercial, and small-scale retail floor space approved.
• The total number and percent of new developments with TDM strategies in place.
• Percentage of mapped hazard areas and hazard related development permit areas
reviewed with a climate lens.
• Hectares of parkland acquired annually.
• Number of sediment and erosion control plans reviewed annually.
• Number of residents engaged in sea level rise strategy development.
• Percentage of coastline assessed for sea level rise Impacts.
• Guidelines developed for areas at coastal risk.
• GHG emissions from City fleet.
• Percent of new multi-family units approved within 400m of a frequent transit route or
within an 800m distance to transit stations.
• Sidewalk Network (km); Bicycle Network (km); Transit Network (# bus stops with benches
and/or shelters).
• New developments with unbundled parking (%).
• Community transportation related greenhouse gas emissions (tCO2e).
• Percent of personal vehicles that are electric; percent hybrid.
• Residences and commercial operations with EV Charging Stations.
• Parking meter data parking occupancy rate (average).
• Greenhouse gas emissions from ride-hailing trips (tCO2e).
• Number of schools that have completed School Travel Planning.
• Number of people reached through campaigns/events.
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal Solid Waste diversion rate (%).
Total GHG emissions from waste (annual).
Total tonnes of waste per stream (annual).
Drop-off facility waste diversion rate (%).
Landfilled waste from demolition, land clearing and construction companies (%).
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A P P E N D I X F : C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N N I N G P R O C E S S
1.1 Emissions Inventories
The City of Port Moody maintains two inventories of
greenhouse gas emissions; one for the community and
one for City operations. It is important to track inventories
to be able to assess progress toward greenhouse
gas reduction actions and targets. The inventories
collect greenhouse gas emissions information from
transportation, solid waste, and buildings within Port
Moody from various sources including utilities, Metro
Vancouver, and the Province’s community emissions
inventory. As more data becomes available, these
inventories will be adjusted, and results may change as
further analysis and verification are performed.

1.2 Risk and Vulnerability Assessment
To better understand how climate change may affect
our community, we undertook two climate change risk
and vulnerability assessments. These assessments were
conducted with the staff climate action working group
and the Climate Action Committee attended by Fraser
Health Authority. The goals of the workshops were to:
• Examine projected climate changes for our
community;

priorities. A draft list of actions was presented to the
community as a part of the second round of engagement
in November of 2019. Interested community members
were asked to prioritize the draft actions in the Plan,
and identify barriers associated with implementing the
actions, and put forward any actions that they thought
were missing from the proposed list.

1.4 Goals
In order to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050 and ensure
we are best prepared for future climate changes and
impacts, goals were established to guide delivery on
achieving the Plan’s vision. These goals were developed
based on the scope of actions, focus area level of impact
on greenhouse gas emissions and climate vulnerability,
and the guiding vision of the Plan. There are several
goals for each focus area in the Plan that encompass
the intentions of the actions. The goals were developed
using a bottom up approach, meaning that the actions
were identified first and the goals were sculpted to
mirror the broader intent of the actions in each focus
area. This approach ensures that the actions identified
remain a priority to make our Plan actionable and not
solely aspirational.

• Explore how these projected climate changes could
impact our community;
• Assess our vulnerability to these impacts; and
• Evaluate the risks to our community by rating the
likelihood and consequences of the impacts.

1.3 Action Planning
During the first round of community engagement in May
of 2019, interested community members were asked to
brainstorm and submit ideas for actions that the City and
community could take to address climate change. This
list of actions was used by the staff working group as a
starting action list. The staff working group participated
in two action brainstorming sessions focused on
mitigation and adaptation, followed by approximately
five months of iterative action revision and consolidation
between the staff working group and the Climate Action
Committee. Actions were added, consolidated, refined
and evaluated against pre-established criteria to select
the most appropriate ones for our local context and
C L I M AT E A C T I O N P L A N
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A P P E N D I X G : C L I M AT E A C T I O N P U B L I C E N G A G E M E N T
SUMMARY

Public Engagement Summary
Port Moody Climate Action Plan
Lead Division: Planning

May –November 2020

portmoody.ca/climateaction

Public engagement methodology

Scope of the Engagement:

Community Brainstorming Session
Date: May 25
Venue: Civic Centre Galleria

On January 22, 2019, Council endorsed a public engagement

# of attendees: approx 200

plan that focused on the following objectives:

Sticky wall: 238 actions written on
index cards

1. educate the public and assist them in understanding why Port

Idea form

Moody needs a Climate Action Plan (CAP), and what roles the

55 online

municipality and the public can play in helping to achieve the

12 paper

goals that will be set out in the CAP;

Response period: May 13 – Jun 9
# of surveys completed: 67

2. gather suggestions from the public for actions that can be

Climate Action Plan Open House

taken (by the City and the public) to help the community

Date: Nov 14

adapt to climate change and mitigate its effects;

Venue: Civic Centre Galleria

3. obtain feedback from the public on a list of proposed actions

# of attendees: approx 55
Dot-voting: 1,061 dot stickers placed
by attendees

to be included in the City’s CAP (after submitted suggestions

Feedback form

Committee); and

have been evaluated and prioritized by the Climate Action

36 online

4. identify potential challenges related to the proposed actions

6 paper

and any barriers to participation.

Response period: Nov 4 – Dec 1
# of surveys completed: 42

Survey respondents (idea form and feedback form combined)
Connection to the consultation:

(Note: respondents could select
more than one category.)
69 are Port Moody residents

3 are Port Moody business owner/operators
8 are "other"

Additional consultation notes

Respondents by age:
3

18 – 34

18

35 – 44

11

with valuable information, please

45 – 54

8

note the views expressed do not

55+

32

“I do not wish to give my age” 2
33 did not answer
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While public consultation and

under 18

did not answer

35

survey results provide the City

necessarily reflect the views of all
Port Moody residents.
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Community Brainstorming Session – Key Findings
Community members suggested 547 actions, in seven categories, via a “sticky wall” at the session (attendees wrote their
ideas on index cards and then displayed them for others to see), an idea form (online and paper), and Instagram. All actions,
sorted by category, are presented verbatim in a separate document.
Number of actions suggested in each category:
Transportation and mobility
Waste reduction and management
Natural environment
Buildings
Infrastructure
Land use and growth management
Emergency response and human health
Total

109
105
97
74
58
56
48
547

For each category, we sorted the actions by theme.
The three strongest themes overall were:
1. stronger regulations
2. increase use of public transportation
3. increase active transportation

The three strongest themes in each category were:
Tra n s p or t ati o n a n d m o b i l i t y
1. increase use of public transportation

2. increase active transportation*

3. increase zero emissions vehicles

*(active transportation is human-powered travel such as walking, cycling, rollerblading, and kayaking)

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Transportation must be transit focused. More cars, even EVs won’t make for resilient communities. Designing infrastructure to
connect people to places via transit is imperative. Technology utilization for more user pay activities will help get people out
of cars."
2. "Each new road built should have a greenway nearby with walking and bike path."
3. "In 2050 we should all be using electric vehicles or bikes and no gas powered vehicles."
Wa s te reduc t i o n a n d m a n a ge m e nt
1. stronger regulations

2. education

3. expand materials collection

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Businesses should have to provide proof of recycling and organics collection as part of business license renewals."
2. "Work with SD43, nearby municipalities, TransLink and private businesses to make the material list consistent. People want to do
the right thing, but the current system is too confusing. Better promote that BC Recycling Hotline (604)RECYCLE."
3. "Have more public sorting bins (compost, recycling, garbage, metal)."
N at ura l env i ro n m e nt
1. conservation and restoration

2. stronger regulations

3. education

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Replace plain grass areas/urban wastelands with native species that promote pollination. Constant monitoring of invasive
species in trails/forest walks, city should have volunteer activity of removing invasive species on a regular basis."
2. "Mandate more green be used when establishing new residential and commercial areas, we need more shade!"
3. "Communication campaign on water conservation and reduction especially in the warm summer months and when we are
receiving less snowmelt.”
2
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B uildin g s
1. increase use of renewable energy

2. incentives for builders/developers/homeowners

3. stronger regulations

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "New construction should have solar panels, ability to collect rain water for use in toilet systems and watering plants."
2. "Incentives to consider green measures in renovations, particularly for embodied energy in materials e.g. choice of flooring etc."
3. "Make LEED certification building standards a requisite for new development or incentivize LEED certification."

I n fra s t ruc t ure
1. climate resilient infrastructure

2. stronger regulations

3. increase green infrastructure

Samples of submitted actions:
1. “…Allow for the disconnection of the rainwater leader and treatment through a raingarden. Look for opportunities to treat rain
at a community level in street level using rain gardens (similar to that at College Park way and Cecile Drive, or at Rockypoint Park,
parking lot…”
2. "Mandate that new developments have a certain percentage of space which can absorb stormwater; add taxes to properties
without an adequate stormwater management system to pay for city stormwater drains so that the burden doesn't fall on
everyone."
3. "Decrease the use of concrete and asphalt pavement, and increase permeable ground covers."

L a n d us e a n d g row t h m a n a ge m e nt
1. planning for complete, compact communities

2. preserve green space

3. smart growth planning

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Walkable, mixed use, compact close to transit. Make it easy and enjoyable to walk and bike."
2. "Lots of green parks in walking distance."
3. "Land use planning that focuses on Smart Growth principles."

E m erg en c y re s p o n s e a n d h u m a n h e a l t h
1. extreme heat preparedness

2. emergency preparedness planning

3. education

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "More trees planted in paved areas to shield people and cars from extreme heat and more green roofs on flat surfaces. Especially
reduce our carbon footprint by reducing traffic, tax industrial wastes sent air-born, and have control burning to reduce forest
fires."
2. "Develop emergency plan for each PoMo area i.e. mountain meadows school as site for emergency shelter with resources for
food/water in place."
3. "Offer public courses to prepare for emergencies."

3
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Climate Action Plan Open House – Key Findings
The 547 actions suggested by the community were combined with actions proposed by City staff. After duplicates and
any actions considered to be outside the scope of the Climate Action Plan were removed, the Climate Action Committee
evaluated and prioritized the proposed actions.
We went back to the community with 79 proposed actions. For each action, we asked participants to select “yes,” “maybe,” or
“no” in response to the question “Do you think this action should be a priority in Port Moody’s Climate Action Plan?”
Responses were gathered via dot-voting at the open house (attendees used coloured dot stickers to indicate “yes,” “maybe,”
and “no”) and a feedback form (online and paper). Results for each of the 79 actions are presented in a separate document.
Actions in the Transportation and Mobility, Buildings, and Land Use and Growth Management categories
received the most “yes” votes.
Category
Transportation and mobility
Buildings
Land use and growth management
Natural environment
Infrastructure
Waste reduction and management
Emergency response and human health

Yes
435
403
401
334
264
240
238

Maybe
111
125
97
79
69
38
111

No
63
55
39
36
30
11
62

Top three actions that received the most “yes” votes overall:
1. Develop landscaping strategies for public lands in Port Moody’s neighbourhoods that prioritize:
• the consideration of climate change risks in the design of parks and sidewalk/boulevard landscaping;
• planting of native species that are resistant to drought/heat/wind/flooding; and
• planting of native species and plants that create pollinator habitat in local parks.

2. Encourage or require developers to include comprehensive transportation demand management (TDM) strategies in
proposals for new development projects. (TDM is the application of strategies and policies to reduce travel by automobile and/
or shift travel away from peak hours or the busiest routes – examples include pay parking, mobility pricing, road usage charges,
subsidized transit passes, construction of bike lanes and multi-use paths, and installation of bike racks at key locations.)

3. Initiate/continue discussions with Metro Vancouver to advocate for:
• a circular economy within the region (a circular economy is an economic system aimed at eliminating waste, reducing pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, and continually using and reusing resources through sharing, repairing, refurbishing, recycling,
and remanufacturing);
• increased methane capture at regional landfills (methane is a powerful greenhouse gas that traps energy from the sun and
contributes to climate change – but when captured it can be an important fuel source, one that produces fewer greenhouse
gases when burned than coal or oil);
• a regional approach to the elimination of single-items such as beverage cups, straws, utensils, and food containers; and
• regional requirements for commercial businesses to report on waste generation and how much is diverted from the landfill.

4
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Top three actions that received the most “yes” votes in each category:
Tra n s p or t at io n a n d m o b i l i t y

1. Consider creating zero-emission zones (i.e. no cars allowed, only pedestrians, bicycles, public transit, etc.) in key areas
(e.g. Brewers Row, Rocky Point Park, Clarke Street, Queens Street Plaza).

2. Encourage investment in infrastructure and amenities (e.g. bicycle parking, electric vehicle parking, electric bicycle charging
stations) that would make it easier for people to choose zero-emission transportation options.
Tied with:
Assess the City’s fleet to improve our understanding of how vehicles are used, and explore ways to increase the
efficiency of the fleet such as:
• adjust routes to reduce number of trips/distance travelled;
• select the right size vehicle for the job;
• switch to zero-emission fuel sources and consider investing in on-site, zero-emission refueling infrastructure;
• prioritize the purchase of zero-emission vehicles when replacements are needed;
• encourage City staff to use electric bikes and zero-emission vehicles instead of combustion engine fleet vehicles when
possible; and
• create a small motor pool of zero-emission vehicles to be used by City staff performing administrative duties or as loaners
when fleet vehicles are out of service for repair.

3. Prioritize Master Transportation Plan projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
• develop an active transportation strategy that focuses on annual investment in the design and construction of new walking
and cycling infrastructure, and develop accompanying policies or procedures to prioritize active transportation infrastructure
over single-occupant vehicle infrastructure (active transportation is human-powered travel such as walking, cycling,
rollerblading, and kayaking);
• work with TransLink to improve transit network efficiency, level of service, and accessibility;
• reduce requirements for off-street parking in new developments located in transit-oriented development areas, and require
developers to contribute to zero-emission car-share programs; and
• develop a trail strategy to improve Port Moody’s off-road trail network.
Bu i l d i n g s

1. Adopt the BC Energy Step Code in advance of the provincial timeline. What is the BC Energy Step Code? The provincial
government has set a goal to make buildings net-zero-energy ready by 2032. The Step Code has been introduced to help British
Columbia achieve this goal by increasing energy-efficiency requirements in the BC Building Code. The Step Code sets performance
targets for new construction and groups them into steps that apply across various building types and regions of the province.

2. Develop and implement a green buildings rezoning policy that would encourage developers to:
• propose buildings that produce low emissions and meet high standards for energy efficiency (e.g. buildings that make use
of passive design, a method of design/construction where a comfortable interior environment is achieved using very little
energy for heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting);
• determine the feasibility of creating district energy systems (which use a central energy plant to provide efficient heating,
cooling, and hot water to a group of buildings or an entire neighbourhood) for large sites;
• address risks associated with climate change (e.g. severe storms, sea level rise, flooding, wildfires); and
• propose innovative solutions for energy and water conservation, as well as storm water and solid waste management.

3. Develop a zero-emissions plan for all new buildings (to be phased-in by building type) that includes encouraging energy
efficiency and addresses indoor air quality and risks associated with climate change (e.g. severe storms, sea level rise,
flooding, wildfires).
5
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L a n d u se a nd g row t h m a n a g em e nt

1. Encourage or require developers to include comprehensive transportation demand management strategies in proposals
for new development projects.

2. Encourage density and mixed-use neighborhoods around transportation hubs (e.g. SkyTrain stations and frequentservice transit routes).

3. Assess changes in shoreline erosion, and develop a shoreline protection strategy that focuses on the use of green
infrastructure (i.e. water management systems and technologies – such as rain gardens, bioswales, green walls/roofs,
and porous pavement – that mimic natural processes to absorb and filter storm water at its source) solutions instead of
traditional ones such as dikes and other hard infrastructure.
N at ura l e nvi ro n m ent

1. Develop landscaping strategies for public lands in Port Moody’s neighbourhoods that prioritize:
• the consideration of climate change risks in the design of parks and sidewalk/boulevard landscaping;
• planting of native species that are resistant to drought/heat/wind/flooding; and
• planting of native species and plants that create pollinator habitat in local parks.

2. Develop and implement an urban forest management strategy.
3. Update strategies for Environmentally Sensitive Areas and parkland acquisition to incorporate:
• ways to reduce the impact of climate change risks;
• area-specific guidelines for the acquisition of sensitive areas;
• guidelines for habitat restoration; and
• strategies to restore/strengthen connections between areas with high levels of species diversity (connections promote
even greater diversity, which reduces vulnerability to climate change risks).
I nfra st ruc t u re

1. Design and implement a program to ensure that all new and existing buildings are metered for water usage.
2. Increase public awareness of the need to:
• reduce our water consumption;
• reduce our water footprint (i.e. the amount of water used to produce goods and services – cars, smart phones, leather
shoes, meat, milk, coffee, wheat, and cotton products like jeans and bed sheets are all examples of products that are
made using large amounts of water);
• collect storm water; and
• prepare for a flood.

3. Encourage property owners to collect storm water runoff on their property (e.g. rain or melting snow that falls on a roof,
deck/patio, driveway, etc.) and re-use it (e.g. to water plants/lawns, clean decks/patios, wash vehicles) or allow it to soak into
soil (i.e. infiltration) – this helps to conserve water and reduce the load on our storm sewer system.

6
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Wa ste re d uc t i o n an d m an a g em e nt

1. Initiate/continue discussions with Metro Vancouver to advocate for:
• a circular economy within the region (a circular economy is an economic system aimed at eliminating waste, reducing
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, and continually using and reusing resources through sharing, repairing,
refurbishing, recycling, and remanufacturing);
• increased methane capture at regional landfills (methane is a powerful greenhouse gas that traps energy from the sun and
contributes to climate change. But when captured it can be an important fuel source, one that produces fewer greenhouse
gases when burned than coal or oil);
• a regional approach to the elimination of single-items such as beverage cups, straws, utensils, and food containers; and
• regional requirements for commercial businesses to report on waste generation and how much is diverted from the landfill.

2. Develop a strategy to ensure organic waste produced at City events is diverted from the landfill.
3. Work with partner organizations on public education campaigns to increase awareness of:
• where waste and recyclables end up;
• Metro Vancouver’s “Love Food Hate Waste” campaign aimed at reducing food waste in the region;
• Metro Vancouver’s Zero Waste Challenge, which asks people to reduce waste at home and at work, reuse/recycle/compost
as much as possible, and start a Zero Waste Community Challenge; and
• life-cycle assessment tools that can help consumers determine the environmental impact of specific products/services.
E m e rg e nc y re s p o n s e a n d h u m an h e alt h

1. Increase public awareness of:
• what individuals, families, and neighbours can do to prepare for emergencies;
• how to prepare for, and stay safe during, periods of extreme heat and poor air quality; and
• how to keep homes/buildings cool during periods of extreme heat (e.g. install solar shade screens, add house plants,
improve window insulation).

2. Ensure neighbourhoods have emergency preparedness/management plans and programs in place:
• develop neighborhood-level emergency preparedness and management plans;
• develop programs and events that create a sense of community and connection in neighborhoods;
• establish an emergency preparedness and management volunteer program so that volunteers can train to assist with
disaster relief;
• identify and map emergency escape routes for neighborhoods, encourage and support local/regional organizations to
establish inclement weather shelters for people in need and develop maps showing the locations of shelters;
• partner with local/regional organizations to identify populations that are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change, and help them prepare for emergencies; and
• review and update the City’s Disaster Response Plan to incorporate climate change risks and ensure the needs of people
of all ages and abilities are considered.

3. Review and update the City’s Disaster Response Plan to incorporate climate change risks and ensure the needs of people
of all ages and abilities are considered.
We also asked participants to share their thoughts on any barriers or obstacles that may prevent the City or the community from taking
any of the proposed actions, and any important actions they felt were missing from our list. Respondents also had the opportunity to
provide general comments. All comments and suggestions are presented verbatim in a separate document.
7
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Attachment 3 – Integrated Climate Action for BC Communities Initiative (ICABCCI)
Update
Port Moody is one of the 13 first wave communities integrating low carbon resilience (LCR)
approaches into diverse municipal areas such as climate action planning and corporate strategy
in BC. The ICABCCI1 at ACT (the Adaptation to Climate Change Team), Simon Fraser
University (SFU), is co-developing LCR planning-into-implementation strategies alongside these
communities with the goal of developing a cross-cutting framework that will support local
governments, of all sizes and at different stages, to embed climate action into their decision
processes and practices in BC, and across Canada. This framework has been used throughout
development of Port Moody’s CAP.
Working with ACT on the ICABCCI since late 2018 has provided many benefits to Port Moody
such as:
•

•
•

streamlining two climate planning processes – adaptation and mitigation - that
coordinate LCR opportunities and help reduce vulnerability to projected climate impacts
such as floods, wildfires, and sea level rise while achieving GHG emission reduction
goals.
facilitating progress on other related positive outcomes such cost savings, community
health, and protection of biodiversity and green space; and
Additional capacity and support from ACT such as:
o attending and facilitating workshops with staff;
o providing research and technical guidance;
o identifying and recommending co-benefits and synergies that align with City
priorities and climate action; and
o providing ongoing advisory input and guidance for the climate planning process.

As a result of the ICABCCI, Port Moody is now on its way to becoming a leader in integrated
climate action planning. The lessons learned from advancing low carbon resilience in Port
Moody are currently being used in other communities as they navigate toward a more
sustainable future. A summary of the latest ICABCCI workshop on LCR implementation can be
found below.
Currently the ICABCCI team is developing the LCR Planning Process Guidance
Document, a step-by-step methodology to help guide other local governments through the LCR
planning-to-implementation process. This resource showcases Port Moody’s Climate Action
Planning process as an example of how to develop a leading-edge plan. Port Moody is now
transitioning into “Phase Four: Implement” of the LCR process. The ICABCCI team and City
staff will continue to work together to prioritize actions for implementation and to identify key
indicators for monitoring and evaluating LCR progress over time.

1

Integrated Climate Action for BC Communities Initiative https://act-adapt.org/icabcci/
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Exploring LCR
Implementation and
Communications:
Summary of ICABCCI
Workshop #3
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Attendees:
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First Wave Case Communities
Iain Bourhill, Town of Colwood
Hillary Elliot, Village of Silverton (attended remotely)
Michelle Gordon, Village of Slocan (attended remotely)
Kate Letizia, City of Nelson (attended remotely)
Tami Rothery, District of Summerland
Laura Sampliner, City of Port Moody

Second Wave Case Communities
Erin Desautels & Maxwell Sykes, City of Surrey
Caitlyn Hinton, City of Revelstoke
Sarah del Santo, Tsleil-Waututh Nation
Regrets: Andrea Byrne, City of Prince George

ICABCCI Partner Communities
Scott Beeching, City of Salmon Arm
Regrets: Tamsin Mills, City of Vancouver
Regrets: Jesse Huisman, District of Elkford

ICABCCI Expert Advisor
Emanuel Machado, Town of Gibsons
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LOW CARBON RESILIENCE
The Climate Imperative
Climate change is not just an environmental
issue; it’s a social one. Under current trends,
climate change is a serious consideration in
a wide range of decisions, including where to
live, work and play. Decisions made now about
assets, infrastructure, land use, transportation,
and biodiversity influence the design of our
communities over the next 50-80 years, and
also have enormous impacts on how adaptable
or vulnerable our communities are to climate
changes, and to what degree they trend up or
down as emissions sources.
Communities are on the frontlines of climate change, increasingly being called on to
respond to costly impacts, such as flooding
and wildfires, while also planning for emissions
reductions. While most municipalities in BC
have committed to reducing emissions, they are
now beginning to recognize that adapting to
climate impacts is also a necessary and urgent
priority. Many communities have declared a
climate emergency, creating the imperative
to prioritize policy, planning and projects that
minimize the risks of climate impacts while also
reducing emissions, and promoting strategies
that build community resilience over time.

resilience (LCR) and climate-ready communities.
A low carbon resilience (LCR) lens can be
applied to every area of municipal decisionmaking and governance. An LCR approach
streamlines and aligns decision-making and
identifies strategic opportunities to address both
mitigation (emissions reduction) and adaptation
(vulnerability reduction) that would otherwise be
left unaddressed.

What is LCR?

Figure 1. Adaptive actions that are emissions
intensive (upper left side) or actions that position low
carbon projects in high-risk areas (lower right side)
lead to contradiction, and are to be avoided. Taking
actions that co-evaluate options that reduce both
emissions and vulnerability (top right), or at least
define the trade-offs of one action over the other, helps
to streamline and align climate action (adapted from
Cohen & Waddell, 2009).

LCR begins with the understanding that
adaptation and mitigation have the same
core goals: to reduce the impacts of projected
climate change and build community resilience
over time. Using criteria to determine how
all policy, planning, and decisions reduce
vulnerability to projected climate impacts (upper
left quadrant) and reduce emissions (lower right
quadrant) over time can help to identify new
opportunities for moving toward low carbon

Best available climate projections help
communities understand key climate risks and
vulnerabilities, as well as key emissions sources
and trends over time. It’s important to integrate
these processes to prevent contradiction.
Coordinating and co-evaluating strategies
reduces/avoids risks and vulnerabilities of
climate change and emissions into the future
(upper right quadrant).
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ICABCCI and Partner
Communities: Working Together
The Integrated Climate Action for BC
Communities Initiative (ICABCCI), at ACT (the
Adaptation to Climate Change Team), Simon
Fraser University (SFU), is helping a network of
local governments across the Province of BC
to plan and implement LCR into their strategy,
policy and planning, and operations. ICABCCI’s
13+ partner communities consist of local governments of all shapes and sizes, each at different
stages of climate action, who are working
together with the ICABCCI team to develop LCR
strategies, develop resources, and learn from one
another through workshops and webinars.
This work is being translated into a suite of
practical resources and tools to advance LCR in
local government, and the findings will be analyzed and developed into an LCR framework
of action that can be applied in communities
across Canada. In addition, the ICABCCI team
is promoting a peer-learning network of communities interested in following leading-edge
practice, and other key actors, such as funders,
consultants, and regulators in Canada’s climate
action ecosystem to mobilize ICABCCI’s findings and accelerate the application of LCR in
practice.

Good for Communities
Integrating LCR into local government planning
and practice helps to prepare climate-ready
communities now and into the future. The
LCR approach streamlines limited resources
and capacity. It emphasizes cross-departmental and cross-sectoral exchange, finding policy
synergies and alignments, particularly across
core service areas (e.g. energy, water, land-use,
transportation, biodiversity), while advancing
links between climate action and other priorities such as economic development, community
health, equity, and biodiversity.

Taking Action
Many local governments are moving toward
LCR and integrated climate action approaches.
For some, it’s a necessity in streamlining capacity and resources; for others, it simply makes
strategic sense. Communities that act now to
adapt to climate risks and shift toward low
carbon approaches are likely to avoid contradictions and reap social, environmental, and
economic benefits. The LCR approach seeks to
climate-proof communities and ensure today’s
investments are effective tomorrow.

Figure 2: Tiers one to
five of the ICABCCI
structure.
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ABOUT ICABCCI WORKSHOP # 3
ACT’s third ICABCCI partner workshop took
place at SFU in Vancouver on January 30th,
2020. Seven partner communities attended in
person, three joined via Zoom, and three sent
regrets due to other commitments.

•

Refine LCR communications: Attendees
were asked to provide feedback on ACT’s
existing LCR communications tools and
language to inform effectiveness in communicating LCR at the local scale.

The objectives of the workshop were to:

•

Onboard second wave communities:
We identified four new case communities
that have a timely opportunity to embed LCR
in an emerging planning process as second
wave communities.

•

Facilitate peer-learning and exchange:
Our first wave case communities presented
updates and conclusions on their experiences to date integrating LCR, including key
opportunities, challenges, and learnings
from throughout the process.

SESSION A: FIRST WAVE CASE
COMMUNITIES’ LCR UPDATES
Champions from ICABCCI’s five first wave case
communities presented on the LCR projects
underway in their communities. Each champion
provided progress updates, including existing
opportunities for LCR integration, what stage

6 | ACT

they are at, key challenges and benefits, and
how they have leveraged the expertise and
support of the ICABCCI team.
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City of Port Moody
LCR Champion: Laura Sampliner
Port Moody began working with ICABCCI and
collaborating with consultants in May 2019.
With very little pre-existing work on climate
change and no climate action plans in place,
the City is now on its way to becoming a leader
on integrated climate action planning.
Port Moody’s decision to focus on LCR from
the beginning of the climate action planning process ensured that key corporate and
community actors were brought along in an
integrated manner, learning about both climate risk and vulnerability assessment and key

opportunities for emissions reductions (“mitigation”). Coordinating adaptation and mitigation
optimizes outcomes for both.
The Port Moody team has now finalized the
first draft of the integrated climate action plan
and will present to Council for final approval
and adoption in Spring 2020. In anticipation
of this step, the team has begun work on a
detailed implementation plan in order to operationalize the plan in departments across the
organization.

Key Port Moody partners and participants involved in
co-creation of an LCR climate action plan:
Partners:

Participants:

•

•

Staff Interdepartmental Working Group:
consisted of one staff expert from each of
the City’s departments.

•

Climate Action Committee: representatives
from Council, various committees, and
members from the community.

•

Public participants: participated through
pop-up events, speaker forums, open
houses, and online surveys.

•

SFU’s ICABCCI Team: worked with the
champion to collaboratively co-create an
integrated LCR approach, onboard consultants and build the process capacity by
providing strategic insights, coaching, and
research on an as needed basis.
Consultants: technical adaptation and mitigation specialists, collaborating together
with the champion and ICABCCI team to
co-create an LCR process, to identify key
LCR strategies, and to operationalize them
into practice.

7 | ACT
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Key Outcomes:

•

Draft and finalize climate change action plan

The Port Moody team found that taking an LCR
approach to climate action planning:

•

Begin developing an implementation plan

•

Catalyzed a more streamlined planning process

•

Fostered integrated thinking and climate
action planning

•

Collapsed systemic siloes from across
the organization

•

Increased buy-in for climate actions
across departments, sectors, and community stakeholders

•

Facilitated widespread buy-in through reference to LCR co-benefits

•

Broadened access to a range of funding
opportunities

Process Steps:
•

Acquire senior leadership buy-in for LCR planning approach and develop the Climate Action
Committee

•

Identify technical skills requirements and
acquire through an RFP consulting process

•

Create an internal interdepartmental working
group to meet monthly and provide input on
plan development

•

Engage the community and build local LCR
awareness and understanding

•

Perform cross-departmental action planning
and workshops

•

Undertake a risk and vulnerability assessment

•

Complete GHG inventorying and modelling

•

Co-evaluate actions for how they reduce vulnerability and emissions, and build co-benefits,
alongside criteria for feasibility and cost prior
to final plan development

8 | ACT

LCR Highlights:
Development of an RFP for LCR planning:
the champion and ICABCCI co-designed an
RFP requesting qualified adaptation and
mitigation consultants to collaborate in the
development of the integrated climate action
plan. The RFP built in LCR evaluation criteria
and required that consultants work collaboratively with the ICABCCI project and be flexible
in the ‘co-development’ process.
Coordinating LCR communications: the champion worked with the City’s communications
team to ensure the LCR message was consistent in internal and public engagement events.
They learned early on that there is a need to get
communications right and aligned to prevent
significant changes throughout the process.
They also learned that raising awareness and
understanding of the LCR concept and co-benefits takes time via open houses, workshops,
pop-up events, and online messaging. The
extra time is worth getting the public to buy in
to the overall process and thus outcomes.

Working together as
a team to bring staff
from different levels
together to break
down silos, build an
integrative mentality
and find connections
helped to amplify
work already being
done and to develop
more integrated
objectives and
actions.
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Improves biodiversity/
habitat creation

Improves cost savings

Enhances local
autonomy

Optimizes
energy savings

Creates jobs

Reduces risk to
property values

Reduces waste/
optimizes resources

Improves
human health
& well-being

Reduces
congestion

Increases carbon
storage/sequestration

Reduces
burden on grey
infrastructure

Improves water
retention/absorption

Figure 3. An initial
list of co-benefits can
be considered and/or
realized from applying
an LCR framework.

The ICABCCI
co-benefits table is
a useful tool to help
bring people along
in understanding the
importance and the
opportunity inherent

Improves air and/
or water quality

Reduces extreme
temperatures

Captures
pollutants

Improves equity
/improvements for
vulnerable populations

Improves green space/
recreation

Supports clean
energy transition

Improves community
livability/vitality

Supports local food
security initiatives

Improves
water and/or
energy efficiency

in LCR and to see
how their work and
role relates to overall
outcomes.

Co-evaluating
adaptation and
mitigation options
does not always lead

Establishing an ‘integrative mentality’:
Consistent LCR framing, use of LCR examples,
and identification of co-benefits contributed to
more integrated thinking throughout the City’s
four planning workshops (see graphic below),
generating quality feedback in the development of the integrated climate action plan. The
champion notes that, in the future, it may be
important to frame emissions reduction potential quantitatively, and to remind people that
co-evaluating adaption and mitigation is as
much about identifying trade-offs as finding
synergies. For instance, participants became
concerned about the emissions potential of a
back-up diesel generator; however, this is a
temporary solution and could provide crucial
access to power in an emergency. This is a
reminder, that while LCR is an important lens
for co-evaluation of options, it is important that
high-impact solutions are prioritized, and tradeoffs considered.
9 | ACT

to integrated, LCR
strategies. The goal
of LCR planning is
to identify synergies
where they exist,
avoid the risks of
contradiction, identify
high-impact solutions,
and make trade-offs
transparent.
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Figure 4. Port Moody’s
LCR Workshops Plan.

ICABCCI’S ROLE: THE CHAMPION’S PERSPECTIVE
•

Partnership with the ICABCCI team was leveraged to facilitate senior leadership
buy-in

•

Relationship with SFU and the ICABCCI research network contributes credibility to
internal LCR efforts

•

The ICABCCI project was used to communicate LCR concepts and identify appropriate technical resources

•

ICABCCI team members provided ongoing advisory input and guidance for development of the climate change action plan

10 | ACT
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District of Summerland
LCR Champion: Tami Rothery
The District of Summerland has a history of
climate action work, but its emphasis has been
on mitigation projects without any coordinated
adaptation effort. The District faces a number
of capacity and planning challenges unique to
its Okanagan location and demographics (e.g.,
a high proportion of elderly residents). These
and other unique factors, including ownership
of a corporate utility, provide the District team
with a number of planning, capacity and funding challenges and opportunities to advance LCR.

The champion’s goal is to build on work that
is currently underway, identifying key opportunities to coordinate and embed an LCR lens
and criteria into strategic areas such as asset
management and business prioritization planning, procurement policy development, a staff
competency framework, and expansion of the
District’s mitigation planning.

Key Summerland partners and participants involved in
embedding LCR criteria into a business prioritization matrix:
Partners:

Participants:

•

The ICABCCI team: worked collaboratively
with the champion and the District’s asset
management consultants to build out their
process and framework to include capacity
by providing strategic insights, coaching,
and research on an as needed basis.

•

•

Asset management consultants: technical asset management advisors helped
embed and operationalize LCR into the
development of Summerland’s business
prioritization matrix.

11 | ACT

Procurement Director: worked collaboratively with the team to embed LCR criteria in
several key areas of corporate procurement.
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Key Outcomes:
The Summerland champion found that taking
an LCR approach to climate action resulted in:
•

•

•

•

A streamlined approach to embedding LCR in
multiple areas of municipal decision processes,
building toward a comprehensive corporate
LCR strategy
Opportunities to bring climate action planning
to different areas of the organization by using
examples of co-benefits to communicate the
value of LCR for different areas, including
procurement, asset management, climate
planning, and corporate strategy
Embedding LCR in corporate work that is
already underway, and presenting it as a
‘tacking on’ exercise to current and future
work, helped facilitate and expedite LCR
uptake in many areas of municipal practice
Work with ICABCCI and the peer-learning
network helped build legitimacy through
leveraging the ongoing research into LCR and
associated best practices

LCR Highlights
LCR in asset management planning: The
champion focused on integrating LCR into the
asset management planning process, integrating LCR language and criteria and embedding
emissions and vulnerability reductions and
co-benefits into the business prioritization decision matrix and process for all municipal projects
over $10,000.
LCR in procurement policy: The champion
enlisted procurement staff to embed LCR concepts and language into various aspects of a
renewed procurement policy, directly embedding
LCR into internal procurement processes, and
indirectly building LCR capacity within the community’s partner networks and supply chains.
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LCR in staff competency frameworks: The
champion embedded terminology into these
frameworks communicating the need for staff
competency on climate change.
Linking adaptation to the updated mitigation plan: The champion requested that the
District’s mitigation consultants work with the
ICABCCI team to incorporate high-level adaptation linkages with all mitigation actions outlined
in the draft Community Energy and Emissions
Reduction Plan (CEERP). This was an important
step toward identifying LCR synergies, building
the interest and capacity of mitigation specialists to identify adaptation synergies, and
positioning the District to acquire funding in the
near-term for a climate risk and vulnerability
assessment.

Asset management
focuses on identifying
the stock and
quality of existing
public infrastructure
to manage longterm, sustained
service levels for
community members.
Incorporating LCR
concepts provides
a value-add to
asset management
planning by
considering climate
change impacts
that influence
infrastructure
planning and
management
decisions.

Public procurement
is an important
government function
that influences
both internal
organizational
processes and
the behaviour of
community members
and businesses.
This provides an
opportunity for
municipalities to
further embed LCR
in procurement
practices and align
efforts across the
organization to
facilitate greater
impact and the
realization of
co-benefits.
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ICABCCI’S ROLE: THE CHAMPION’S PERSPECTIVE

Working on
LCR requires
municipalities to

•

Research support on LCR approaches for various projects

•

Flexible advisory support and timely feedback for various projects

that reflect the need

•

Partnership with SFU instilled a sense of pride among internal staff

change actions;

•

ICABCCI’s provincial network provided credibility to the project and facilitated widespread staff buy-in for LCR integration

adopt processes
to integrate climate
however, achieving
comprehensive and
enduring outcomes
also requires a
cultural shift. It is
important that staff
from conventionally
siloed departments
and areas of
expertise understand
their spheres of LCR
influence in order for
shared accountability
to occur. Staff
competency
frameworks, training,
and other human
resource onboarding
plans are useful
opportunities to
facilitate such cultural
transformations.

ICABCCI first wave communities like Port Moody and Summerland are building LCR capacity within
the consulting industry by directing consultants to work in an integrated way, build cross-disciplinary
relationships, and promote the LCR concept. This highlights the power of public procurement, as well
as the effectiveness of intrapreneurial leadership and its ability to promote changes in the professional
consulting sphere.

13 | ACT
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City of Colwood
LCR Champion: Iain Bourhill
Colwood declared a Climate Emergency and
introduced a Climate Emergency Plan in 2019,
creating urgency for practical and expedited
ways to account for climate action in the small,
coastal community. The champion identified an
opportunity to design and implement terms of
reference (TOR) for an LCR climate implication
section that could be applied to all planning and
staff reports. This TOR will assess the potential impacts that major decisions have on GHG
emissions and community resilience. The goal is
to create alignment, expedite a comprehensive
climate action planning approach, and seize
opportunities to embed LCR into existing work
and practice.

Key Colwood partners and participants involved in embedding terms of reference for LCR into all planning and all
staff reports to Council:
Partners:

Participants:

•

•

The ICABCCI team: worked with the champion to provide strategic insights, coaching,
and research on an as-needed basis.
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Council: the champion got approval to generate LCR terms of reference to be applied to
all reports going before Council.
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Key Outcomes:
The Colwood team found that taking an LCR
approach has:
•

Streamlined limited organizational resources

•

Identified a variety of co-benefits to frame the
success of LCR initiatives

•

Helped align frontline municipal staff with
provincial government initiatives such as Clean
BC

LCR Highlights:

informed climate-readiness decisions on an
ongoing basis.
Embed LCR criteria to enable access to key
funds: Embedding LCR planning into the City’s
new Climate Action Reserve Fund helps to
direct finances to projects designed to reduce
both climate vulnerability and emissions. This
has led to a beach restoration project being
re-examined using an LCR lens to better understand the estimates of emissions from trucking
in sand over time versus other restoration
options.

Integrate LCR into internal operations:
Emphasis is being placed on developing a new
reporting practice in which an LCR implications
section is a requirement for all departmental reports that go to Council, promoting more

Municipalities can
embed vulnerability
and emissions
terms of reference
and criteria within
existing reporting
processes in order
to operationalize
LCR and ensure it is
applied consistently
across planning and
projects.

Finance is an
important lever that
dictates municipal
priorities and
influences longterm viability and
sustainability of
initiatives. The LCR

ICABCCI’S ROLE: THE CHAMPION’S PERSPECTIVE
•

The SFU relationship provided legitimacy to the LCR concept and credibility

•

Flexible and ongoing advisory support

lens can be included
in all planning
requiring finance and
funding decisions to
ensure municipalities
are considering
adaptation
and mitigation
implications of their
decisions over the
short and long-term.
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City of Nelson
LCR Champion: Kate Letizia
The City of Nelson has a long history of activity on the climate file; however, strategic policy
and grassroots work in the community has
focused mainly on mitigation. The champion,
tasked with developing an adaptation plan,
is looking to build the LCR opportunity as a
way to advance more integrated and comprehensive climate action opportunities for the
City. The champion is using a coordinated and
multi-pronged corporate and community-wide
planning approach and has identified several
areas to engage both city staff and the community in the co-creation of an integrated climate
action plan.

Key Nelson partners and participants involved in
co-creating an LCR climate action plan:
Partners:

Participants:

•

•

Staff Climate Action Working Group:
consists of the city manager and
cross-departmental staff, and includes
cross-sectoral partners such as Nelson
Hydro and Interior Health.

•

Community Climate Lab: includes community organizations and stakeholders active in
climate action.

•

Public participants: engaged through public
events and open houses.

The ICABCCI team: worked with the champion to co-develop an LCR planning process,
building upon funded adaptation plan development to include LCR workshop sequencing
and provide strategic insights, coaching, and
research on an as-needed basis.
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Key Outcomes:

LCR Highlights:

The Nelson champion found that taking an LCR
approach to climate action planning has:

Comprehensive Climate Action Planning:
Through research and conversation, the champion has identified over 200 self-reported
actions relevant to the development of the
climate action plan, with half of them being
bylaws or strategic plans. The City has been
active on climate change and now needs
a larger vision from which to integrate and
update its activities. For instance, elements of
risk, climate and otherwise, are being aligned
and coordinated through the risk and vulnerability assessment and the hazard, risk, and
vulnerability analysis (HRVA) update (for emergency preparedness).

of a working group

Establishment of a Climate Action Lab: Public
engagement has been a central component
to the work being done, primarily leveraged
through Nelson’s Climate Action Lab, a co-creation initiative designed to achieve wide-spread
community buy-in to the City’s LCR planning
process. The Lab has been an effective tool in
reaching members of the community that do
not traditionally self-select for climate events
and has generated input from a diverse set of
stakeholders and residents.

outcomes and shared

•

•

•

•

Provided an opportunity to get vital input
and expertise from departments and
experts that have conventionally not been
included in climate action planning (e.g.,
finance, economic development, emergency
response, etc.)
Demonstrated the need for and models of
tangible examples that are local and relevant
to stakeholders from across the organization
Increased internal buy-in for climate action
planning by using terminology and language
that speaks to co-benefits and outcomes
Positioned LCR as a way to build upon past
direct and indirect climate action work, reinforcing the ‘building-on’ effect by treating
integration as an addition to existing plans
and past work rather than as a replacement for them

ICABCCI’S ROLE: THE CHAMPION’S PERSPECTIVE
•

Ongoing advisory and research support

•

The SFU research relationship provided credibility to the LCR concept and integrated climate change action plan work

•

ICABCCI’s peer network provided opportunities to leverage best practices employed
by other BC communities

Community engagement is a crucial element in developing an integrated climate change action plan. It is
important to allocate sufficient time to plan how to engage and communicate with community members
throughout the project and scope levels of involvement and input required (see International Association of
Public Participation framework). Once this is done, expectations should be set for how these inputs will be
used in the broader planning process.
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The formalization
provides effective
direction and
governance for
integrated climate
change action work.
It is important to
include a diverse
set of staff and
stakeholders in the
working group in
order to get sufficient
input from multiple
organizational points
of view. This diversity
also serves to improve
responsibility for the
implementation of the
integrated climate
change action plan.
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Villages of Silverton and Slocan
LCR Champions: Hillary Elliott (Silverton)
and Michelle Gordon (Slocan)
The Villages of Silverton and Slocan participate
as one ICABCCI case community due to their
proximity and small size. They, and three other
local governments, are working with an external
consulting team on asset management planning.
The champions and consultants have identified
the opportunity to integrate natural asset valuation and planning tools as a key LCR strategy
in their asset management planning process.
The two champions share an interest in creating
LCR alignments in all future investment decisions, particularly as they relate to costly grey
infrastructure, to optimize limited resources and
capacity in their small communities.

Key Silverton and Slocan partners and participants
involved in embedding natural assets as an LCR strategy
into the asset management planning process:
Partners:

Participants:

•

The ICABCCI team: worked with the consultants to provide strategic insights, coaching,
and research on an as-needed basis.

•

•

Asset management consultants: technical asset management advisors helped to
integrate concepts of LCR and the inclusion
of natural assets in their asset inventory
process. They are still working to embed
natural asset valuation tools into the asset
management plan and have introduced GIS
software to better inform infrastructure-related decisions.
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Neighbouring communities: the Villages are
introducing LCR and natural asset evaluation and planning in the asset management
planning work jointly acquired with three
neighbouring communities.
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Key Outcomes:
The Silverton and Slocan team found that taking an LCR approach to climate action:
•

•

•

Seized a collaborative opportunity with
regional communities to capitalize on
capacity-building benefits
Streamlined key aspects of LCR and natural
assets into their asset management planning, requiring fewer overall resources
Allowed for climate action to be incorporated into other corporate activities,
improving investment decisions and ensuring that climate action is a priority

LCR Highlights:
Natural asset inventory in improved asset
management planning: Silverton and Slocan
looked at ways of incorporating LCR into their
asset management planning approach. They
used Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software to provide environmental and infrastructure

data. The champions and consultants also identified key natural assets as a useful strategy
to embed LCR within their asset management
planning. Valuation techniques are being considered to support investment planning.
Importance of regional approaches to integrated climate change planning: The champions
are involved in a collaboration with three other
communities from across the region. This has
contributed to the joint procurement of the services of asset management professionals, and
will, ideally, generate regional alignment for LCR
planning work through natural asset protection
and expansion. Communities can only control
policy decisions within their jurisdictional boundaries, but are highly impacted by events, policies,
and factors that reside outside these boundaries. Natural assets, for instance, including rivers,
forests, streams, foreshores, aquifers, etc., must
be protected and managed at the regional, or
watershed, scale. Regional planning can contribute to a number of efficiencies, including sharing
resources, reducing cost/time, and improving the
quality of processes and outcomes.

ICABCCI’S ROLE: THE CHAMPION’S PERSPECTIVE
•

Provided ongoing advisory and research support and feedback

•

Viewed as a ‘friendly enforcer’ to influence a collective of five municipalities, and
their consultants, to include climate change and natural assets in asset management planning and implementation

•

Helped consultants assess the impact of climate change on fixed assets, and areas
to be included throughout their risk assessment process

A number of benefits arise from facilitating a regional approach to LCR planning, including many related
to natural asset protection and expansion, which can help manage risk of current and future climate
changes (e.g., working with communities along a shared flood path or coastline, watershed and aquifer
planning, forest fire preparedness planning, etc.), while also sequestering carbon, avoiding construction
and operational emissions from grey infrastructure, and saving costs into the future.
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Augmenting internal
processes with LCR
criteria embeds
concepts of climate
readiness into
municipal strategy
and operations.
This includes areas
such as updates
and training for
personnel (e.g., roles,
responsibilities,
behaviours, etc.),
applying helpful
technology (e.g.,
GIS), and other areas
of the municipal
decision-making
process that help
inform climate-ready
investment planning
and decisions.
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SESSION B: COMMUNICATING LCR –
KEY LESSONS FROM OUR PARTNER
COMMUNITIES
A workshop on LCR communications followed
the presentations from partner communities.
Below are some of the key lessons learned
from ICABCCI champions in first wave partner communities about the challenges of

communicating LCR within local government
contexts. Working in small groups, participants
discussed the effectiveness of ICABCCI communications thus far and solutions for mobilizing
LCR in practice.

The majority of participants agreed that the two most effective LCR communications
tools provided by ICABCCI are:
1.

The quadrant diagram (Figure 1), which showcases the opportunity to prevent
contradiction and identify strategies that reduce vulnerability and emissions, promoting climate readiness and sustainability into the future.

2.

The co-benefits table (Figure 3), which illustrates the additional benefits associated
with integrated climate action and provides ‘back-end’ reasons for why and how it
aligns with different priorities across the municipal organization.

ICABCCI’s reports and other publications were also viewed as helpful and practical
resources for providing best practice, real world LCR examples and research insights.
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1. Overcome the perception of competing priorities
Challenge: A few of the first wave champions encountered internal perceptions that LCR
work may conflict with existing processes and
priorities and compete for limited resources.
This challenge is largely rooted in lack of understanding of the LCR approach and the siloed
nature of funding within communities.
Solution: Spending the time to explain the
concept and the benefits, including the co-benefits, to key actors was viewed as crucial. For
instance, gaining buy-in from the City Manager,
senior leadership, and departmental colleagues
by having individual discussions was deemed
important.
The following strategies resulted in greater
stakeholder buy-in to LCR work, allowing staff
to more successfully embed LCR across the
organization:
•

Use familiar terminology referencing emissions and vulnerability reduction, and/or the
minimization of risk to the community and/
or capital projects.
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•

Emphasize the potential to streamline goals
and benefits and the ability to piggyback
on existing efforts.

•

Showcase how LCR relates to departmental work and how it could be embedded
across different municipal functions.

•

Reframe LCR in the context of existing
initiatives, highlighting existing or ongoing climate-related work, and showcase
how the use of emissions, vulnerability, and
co-benefit criteria could be streamlined.

•

Use current wildfire and flood events to
create awareness among staff about the
urgency and benefit of applying an LCR
lens that builds community resilience over
time, while also attending to municipal
emissions targets and goals.
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2. Don’t get ‘hung up’ on technical terminology or jargon
Challenge: The technical nature of the LCR
concept is not always easily understood and
can lead to confusion/intimidation on the part
of staff, senior officials, Council and/or external
agencies.
Solution: Many first wave champions found
that the most successful way to introduce the
LCR concept into the organization was to use
the term ‘LCR’ as a framing device but to complement it with simplified language related
to emissions reduction and community resilience-building, tailoring the rationale for why
both are important to each department and role
within the organization.
•

•

Determine key messages for different audiences (e.g., Council, public, staff) and target
communications to each using clear and
consistent language.

•

Focus on ways to characterize LCR outcomes in terms of existing work, rather than
on use of specific terminology.

•

Use the co-benefits table to help explain
how climate action fits within the roles and
responsibilities of departmental and municipal priorities.

•

Use tangible, relevant LCR examples frequently and often; ACT’s LCR Interventions
report and ICABCCI’s Natural Asset
Valuation report provide examples.

Use language and communication that
aligns with existing language/culture.

3. Build legitimacy through best practice and partnership
Challenge: A number of champions from partner communities stated that partnering with
ACT and the ICABCCI network helped to build
the legitimacy needed when introducing a new
concept like LCR.
Solution: ICABCCI champions found that partnering with an academic institution helped build
the legitimacy for LCR integration and planning. For many partner communities, there was
a sense of pride from being involved in leading-edge research and practice. The following
served to improve widespread buy-in among
staff and relevant intermediary organizations,
such as health authorities:
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•

In many cases it was important to demonstrate that integrated climate action is a
leading-edge approach, identified as a priority in research.

•

Emphasize that the community is part of
a province-wide peer-learning network,
with other communities who are building
LCR capacity, contributing to best practice development, and leveraging learnings
through the network.

•

Use the ACT/ICABCCI brand in internal LCR
communications to demonstrate that the
work is evidence-based and leading-edge.
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4. Navigate the community’s unique LCR pathway
Challenge: The contextual nature of the LCR
approach means there are diverse LCR entry
points. Each community must seize its own
opportunities and, becoming an LCR champion,
navigate its own LCR pathway based on strategy
within the conditions, personalities, and resourcing particularities of each municipal organization.
There is no linear pathway to integrate LCR into
practice; timing and opportunity are the key
ingredients. Entry points ranged from piggybacking on asset management, procurement, and
other internal corporate planning processes.
The most obvious opportunity seized by two
first wave case communities was to integrate
LCR into their climate action planning processes.
Funding for an LCR process was an obvious limitation. An LCR planning process requires periods
of sustained engagement, support from multiple
departments, and input from technical experts,
all of which take time and resources over an
extended period.
Solution: Where the development/update of
an adaptation and/or mitigation plan was
underway, these communities reached out to
funders, including the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, to request extensions to deadlines
in order to develop more comprehensive, integrated climate action plans. Aligning adaptation
and mitigation planning into one process helps
save resources, capacity, and time; these communities did “more with less” on limited budgets
and resourcing, and under other unique political
and/or organizational challenges. While each
community’s LCR pathway is unique, there are
a number of stand-out lessons that partners
agreed are applicable to all communities:
•

Use integrative and collaborative language
when identifying a consulting team.
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•

•

The City of Port Moody found success
in developing an RFP that emphasized LCR planning and a requirement
to work with the City and ICABCCI on
“co-development” of an integrated
plan, which encouraged a triad partnership, resulting in innovative planning
and sequencing.

Build LCR criteria into ongoing planning
activities such as corporate strategy,
staff reports, and asset management in
order to embed the approach within the
organization.
•

The District of Summerland now has
LCR criteria embedded into its business
prioritization framework for all projects
over $10,000, requiring accounting for
emissions and vulnerability reduction
and key co-benefit opportunities.

•

Focus on ways of communicating the value
LCR brings to current initiatives; identify key
co-benefits and relate them to key mandates and priorities.

•

Frame LCR as a lens that can be applied
to all decisions, accounting for emissions
and vulnerability reduction and co-benefit
opportunities, but acknowledge that in the
co-evaluation of best available options not
every decision or action will necessarily be
an integrated, LCR solution. The key priority is to ensure that decision options and
solutions have been co-evaluated using
LCR criteria, in order for potential synergies
and trade-offs to be made transparent,
strengthening decision-making and investment processes.

•

Find ways to create LCR ‘wins’, big or
small, and enrol others to develop ongoing
momentum and success.
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5. Wide, inclusive engagement of internal and external
stakeholders is key in the development of LCR plans
Challenge: LCR climate action planning
requires comprehensive collaboration to generate awareness and develop buy-in across the
municipal organization and among community residents. Early, effective communications
and ongoing engagement among internal and
external stakeholders is critical.
Solution: The two first wave champions
focused on LCR climate action planning succeeded in attracting and retaining staff
engagement across the organization as well
among key community stakeholders by building excitement around the development of a
comprehensive and collaborative approach that
promises to do things differently, including the
following partner examples:
•

Ensure the support of the City Manager and
other senior leadership.

•

Engage internal staff as early on as possible.

•

Develop cross-departmental working
groups with relevant staff and sectoral
partners, such as health authorities, utilities,
etc., to generate support and widespread
input into the co-development and the
shared implementation of the integrated
climate action plan.

•

Develop a public engagement plan with key
players and relevant actors in the community, for example through a Climate Action
Working Group.

•

Develop approaches that allow for
exchange and activities, especially in the
LCR framing process; it is important to
build understanding of the LCR concept in
order to establish an ‘integrative mentality’
throughout the process.
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•

Ensure that participants understand timelines, goals and responsibilities throughout
the process to encourage and maintain
momentum.

•

Remember that meaningful and effective
stakeholder engagement takes time.

•

Engage with departments and staff that
are not conventionally engaged in climate
change work, such as finance, economic
development, and other departments. The
unique insights that come from collaborating with non-traditional departments and
staff can be surprisingly helpful.

•

Learn to communicate LCR in targeted
ways, highlighting its relevance to each
unique function within the organization.

•

Using the ICABCCI co-benefits table [see
page 9] helps to communicate LCR and
demonstrate its value across departments.
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6. Use benchmarking and appropriate metrics to guide
and evaluate LCR outcomes
Challenge: A business case needs to be made
to demonstrate to senior officials that LCR
investments made today will contribute significantly to local government services, operations,
and investment planning over time. Approaches
that evaluate and quantify LCR-related costs,
benefits, and co-benefit outcomes are not yet
well developed, and metrics relating to LCR
currently rely on adaptation and mitigation
metrics of success/effectiveness; furthermore, the nature of much climate change work
requires time to observe results from past work
as climate change unfolds, relying on understandings of benefits in savings and/or avoided
costs over time. It will therefore take years of
monitoring and evaluation to determine some
aspects of the effectiveness of investments
made today in LCR; however, credible economic
research, from the 2006 Stern Report to the
2019 report of the World Resources Institute,
state that investments made now to curb the
effects of climate change will lead to significant cost savings over time (shifting to low
carbon technologies) and cost avoidance over
time (minimizing the future impacts and damages of climate change). ICABCCI‘s approach
to identifying additional LCR co-benefits may
have immediate resonance in the interim, but
more detailed monitoring and evaluation will be
required.
Solution: A number of community champions
indicated that this challenge is not unique to
LCR, and that isolating and identifying metrics
for almost all initiatives is complex. A shortterm solution is to emphasize co-benefits.
Staff, officials, and Council all understand the
various dimensions of solutions that address
multiple priorities and the importance for building a resilient community. Showcasing how
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integrated climate action can help address
these priorities is key. Partner examples include:
•

Focus on communicating direct benefits of
LCR, as well as community co-benefits.
•

Demonstrate that integrated climate
change saves money and time, and,
if done well, provides a wide array of
benefits to the community that cannot
be solely evaluated using traditional
environmental metrics.

•

Better understand the diversity of metrics
used to evaluate success across the organization in the short and long-term, and
which apply to co-benefits, to begin the
process of benchmarking and evaluating
LCR success over time.

•

Avoid using too many metrics, as this can
overcomplicate and dilute results.

•

Choose indicators that are sensitive enough
to show changes over shorter time scales,
but not so sensitive that they over-fluctuate
over the longer term.
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7. Demonstrate what LCR integration looks like for your
community
Challenge: The conventionally siloed nature of
climate funding and planning means that some
communities have tended to over-represent
the need for either mitigation or adaptation.
Showcasing the ways that mitigation planning
and actions could be hindered or even contradicted without adequate attention to the
projected risks and impacts of climate over the
same timeframe can effectively communicate
the importance of integrated planning. City
progress has been slowed due to the need to
perform a risk and vulnerability assessment
prior to co-evaluating adaptation and mitigation planning options. However, taking a slow
and steady approach will help to deliver the
best possible strategies for allocating investments and more effectively meeting the City’s
greenhouse gas emission reduction targets over
time.
Solution: Partner community champions noted
the importance of using specific community
examples and lived experiences of disaster
events (e.g., wildfires, floods, slope slippage,
etc.) to communicate impacts that are projected to increase in frequency and magnitude
over time. Doing so illustrates that the need to
transition toward low carbon futures is not only
about reducing global emissions (of which a
city/community is only a drop in the bucket) but
is also motivated by overall community resilience into the future, in the form of safe, healthy,
energy-secure communities.
A few successful strategies include:
•

Use past and current climate change events
in the community to improve understanding
as to why risk and vulnerability comprehension is important.
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•

Through workshops or open houses, have
stakeholders take time to consider the
linkages between a number of past and
current climate change initiatives and the
problematic and/or reinforcing effects for
integrating adaptation and mitigation work.
•

Champions identified areas in which
the benefits of integration are rarely
considered, e.g., emissions associated
with stormwater management; wildfire
contributions to emissions; development permit area (DPA) zoning and
position of assets in high risk flood/
wildfire zones (e.g., LEED buildings,
transportation corridors, EV charging
networks, etc.); the benefits of electric
vehicles for reducing low level ozone
during heat events.

•

Frame adaptation efforts as upgrading
community systems to withstand changes
that are already underway, and at the
same time identifying ways to build in practical low carbon technologies, tools, and
approaches that move communities toward
their emissions reductions targets.

•

Introduce LCR planning to encourage
stakeholders to ‘think in terms of carbon’
and better understand the adaptation
implications of their work.
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SECOND WAVE CASE COMMUNITIES
ANNOUNCED
At the end of the workshop, ICABCCI’s second
wave case communities were selected from the
remaining eight partner communities based on
emerging opportunities to introduce or embed
LCR. The communities are:
•

City of Surrey: update and embed adaptation and mitigation plan actions across
departments and align with the Master
Transportation planning process.

•

City of Prince George: integrate and synthesize recently updated adaptation
and mitigation plans into one LCR plan,
emphasizing big, cross-departmental,
cross-sector wins.

•

City of Revelstoke: develop an LCR plan
during an ongoing mitigation planning
update, and align with Official Community
Planning update process.

•

Tsleil-Waututh Nation: integrate LCR
into ongoing Comprehensive Community
Planning and other strategic initiatives.

The ICABCCI team will work to support these
second wave case communities while continuing to work alongside the first wave
communities, co-creating and documenting
their diverse LCR planning-to-implementation
pathways. Third wave communities will be
onboarded in the fall of 2020.
The overall goal is to synthesize community
partners’ learning into a LCR framework of
action that communities of all sizes and at all
scales of climate action will be able to tailor to
their own contexts. ICABCCI is performing the
research and practice necessary to mobilize
and accelerate effective, evidence-based climate action at the local scale.

ICABCCI NEXT STEPS
•

Work with first and second wave communities on their LCR projects in order to build
out key lessons and resources and mobilize the results through reports, webinars,
workshops, peer-learning exchanges, publications, and conferences.

•

Foster the Canada-wide peer-learning network by keeping interested communities,
funders, consultants, and regulators connected, and providing ongoing newsletters,
findings of interest, funding opportunities,
announcements, and other information.

•

Facilitate two ICABCCI online events in
Summer and Fall 2020, including local
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government learnings gained during the
COVID-19 pandemic and key considerations
for equity and resilience planning moving
forward.
•

Develop and finalize tools and resources
that will help support the work of case communities in embedding LCR across their
organizations, including an LCR climate
action planning guidance document, a ‘plugand-play’ LCR procurement plan document,
and LCR communications resources for committees and Councils, with more to come.
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ACT (the Adaptation to Climate Change Team) in the Faculty of
Environment at SFU brings leading experts from around the world
together with industry, community, and government decision-makers
to explore the risks posed by top-of-mind climate change issues and
to identify opportunities for sustainable adaptation.

Contact Us
Simon Fraser University Vancouver
#3230, 515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 5K3
adapt@sfu.ca
604.671.2449
@ACTadaptation
www.act-adapt.org/
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Public Engagement Summary
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Port Moody Climate Action Plan
Lead Division: Planning

May – November 2020

portmoody.ca/climateaction

Public engagement methodology

Scope of the Engagement:

Community Brainstorming Session
Date: May 25
Venue: Civic Centre Galleria

On January 22, 2019, Council endorsed a public engagement

# of attendees: approx 200

plan that focused on the following objectives:

 38 actions written on
Sticky wall: 2
index cards

1. educate the public and assist them in understanding why Port

Idea form

Moody needs a Climate Action Plan (CAP), and what roles the

55 online

municipality and the public can play in helping to achieve the

12 paper

goals that will be set out in the CAP;

Response period: May 13 – Jun 9
# of surveys completed: 67

2. gather suggestions from the public for actions that can be

Climate Action Plan Open House

taken (by the City and the public) to help the community

Date: Nov 14

adapt to climate change and mitigate its effects;

Venue: Civic Centre Galleria

 btain feedback from the public on a list of proposed actions
3. o

# of attendees: approx 55
Dot-voting: 1
 ,061 dot stickers placed
by attendees

to be included in the City’s CAP (after submitted suggestions

Feedback form

Committee); and

have been evaluated and prioritized by the Climate Action

36 online

4. i dentify potential challenges related to the proposed actions

6 paper

and any barriers to participation.

Response period: Nov 4 – Dec 1
# of surveys completed: 42

Survey respondents (idea form and feedback form combined)
Connection to the consultation:

(Note: respondents could select
more than one category.)
69 are Port Moody residents

3 are Port Moody business owner/operators
8 are "other"

Additional consultation notes

Respondents by age:
3

18 – 34

18

35 – 44

11

with valuable information, please

45 – 54

8

note the views expressed do not

55+

32

“I do not wish to give my age” 2
33 did not answer

While public consultation and

under 18

did not answer

35

survey results provide the City

necessarily reflect the views of all
Port Moody residents.

Community Brainstorming Session – Key Findings
182

Community members suggested 547 actions, in seven categories, via a “sticky wall” at the session (attendees wrote their
ideas on index cards and then displayed them for others to see), an idea form (online and paper), and Instagram. All actions,
sorted by category, are presented verbatim in a separate document.
Number of actions suggested in each category:
Transportation and mobility
Waste reduction and management
Natural environment
Buildings
Infrastructure
Land use and growth management
Emergency response and human health
Total

109
105
97
74
58
56
48
547

For each category, we sorted the actions by theme.
The three strongest themes overall were:
1. stronger regulations
2. increase use of public transportation
3. increase active transportation

The three strongest themes in each category were:
Transp or tation and mobilit y
1. increase use of public transportation

2. increase active transportation*

3. increase zero emissions vehicles

*(active transportation is human-powered travel such as walking, cycling, rollerblading, and kayaking)

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Transportation must be transit focused. More cars, even EVs won’t make for resilient communities. Designing infrastructure to
connect people to places via transit is imperative. Technology utilization for more user pay activities will help get people out
of cars."
2. "Each new road built should have a greenway nearby with walking and bike path."
3. "In 2050 we should all be using electric vehicles or bikes and no gas powered vehicles."
Waste reduc tion and management
1. stronger regulations

2. education

3. expand materials collection

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Businesses should have to provide proof of recycling and organics collection as part of business license renewals."
2. "Work with SD43, nearby municipalities, TransLink and private businesses to make the material list consistent. People want to do
the right thing, but the current system is too confusing. Better promote that BC Recycling Hotline (604)RECYCLE."
3. "Have more public sorting bins (compost, recycling, garbage, metal)."
Natural environment
1. conservation and restoration

2. stronger regulations

3. education

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Replace plain grass areas/urban wastelands with native species that promote pollination. Constant monitoring of invasive
species in trails/forest walks, city should have volunteer activity of removing invasive species on a regular basis."
2. "Mandate more green be used when establishing new residential and commercial areas, we need more shade!"
3. "Communication campaign on water conservation and reduction especially in the warm summer months and when we are
receiving less snowmelt.”
2
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Buildings
1. increase use of renewable energy

2. incentives for builders/developers/homeowners

3. stronger regulations

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "New construction should have solar panels, ability to collect rain water for use in toilet systems and watering plants."
2. "Incentives to consider green measures in renovations, particularly for embodied energy in materials e.g. choice of flooring etc."
3. "Make LEED certification building standards a requisite for new development or incentivize LEED certification."

Infrastruc ture
1. climate resilient infrastructure

2. stronger regulations

3. increase green infrastructure

Samples of submitted actions:
1. “…Allow for the disconnection of the rainwater leader and treatment through a raingarden. Look for opportunities to treat rain
at a community level in street level using rain gardens (similar to that at College Park way and Cecile Drive, or at Rockypoint Park,
parking lot…”
2. "Mandate that new developments have a certain percentage of space which can absorb stormwater; add taxes to properties
without an adequate stormwater management system to pay for city stormwater drains so that the burden doesn't fall on
everyone."
3. "Decrease the use of concrete and asphalt pavement, and increase permeable ground covers."

L and use and growth management
1. planning for complete, compact communities

2. preserve green space

3. smart growth planning

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "Walkable, mixed use, compact close to transit. Make it easy and enjoyable to walk and bike."
2. "Lots of green parks in walking distance."
3. "Land use planning that focuses on Smart Growth principles."

Emergenc y resp onse and human health
1. extreme heat preparedness

2. emergency preparedness planning

3. education

Samples of submitted actions:
1. "More trees planted in paved areas to shield people and cars from extreme heat and more green roofs on flat surfaces. Especially
reduce our carbon footprint by reducing traffic, tax industrial wastes sent air-born, and have control burning to reduce forest
fires."
2. "Develop emergency plan for each PoMo area i.e. mountain meadows school as site for emergency shelter with resources for
food/water in place."
3. "Offer public courses to prepare for emergencies."

3

Climate Action Plan Open House – Key Findings
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The 547 actions suggested by the community were combined with actions proposed by City staff. After duplicates and
any actions considered to be outside the scope of the Climate Action Plan were removed, the Climate Action Committee
evaluated and prioritized the proposed actions.
We went back to the community with 79 proposed actions. For each action, we asked participants to select “yes,” “maybe,” or
“no” in response to the question “Do you think this action should be a priority in Port Moody’s Climate Action Plan?”
Responses were gathered via dot-voting at the open house (attendees used coloured dot stickers to indicate “yes,” “maybe,”
and “no”) and a feedback form (online and paper). Results for each of the 79 actions are presented in a separate document.
Actions in the Transportation and Mobility, Buildings, and Land Use and Growth Management categories
received the most “yes” votes.
Category
Transportation and mobility
Buildings
Land use and growth management
Natural environment
Infrastructure
Waste reduction and management
Emergency response and human health

Yes
435
403
401
334
264
240
238

Maybe
111
125
97
79
69
38
111

No
63
55
39
36
30
11
62

Top three actions that received the most “yes” votes overall:
1. Develop landscaping strategies for public lands in Port Moody’s neighbourhoods that prioritize:
• the consideration of climate change risks in the design of parks and sidewalk/boulevard landscaping;
• planting of native species that are resistant to drought/heat/wind/flooding; and
• planting of native species and plants that create pollinator habitat in local parks.

2. Encourage or require developers to include comprehensive transportation demand management (TDM) strategies in
proposals for new development projects. (TDM is the application of strategies and policies to reduce travel by automobile and/
or shift travel away from peak hours or the busiest routes – examples include pay parking, mobility pricing, road usage charges,
subsidized transit passes, construction of bike lanes and multi-use paths, and installation of bike racks at key locations.)

3. Initiate/continue discussions with Metro Vancouver to advocate for:
• a circular economy within the region (a circular economy is an economic system aimed at eliminating waste, reducing pollution
and greenhouse gas emissions, and continually using and reusing resources through sharing, repairing, refurbishing, recycling,
and remanufacturing);
• increased methane capture at regional landfills (methane is a powerful greenhouse gas that traps energy from the sun and
contributes to climate change – but when captured it can be an important fuel source, one that produces fewer greenhouse
gases when burned than coal or oil);
• a regional approach to the elimination of single-items such as beverage cups, straws, utensils, and food containers; and
• regional requirements for commercial businesses to report on waste generation and how much is diverted from the landfill.

4
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Top three actions that received the most “yes” votes in each
category:

Transp or tation and mobilit y

1. Consider creating zero-emission zones (i.e. no cars allowed, only pedestrians, bicycles, public transit, etc.) in key areas
(e.g. Brewers Row, Rocky Point Park, Clarke Street, Queens Street Plaza).

2. Encourage investment in infrastructure and amenities (e.g. bicycle parking, electric vehicle parking, electric bicycle charging
stations) that would make it easier for people to choose zero-emission transportation options.
Tied with:
Assess the City’s fleet to improve our understanding of how vehicles are used, and explore ways to increase the
efficiency of the fleet such as:
• adjust routes to reduce number of trips/distance travelled;
• select the right size vehicle for the job;
• switch to zero-emission fuel sources and consider investing in on-site, zero-emission refueling infrastructure;
• prioritize the purchase of zero-emission vehicles when replacements are needed;
• encourage City staff to use electric bikes and zero-emission vehicles instead of combustion engine fleet vehicles when
possible; and
• create a small motor pool of zero-emission vehicles to be used by City staff performing administrative duties or as loaners
when fleet vehicles are out of service for repair.

3. Prioritize Master Transportation Plan projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
• develop an active transportation strategy that focuses on annual investment in the design and construction of new walking
and cycling infrastructure, and develop accompanying policies or procedures to prioritize active transportation infrastructure
over single-occupant vehicle infrastructure (active transportation is human-powered travel such as walking, cycling,
rollerblading, and kayaking);
• w
 ork with TransLink to improve transit network efficiency, level of service, and accessibility;
• reduce requirements for off-street parking in new developments located in transit-oriented development areas, and require
developers to contribute to zero-emission car-share programs; and
• develop a trail strategy to improve Port Moody’s off-road trail network.
Buildings

1. A
 dopt the BC Energy Step Code in advance of the provincial timeline. What is the BC Energy Step Code? The provincial
government has set a goal to make buildings net-zero-energy ready by 2032. The Step Code has been introduced to help British
Columbia achieve this goal by increasing energy-efficiency requirements in the BC Building Code. The Step Code sets performance
targets for new construction and groups them into steps that apply across various building types and regions of the province.

2. Develop and implement a green buildings rezoning policy that would encourage developers to:
• propose buildings that produce low emissions and meet high standards for energy efficiency (e.g. buildings that make use
of passive design, a method of design/construction where a comfortable interior environment is achieved using very little
energy for heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting);
• determine the feasibility of creating district energy systems (which use a central energy plant to provide efficient heating,
cooling, and hot water to a group of buildings or an entire neighbourhood) for large sites;
• address risks associated with climate change (e.g. severe storms, sea level rise, flooding, wildfires); and
• propose innovative solutions for energy and water conservation, as well as storm water and solid waste management.

3. D
 evelop a zero-emissions plan for all new buildings (to be phased-in by building type) that includes encouraging energy
efficiency and addresses indoor air quality and risks associated with climate change (e.g. severe storms, sea level rise,
flooding, wildfires).
5
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L and use and growth management

1. E ncourage or require developers to include comprehensive transportation demand management strategies in proposals
for new development projects.

2. E ncourage density and mixed-use neighborhoods around transportation hubs (e.g. SkyTrain stations and frequentservice transit routes).

3. A
 ssess changes in shoreline erosion, and develop a shoreline protection strategy that focuses on the use of green
infrastructure (i.e. water management systems and technologies – such as rain gardens, bioswales, green walls/roofs,
and porous pavement – that mimic natural processes to absorb and filter storm water at its source) solutions instead of
traditional ones such as dikes and other hard infrastructure.
Natural environment

1. Develop landscaping strategies for public lands in Port Moody’s neighbourhoods that prioritize:
• the consideration of climate change risks in the design of parks and sidewalk/boulevard landscaping;
• planting of native species that are resistant to drought/heat/wind/flooding; and
• planting of native species and plants that create pollinator habitat in local parks.

2. Develop and implement an urban forest management strategy.
3. Update strategies for Environmentally Sensitive Areas and parkland acquisition to incorporate:
• ways to reduce the impact of climate change risks;
• area-specific guidelines for the acquisition of sensitive areas;
• guidelines for habitat restoration; and
• strategies to restore/strengthen connections between areas with high levels of species diversity (connections promote
even greater diversity, which reduces vulnerability to climate change risks).
I nfrastruc ture

1. Design and implement a program to ensure that all new and existing buildings are metered for water usage.
2. Increase public awareness of the need to:
• reduce our water consumption;
• reduce our water footprint (i.e. the amount of water used to produce goods and services – cars, smart phones, leather
shoes, meat, milk, coffee, wheat, and cotton products like jeans and bed sheets are all examples of products that are
made using large amounts of water);
• collect storm water; and
• prepare for a flood.

3. Encourage property owners to collect storm water runoff on their property (e.g. rain or melting snow that falls on a roof,
deck/patio, driveway, etc.) and re-use it (e.g. to water plants/lawns, clean decks/patios, wash vehicles) or allow it to soak into
soil (i.e. infiltration) – this helps to conserve water and reduce the load on our storm sewer system.
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Waste reduc tion and management

1. Initiate/continue discussions with Metro Vancouver to advocate for:
• a circular economy within the region (a circular economy is an economic system aimed at eliminating waste, reducing
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, and continually using and reusing resources through sharing, repairing,
refurbishing, recycling, and remanufacturing);
• increased methane capture at regional landfills (methane is a powerful greenhouse gas that traps energy from the sun and
contributes to climate change. But when captured it can be an important fuel source, one that produces fewer greenhouse
gases when burned than coal or oil);
• a regional approach to the elimination of single-items such as beverage cups, straws, utensils, and food containers; and
• regional requirements for commercial businesses to report on waste generation and how much is diverted from the landfill.

2. Develop a strategy to ensure organic waste produced at City events is diverted from the landfill.
3. Work with partner organizations on public education campaigns to increase awareness of:
• where waste and recyclables end up;
• Metro Vancouver’s “Love Food Hate Waste” campaign aimed at reducing food waste in the region;
• Metro Vancouver’s Zero Waste Challenge, which asks people to reduce waste at home and at work, reuse/recycle/compost
as much as possible, and start a Zero Waste Community Challenge; and
• life-cycle assessment tools that can help consumers determine the environmental impact of specific products/services.
Emergenc y resp onse and human health

1. Increase public awareness of:
• what individuals, families, and neighbours can do to prepare for emergencies;
• how to prepare for, and stay safe during, periods of extreme heat and poor air quality; and
• how to keep homes/buildings cool during periods of extreme heat (e.g. install solar shade screens, add house plants,
improve window insulation).

2. Ensure neighbourhoods have emergency preparedness/management plans and programs in place:
• develop neighborhood-level emergency preparedness and management plans;
• develop programs and events that create a sense of community and connection in neighborhoods;
• establish an emergency preparedness and management volunteer program so that volunteers can train to assist with
disaster relief;
• identify and map emergency escape routes for neighborhoods, encourage and support local/regional organizations to
establish inclement weather shelters for people in need and develop maps showing the locations of shelters;
• partner with local/regional organizations to identify populations that are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate
change, and help them prepare for emergencies; and
• review and update the City’s Disaster Response Plan to incorporate climate change risks and ensure the needs of people
of all ages and abilities are considered.

3. Review and update the City’s Disaster Response Plan to incorporate climate change risks and ensure the needs of people
of all ages and abilities are considered.
We also asked participants to share their thoughts on any barriers or obstacles that may prevent the City or the community from taking
any of the proposed actions, and any important actions they felt were missing from our list. Respondents also had the opportunity to
provide general comments. All comments and suggestions are presented verbatim in a separate document.
7
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Attachment 5 – Port Moody climate actions previous to the draft 2020 Climate Action Plan

Planning
Implementation of Transit Oriented Development policies and plans for Coronation Park & Moody Centre.
Brought forward Zoning Bylaw updates to encourage energy efficient buildings.
Brought forward Zoning Bylaw updates to require electric vehicle charging infrastructure in new
construction.
Brought forward Zoning Bylaw updates to reflect provincially estimated sea level rise estimates.
Integrated climate change adaptation considerations into stormwater management planning and
infrastructure.
Engaged in rezoning negotiations for higher levels of energy efficiency and low carbon solutions in new
developments.
The 2014 OCP contains Chapter 5 relating to sustainability initiatives that are ongoing for implementation.
Created an interdepartmental climate action staff working group.
Created and continues to revise the Sustainability Report Card to assist in review of new developments.
Continued supporting the “Cool It Challenge” in SD43 schools offered through BCSEA.
Brought forward Zoning Bylaw updates to reduce requirements for vehicle parking and include
requirements for bike parking.
Continued to investigate feasibility of district energy systems for the Moody Centre Transit Oriented
Development Area and Coronation Park Plan area.
Participated and provided feedback in the Trans Mountain Pipeline project.
Created the Building Energy Efficient Guidelines to promote principles Energy Step Code and other
sustainability measures in large developments.
Fire Rescue
Reduced carbon foot print by driving the fire apparatus only when necessary.
Continued the annual Tree Chip fund raiser including educational demonstrations on how quickly a dried
Christmas Tree will burn.
Reviewed giveaways to source less environmentally impactful products.
Continued with Fire Smart education at Port Moody events, open houses and neighborhood blitzes.
Engaged in community education by going door-to-door promoting the Fire Smart program.
Utilized and regularly maintained the geothermal energy generation infrastructure at the City’s Police
Station Building.
Received a grant for stocking emergency supplies.
Communications
Continued use of 100% sugar cane paper, reducing environmental impact and costs.
Implemented paper reduction strategies to print less materials.
Considering a commitment to go paperless as a department.
Continued to follow the City’s Sustainable Events Policy.
Economic Development
Encouraged the creation and sustainability of local green jobs.
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Worked to increase local employment that will reduce travel related emissions.
Assisted City solid waste teams with the single use reduction program.
Continues to promote business energy efficiency incentives.
Environment and Parks
Updated streamside setbacks in the Zoning Bylaw to incorporate Riparian Protection and Enhancement
Areas, as well as Riparian Transition Zones (RTZ).
Increased removal and control actions for invasive plants on public lands throughout the City, including
for natural green spaces and parks.
Initiated update of Environmental Sensitive Area (ESA) information and policies to ensure natural spaces
(including riparian, forest, marine, and special features) are mapped, inventoried and protected during
development.
Increased planting of native species (including drought and cold-tolerant species) in areas where
knotweed and invasive plants have been removed.
Implemented stream daylighting project to protect at-risk instream and riparian habitat and acquire
riparian property to be conveyed to the City, in partnership with developers. Included instream work and
habitat creation, culvert replacement to improve fish passability, restoration planting along the new
riparian corridor, and re-greening of part of a City road right-of-way.
Updated environmental policies to ensure they reflect the current and most protective best management
practices (Naturescape, Nesting, Tree Management policies).
Continued drafting a ditch management strategy for Moody Centre area.
Improved integration of parks planning into the development process for multi-family residential projects.
Increased the planting of cold tolerant plants (rated for colder plant zones) to provide extra resiliency for
the City’s green landscapes against possible harsh winter conditions.
Continued to increase the planting of drought tolerant plants to provide extra resiliency for the City’s
green landscapes against possible harsh winter conditions.
Initiated discussions with developers around further downstream daylighting as part of long-range
development plans.
Continued implementation of the City’s environmental policies, including Environmentally Sensitive Areas
(ESA) management policies, Streamside Protection and Enhancement Areas policies, Tree Protection
Bylaw and policies, Pesticide Use Control Bylaw, and Stream and Drainage System Protection Bylaw.
Increased engagement actions to enhance public stewardship of natural areas and assets, including
invasive plant community volunteer events, Earth Week events, and Nesting Nests, a series of art and
environment events and installations celebrating birds and their habitat.
Implemented targeted tree planting efforts to improve health of urban forests and shoreline habitats, as
needed. Explore partnerships with other funding agencies (Tree Canada, TD Environment Fund).
Engineering
Continued drafting a drainage plan for 2050.
Continued implementing Integrated Stormwater Management Plan for the chines area.
Working with external agencies to create mapping for sea level rise estimates.
Continued daylighting private properties.
Continued implementation of the Master Transportation Plan initiatives.
Performed several bike trail upgrades.
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Updated Intensity Duration Frequency (IDF) curves for rainfall projections in Port Moody.
Continued to improve traffic signal coordination timing to reduce congestion and corresponding GHG
emissions. Continue adjustments to traffic signal crossing times to promote walking and transit (Inlet
Centre Area).
Continued to promote and adopt reducing parking requirements embedded within the draft Zoning
Bylaw.
Continued to promote and adopt provision of bicycle facilities in new developments within the draft
Zoning Bylaw.
Continued bus stop accessibility improvements.
Applied 1% tax levy to fund Master Transportation Plan projects.
Continued to Promote Bike to Work Week.
Improved walkability near rapid transit stations.
Continued to organise and promote Car Free Day.
Endorsed Bike Parkade at Moody Centre Rapid Transit Station.
Designed improvement of pedestrian access to Moody Centre Rapid Transit Station.
Completed construction of the missing section of the bicycle network between Inlet Station and Moody
Centre Station.
Designed for bike path facility on Murray Street in close proximity to Moody Centre Station.
Improved travel times for transit buses exiting Moody Centre Rapid Transit Station.
Designed Pedestrian and Cyclist Improvements for St. Johns Street.
Installed pedestrian crossing improvements at six locations on the arterial road network.
Designed pedestrian crossing improvements at three crosswalks in Newport Village.
Continued promotion and use of the MODO car share program for corporate travel.
Continued promotion of Bike to Work week.
Continued use and maintenance of City’s public electric vehicle charging stations.
Engaged in development permit area negotiations for increased stormwater management, investments in
infrastructure and other priorities.
Continued work on the City's Integrated Stormwater Management Plan (focus on the North Shore area).
Constructed a new water main on Gatensbury Road to upgrade an aging main.
Installed new sanitary sewer inspection chambers at properties on Gatensbury Road.
Installed new curb and gutter for the newly constructed Gatenbury Road including a new stormwater
main on the southern portion of the road.
Initiated the Moody Centre Stormwater Management Servicing Plan. The works included updating the IDF
curves to 2018, preparing new IDF curves to 2050 which includes climate change, preparing on-site
stormwater management guidelines, green infrastructure guidelines and a 20 year stomwater servicing
plan for Moody Centre area incorporating climate change.
Continued the AMF (Adaptive Management Framework) program which monitors stream/creek health of
the north shore watersheds.
Constructed a new stormwater main on Avalon Drive.
Continued the Cross Connection Control Program.
Solid Waste
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Sponsored six DreamRider school performances of the Planet Protector Keep Cool program (focused on
climate change and reducing carbon footprints) for the annually.
Continued to harvest non-potable water (e.g., rain water, groundwater, etc.) for City irrigation purposes.
Reduced road cross sections.
Hosted a centralized recycling day.
Hosted tree chip day.
Continued to rebuild waste carts after bear damages instead of buying new ones.
Carried out on-going Adopt A-Street Program with 42 participants.
Began Single-Use-Item Reduction Strategy including a survey to local businesses for input and suggested
actions, analyzed data and reported back to Council for next steps. Participated with member
municipalities to develop a Single Use Item Reduction Strategy and Took-Kit.
Developed an Illegal Dumping strategy, and campaign.
Reviewed and updated Corporate/ Administrative Waste Management Policy including a hazardous waste
management.
Completed a corporate waste audit and compiled baseline date for future tracking.
Purchased and installed new public waste receptacles that allow two stream waste diversion and
reduction.
Continued diversion of refundable beverage containers through 9 installed Return It stations within public
spaces.
Initiated a Public Waste Audit (In partnership with Metro Vancouver) to characterize waste and identify
public waste needs.
Created new messaging to be affixed to Solid Waste trucks to promote and educate the community.
Linked reuse and recycling of used goods through the City Wide Garage Sale with local repair cafes.
Printed less work orders.
Fleet
Researched new technologies such as propane injection and electric vehicles.
Used more gas than diesel consciously to reduce emissions.
Adopted a green fleet policy.
Explored GPS and web based fuel consumption tracking technology.
Building and Bylaws
Continued use of the Bylaws electric vehicle.
Continued implementation of the solar ready regulation.
Developed and implemented early adoption of the BC Energy Step Code.
Facilities
Continued significant major capital projects on the retrofits of the City’s Civic Centre and Recreation
Complex. Both retrofits will significantly increase the energy efficiency at the respective buildings.
Improvements include air barriers, sealing previously leaky areas, new windows, new roofing, and new
siding.
Installed a new HVAC system at City Hall and the Recreation Complex.
Utilized Perfect Mind software for paper reduction.
Continued adhering to Sustainable Events Policy.
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Completed a replacement of an end of life boiler at West Hill outdoor pool with an energy efficient boiler.
Continued regular conversion to LED lights in appropriate City facilities.
Repurposed furniture at City facilities whenever possible.
Completed controls upgrades on lighting in the Recreation Complex and associated parking lot to reduce
energy consumed.
Prioritized low emissions and local equipment during procurement.
Installed new public Level 2 EV and DC Fast charging stations.
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Date:
July 8, 2020
Submitted by: Planning and Development Department – Policy Planning Division
Subject:
Planning for Extreme Heat Preparedness

Purpose
To discuss potential municipal responses to reduce the impacts of extreme heat on the
community.

Recommended Resolution
THAT staff be directed to proceed with the Short-term Approach for Summer 2020
outlined in the report dated July 8, 2020 from the Planning and Development Department
– Policy Planning Division regarding Planning for Extreme Heat Preparedness.

Background
On June 11, 2019 Council discussed a letter from Dr. Ingrid Tyler, Medical Health Officer with
the Fraser Health Authority (FHA) regarding the impacts of extreme heat in the Tri-Cities region
(Attachment 1). The letter included reference to a 2017 publication1 from the BC Centre for
Disease Control that is intended to raise awareness and provide guidance to municipalities to
protect their residents from the impacts of extreme heat due to climate change.
In response, Council passed the following resolution:
RC19/285
THAT the letter dated May 22, 2019 from the Medical Health Officer – Medical Director,
Fraser Health Authority regarding Impacts of Extreme Heat Preparedness be forwarded
to staff for evaluation and implementation.
This report provides additional information and potential options to respond to extreme heat
events in Port Moody.
Given current COVID-19 restrictions, there are concerns that more people than normal will
remain in the City for the summer. Extreme heat can exacerbate health risks as residents may
turn to the outdoors, or otherwise need support. In non-COVID-19 times, respite from heat

1

http://www.bccdc.ca/resource-gallery/Documents/Guidelines and Forms/Guidelines and Manuals/HealthEnvironment/BC Municipal Heat Response Planning.pdf
1
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could have been provided within civic buildings. At this time, most civic buildings are closed,
and those that are open have reduced public hours and no seating areas available.
Given the current pandemic and anticipated change in weather conditions, there is increased
need to prepare for extreme heat.

Discussion
Best Practices Recommended by BC Centre for Disease Control
The Provincial guide outlines a planning process that creates an inventory of existing physical
assets (fountains, air-conditioned public buildings). In addition, cities are advised to create
networks or partnerships with local groups or volunteers, particularly those groups that are
already serving vulnerable populations. The goal is to create a response plan that is
pro-actively activated and connects resources to people that need it most. A thorough plan also
outlines activation criteria, pre-prepared materials, and actions for smooth implementation in the
case of extreme heat.
At the moment, the City does not have the resources available to create a complete response
plan.
Current Situation
The City’s Emergency Operation Centre has been investigating sourcing options for
cooling/misting equipment (Attachment 2); however, there is currently no City budget for
purchasing or renting this type of equipment.
There is a 2020 Cultural Services capital budget item to purchase water bottle filling stations to
support City events. Even though community and City events are on hold due to COVID-19,
staff proceeded with this purchase as the water bottle filling stations can also be used for
Emergency Support Services or extreme heat support if required. Two water bottle filling
stations have been delivered and will be operational in the next few weeks. At this time, there
are some initial ideas of where this equipment could be placed (e.g. Rocky Point Park and the
Recreation Complex) based on observed pedestrian traffic, but no planning process has
occurred to investigate other areas within the community that may also have need for access to
water. Staff is also in the process of getting information from Health Authorities with respect to
the use of these stations during COVID-19 to ensure the City and the public are properly
protected.
These two water bottle filling stations may support the City’s heat response plan. This response
is especially important in 2020 with water fountains remaining closed. At this time, staff is not
aware of any planning in the City of Port Coquitlam or the City of Coquitlam for cooling stations.
Potential Approaches
Taking into consideration the current timing, existing pandemic conditions, as well as
resourcing, the following approaches are presented:
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Short-term approach – Summer 2020:
 low-cost, timely option;
 clarify a process and guidelines defining an extreme heat emergency and when this
would be activated;
 communicate extreme heat information, including:
- extreme heat preparedness and heat-illness symptoms;
- helpful hints/tips to reduce heat indoors and general best practices to limit heat
exposure;
- ongoing heat emergency information during extreme heat events;
- in the event of a heat emergency, sending notifications via social media
regarding potential compounding factors such as power outages, water
shortages, or air quality alerts; and
- encouraging neighbours to look after each other and vulnerable members of their
family/community;
 deploy the two water bottle filling stations to public areas where there is a demonstrated
need;
 install City tents in public areas (e.g. parks) to create shaded areas (capacity would be
limited due to current physical distancing requirements); and
 portions of city facilities that are now closed could be re-opened specifically for a cooling
station function, controlling access, and physical distancing – this involves additional
costs to meet associated staffing and cleaning needs.
Long-term approach – in preparation for Summer 2021
 involves preparation of a Heat Response Plan (in coordination with community partners,
such as the Tri-Cities Healthier Communities Partnership); and
 would be considered a new project to be funded in the 2021 budget.
Components of a long-term approach include:
-

-

-

-

identifying areas that are most affected (e.g. highly dense urban areas with high heat
island effect like Newport Village, Suter Brook, Klahanie or buildings that lack air
conditioning or cooling, or areas where people have reduced mobility or social
supports);
identifying populations that are most affected – seniors, especially those living in
older apartments that lack air conditioning or cooling; residents with underlying
medical conditions, particularly heart and respiratory conditions (extreme heat also
linked to poor air quality), new Canadians with language barriers, low income
families with young children, people living in low-income housing, socially isolated,
homeless, and residents living with mental illnesses;
connecting with non-profits, public agencies, and service providers to incorporate
their assets into an extreme heat response (including schools which are typically
closed during extreme heat). Directing residents to sites managed by external
partners which expand potential cooling sites across the City and are familiar places
for those who are already connected to these services;
planning for cooling stations on city-owned land and/or in facilities – typical cooling
stations are inside existing city facilities e.g. library, recreation centre, other civic
facilities;
3
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-

-

-

providing bottled water to at-risk and homeless populations;
opening all pools (at a reduced price, or make it free) and spray parks and extending
hours of operation (possibly even overnight);
creating temporary shade structures – tents/canopies (with or without misters or
portable air conditioning units) – located in parks and most affected areas (areas with
high heat island effect and most vulnerable residents);
installing permanent or temporary cooling oasis/misting stations in high pedestrian
areas (parks, civic facilities, plazas e.g. Queens St plaza);
mapping out cool spots or places to beat the heat (cooling stations, misting stations,
treed areas, pools, spray parks, cooling tents) and posting this information to the
city’s website and through other social media outlets; and
working with strata councils and businesses to help them create on-site cooling
areas (e.g. inside amenity areas, above grade outdoor shared areas, green roofs); or
ground level outdoor areas (plazas, parks, playgrounds, green space).

Other Option(s)
1. THAT the report dated July 8, 2020 from the Planning and Development Department –
Policy Planning regarding Planning for Extreme Heat Preparedness be received for
information.
2. THAT an alternative short-term approach for Summer 2020 be provided that includes…..
3. THAT staff be directed to proceed with the preparation of a Heat Response Plan to be
completed for Summer 2021.

Financial Implications
The costs associated with planning for an extreme heat response will vary depending on the
level and scale of the response. Staff can report back with more detailed costs and staffing
implications following further Council direction on the desired level of response.

Communications and Civic Engagement Initiatives
Subject to Council’s direction, a communication plan may be required to inform residents and a
municipal response to extreme heat could involve engagement with neighbouring municipalities,
non-profit service providers, School District No. 43, and local businesses.

Council Strategic Plan Objectives
The 2019-2022 Council Strategic Plan priority of Health City includes a focus on providing local
services and access to amenities to meet the needs of all residents, ensuring community safety
and emergency preparedness.

Attachment(s)
1. Letter from Dr. Ingrid Tyler, Medical Health Officer, Fraser Health Authority dated
May 22, 2019.
2. Cooling Station Options Summary.

Report Author
Mary De Paoli
Manager, Policy Planning
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Item 12.4

May 22, 2019
His Worship Rob Vagramov
Mayor, City of Port Moody
100 Newport Drive
Port Moody, BC V3H 5C3

Dear Mayor Vagramov,
The Fraser Health Medical Health Officers are concerned about the impacts of extreme heat
in our region and are sharing resources to raise awareness and provide guidance for what
municipalities can do to protect their residents, particularly the most vulnerable, from extreme
weather due to climate change. In 2009 in B.C. there were 156 excess deaths attributable to
an extreme heat event and there are an estimated excess 300 deaths associated with heat
waves annually in Canada. Those most at risk include: children, the elderly, people on certain
medication, and the homeless.
Extreme heat plans have been shown to be effective across North America. We recommend
that you and your staff consider incorporating recommendations from the BCCDC’s guide for
municipal heat preparedness into your plans, including mapping assets that can be helpful in
extreme heat situations, hosting extreme heat information on your website, reaching out to
your community through social media, and working with organizations who work with
vulnerable populations, such as the homeless, to provide water.
Health Canada also has a variety of resources that are free for use. There are audiencespecific public heat-health brochures that use consistent and evidence-based heat-health
messages tailored to the needs of vulnerable groups:
1234-

Keep children cool! Protect Your Child from Extreme Heat
You’re active in the heat. You’re at risk! Protect Yourself from Extreme Heat
It’s way too hot! Protect Yourself from Extreme Heat
Staying Healthy in the Heat fact sheet

Workers who are outside during the hottest hours are also at risk. Information
resources are available to protect your employees, such as parks and recreation staff
and engineering/maintenance workers, from extreme heat.
We need your help to take care of the health of vulnerable people in your community.
If you have any questions regarding these resources or how you can get further involved,

Medical Health Officer
Fraser Health

400 – 13450 102nd Avenue
Surrey, BC V3T 0H1
Canada

Tel: (604) 587-3828
Fax: (604) 930-5414
www.fraserhealth.ca
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please do not hesitate to contact the Fraser Health Climate Health Lead, Dr. Andrew Larder at
andrew.larder@fraserhealth.ca.

Sincerely,

Dr. Ingrid Tyler, CCFP, MHSc, MEd, FRCPC
Medical Health Officer – Medical Director,
Fraser Health Authority
Cc:

Amy Lubik – HCP Representative
Richelle Foulkes – Community Health Specialist, Fraser Health, Port Moody

Medical Health Officer
Fraser Health

400 – 13450 102nd Avenue
Surrey, BC V3T 0H1
Canada

Tel: (604) 587-3828
Fax: (604) 930-5414
www.fraserhealth.ca
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Cooling Station Options Summary
Option
Pedestal Fans

What’s required
 Power

Misting Fan

 Power
 Water

Misting Fan Add-On
Kit
Evaporative Cooler






Outdoor Air
Conditioner

 Most likely 3
phase power

 True cooling
 Can be rented with set-up included

Misting Tent or
Arch

 Water
 Power for
inflatable arch

 A mechanical timer or foot activator
could be added so that water is not
always on
 A self-contained unit

Construct a Misting
Station

 Water

 Relatively inexpensive
 Foot activation/timer can be added
 Can be built in-house to our own
specs

Cooling Misting
Stand

 Water

 Very inexpensive
 Very easy to move and set-up
 A mechanical timer (or foot switch)
could be added so that water is not
always on

Power
Water
Power
Water

Advantage
 Simple to use
 Purchased or rented
 Does not get user wet
 City may already own some
 Can be outdoors in the elements
 Most likely won’t get the user wet
while cooling them down






Can be used on an existing fan
Inexpensive
Can be outdoors in the elements
Won’t get the user wet while cooling
them down

Disadvantages
 Should be used under cover
 May be noisy

Cost
 $438 and up to buy at
ULine
 No rental price obtained

 Commercial units are expensive and
the larger units may take time to move
due to their size.
 Rental units may be difficult to find
locally.

 $851 to $6,157 to buy
 No rental price obtained

 $63 on Amazon
 Commercial units are large and would
be difficult to move
 Requires replacement evaporative
pads
 Rental units may be difficult to find
locally.
 Would require a partially enclosed tent
to really take advantage of the cooling
 Not energy efficient
 3 phase power may not be available at
the desired location
 May take time to set-up and take down
each day
 For safety, anchoring or weights will be
required
 Gets you wet to cool you down
 Will need to be constructed
 May take time to set-up and take down
each day
 For safety, anchoring or weights will be
required
 Gets you wet to cool you down
 Gets you wet to cool you down

 $1,106 and $5,353 to buy
at ULine
 No rental options found

 Rental rate $1,405/4
weeks, including deliver
and set-up

 $1,500 to buy on Amazon

 Misting kits start at $35
and go up
 Activation system varies
dependent on method

 $20 at Canadian Tire
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Date:
July 15, 2020
Submitted by: Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services Division
Subject:
Adoption of Housing Agreement Bylaw, No. 3196
At the July 14, 2020 Regular Council meeting, Council considered a report dated June 17, 2020
from the Planning and Development Department – Development Planning Division regarding
Zoning-Development Permit Development Approval – 3105-3113 St. Johns Street (Mixed-Use,
FL Group GP Ltd.) and passed the following resolutions:
RC20/277
THAT third reading of City of Port Moody Zoning Bylaw, 2018, No. 2937, Amendment
Bylaw No. 17, 2019, No. 3195 (3105-3113 St. Johns Street) (CD75) and third reading of
City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196 (3105-3113 St. Johns
Street) be rescinded as recommended in the report dated June 17, 2020 from the
Planning and Development Department – Development Planning Division regarding
Zoning-Development Permit Development Approval – 3105-3113 St. Johns Street
(Mixed-Use, FL Group GP Ltd.);
AND THAT Bylaws No. 3195 and No. 3196 be read a third time as amended;
AND THAT Bylaws No. 3195 and No. 3196 be now adopted;
AND THAT Development Permit 2018-128 be authorized for issuance;
AND THAT the Mayor and Corporate Officer be authorized to execute the necessary
legal documents required in support of this application.
However, giving third reading and adoption of a Housing Agreement Bylaw in a single meeting
is not legislatively permitted. Therefore, City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020,
No. 3196 (3105-3113 St. Johns Street) (Attachment 1) will again be before Council for
consideration of adoption at the Special Council meeting to be held on July 21, 2020.
The recommended resolution is:
THAT City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196
(3105-3113 St. Johns Street) be now adopted as recommended in the memo dated
July 15, 2020 from the Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services
Division regarding Adoption of Housing Agreement Bylaw, No. 3196.
Attachment(s)
1. Draft City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196
(3105-3113 St. Johns Street).
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Report Approval Details
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- Attachment 1 - Draft City of Port Moody Housing Agreement
Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196 (3105-3113 St. Johns Street).pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jul 15, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 15, 2020 - 2:23 PM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 15, 2020 - 2:28 PM
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Bylaw No. 3196
A Bylaw to authorize Council to enter into a Housing Agreement pursuant to section 483 of the
Local Government Act.
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Housing Agreement Bylaw,
2020, No. 3196 (3105-3113 St. Johns Street)”.

Authorization
2.1

Council hereby authorizes the agreement, substantially in the form attached
hereto as Schedule “A”, between the City of Port Moody and Porte Development
Corporation with respect to the following lands:
LOT 3, DISTRICT LOT 190, GROUP 1, NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT
PLAN 11618
PID: 009-553-789
LOT 4, DISTRICT LOT 190, GROUP 1, NEW WESTMINSTER DISTRICT
PLAN 11618
PID: 009-553-819

3.

Execution of Documents
3.1

4.

Attachments and Schedules
4.1

5.

The Mayor and Corporate Officer are authorized to execute any documents
required to give effect to the Housing Agreement.

Schedule “A” – Section 219 Covenant – Housing Agreement.

Severability
5.1

EDMS#475216

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

1
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Read a first time this 14th day of January, 2020.
Read a second time this 14th day of January, 2020.
Read a third time this 14th day of January, 2020.
Third reading rescinded this 14th day of July, 2020.
Read a third time as amended this 14th day of July, 2020.
Adopted this

day of

R. Vagramov
Mayor

, 2020.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3196 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

Housing Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196 (3105-3113 St. Johns Street)
EDMS#475216
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Schedule A to Bylaw No. 3196

SECTION 219 COVENANT – HOUSING AGREEMENT
This Agreement dated for reference the ___ day of _______, 2020 is
BETWEEN:
1079324 B.C. Ltd (Inc. No 1079324), a company incorporated under the laws of
the Province of British Columbia having an office at 806-788 Hamilton Street,
Vancouver, BC V6B 0E9
(the “Developer”)
AND:
THE CITY OF PORT MOODY, a municipality incorporated under the
Local Government Act, having its office at 100 Newport Drive, Port Moody, BC
V3H 3E1
(the “City”)
WHEREAS:
A.

The Developer is the registered owner of the Lands as defined in section 1.01;

B.

The Developer wishes to obtain development permission with respect to the
Lands and wishes to create a 70-Unit development;

C.

The Developer has agreed to designate seven (7) of the Units as Affordable
Housing Units;

D.

The Developer has further agreed that all Units are and remain available for
rental;

E.

The City wishes to ensure that the Affordable Housing Units are secured as such
on the terms set out herein for the Term of this Agreement from the date of
registration of this Agreement in the LTO;

F.

Section 483 of the Local Government Act authorises the City, by bylaw, to enter
into a Housing Agreement;

307068.00001/93851791.3
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G.

Section 219 of the Land Title Act permits the registration of a covenant of a
negative or positive nature in favour of the City in respect of the use of land or
construction on the land;

H.

The City adopted Housing Agreement Bylaw No. 3196, authorizing the City to
enter into this Agreement on the terms and conditions contained herein; and

I.

The Developer and the City wish to enter into this Agreement to restrict the use
of, and construction on, the Lands on the terms and conditions of this agreement,
to have effect as both a covenant under section 219 of the Land Title Act and a
housing agreement under section 483 of the Local Government Act.

NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein and in
consideration of the payment of $1.00 by the City to the Developer (the receipt and
sufficiency of which is acknowledged by the Developer), the parties covenant and agree
with each other as follows, as a Housing Agreement under section 483 of the
Local Government Act, section 219 of the Land Title Act and as a contract and a deed
under seal between the parties and the parties hereto further covenant and agree that
the Lands shall not be used or built on except in accordance with this Covenant as
follows:
1.

DEFINITIONS

1.01

Definitions
In this Agreement:
(a)

“Affordable Housing Units” means collectively, the seven (7) Units
designated as Affordable Housing Unit Tier 1 or Affordable Housing Unit
Tier 2;

(b)

“Affordable Housing Unit Tier 1” means the four (4) Units in the Proposed
Development which are made available for rent at a 30% discount of
appraised market rates for the duration of the Term;

(c)

“Affordable Housing Unit Tier 2” means the three (3) Units in the Proposed
Development which are made available for rent at a 10% discount of
appraised market rates for the first twenty (20) years of the Term, and
thereafter at market rates;

(d)

“Agreement” means this Housing Agreement/Section 219 Covenant;

(e)

“BC Housing” means the British Columbia Housing Management
Commission;

307068.00001/93851791.3
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(f)

“City Personnel” means any and all of the City’s elected officials, board
members, officers, directors, employees, and agents;

(g)

“CPI” means the means the All-Items Consumer Price Index for
Port Moody, BC published from time to time by Statistics Canada, or its
successor in function;

(h)

“Development Permit” means Development Permit No. ______ issued by
the City;

(i)

"Developer" includes any successor in title to the Lands or a Unit or
person or company that purchases the Lands or a Unit from time to time;

(j)

“Eligible Tenant” means a Tenant having a cumulative annual household
income of:
(i)

in respect to a one-bedroom Affordable Housing Unit Tier 1,
$51,500.00 or less;

(ii)

in respect to a two-bedroom Affordable Housing Unit Tier 1,
$63,000.00 or less; or

(iii)

in respect to a three or more bedroom Affordable Housing Unit
Tier 1, $73,500.00 or less;

provided that, the above-mentioned amounts shall be re-adjusted on the
date (the “Readjustment Date”) that the City issues the occupancy permit
for the Affordable Housing Unit based on the then current Housing Income
Levels published by BC Housing or its successors in function,
commencing January 1st, following the Readjustment Date;
(k)

“Interest” means the property interest of the owner or owners of the
Affordable Housing Units;

(l)

“Land Title Act” means the Land Title Act, RSBC 1996, c.250;

(m)

“Lands” means the land described in item 2 of the Land Title Act Form C
to which this Agreement is attached;

(n)

“Local Government Act” means the Local Government Act, RSBC 2015,
c.1;

(o)

“LTO” means the Land Title Office;

(p)

“Market Rental Rate” means the fair market rent that would be payable for
a similar size and quality of Unit in a similar development in the same
location as the Proposed Development, as determined by an appraiser
retained by the Developer and approved by City of Port Moody;
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(q)

“Permitted Rent” means the rent for each particular Affordable Housing
Unit Tier 1 and each Affordable Housing Unit Tier 2, which Permitted Rent
shall not exceed:
i. for the Affordable Housing Units Tier 1, Market Rental Rate

discounted by 30%;

i.

for the Affordable Housing Units Tier 2:
a. Market Rental Rate discounted by 10% for the first twenty
(20) years of the Term; and
b. at market rates, after the first twenty (20) years of the Term,
as such rents may be increased on January 1 of each year by the
amount permitted under the Residential Tenancy Act;

(r) “Proposed Development” means the development on the Lands
contemplated in the Development Permit and this Agreement;
(s) “Public Housing Body” shall have the meaning set out in Residential
Tenancy Act Regulation 477/2003 and for the purposes of this Agreement
means the City of Port Moody;
(t) “Rental Accommodation” means a Unit that is, at the sole discretion of the
Unit Purchaser, who owns such Unit, made available for rent to a Tenant
for residential use;
(u) “Residential Tenancy Act” means the Residential Tenancy Act, SBC 2002,
c.78, as amended from time to time;
(v) “Strata Property Act” means the Strata Property Act, SBC 1998, c.43, as
amended from time to time;
(w) "Tenancy Agreement" means a tenancy agreement, lease, license, or other
agreement granting a Tenant rights to occupy a Unit;
(x) “Tenant” means a tenant (including a subtenant) or occupant of an
Affordable Housing Unit by way of a Tenancy Agreement;
(y) “Term” means the term of this Agreement being the greater of 60 years or
the useful life of the building that contains the Units;
(z) “Unit” means a residential dwelling unit and includes an Affordable Housing
Unit; and
(aa) “Unit Purchaser” means the registered owner of a Unit in the Proposed
Development from time to time and, in this context, includes the Developer.

307068.00001/93851791.3
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2.

COMMENCEMENT OF TERM

2.01

The Term of this Agreement commenced upon issuance of an occupancy permit
by the City of Port Moody.

3.

RENTAL ACCOMMODATION

3.01

The Developer covenants and agrees with the City that the Lands and any Unit
on, or to be constructed on the Lands, shall be used and occupied only in strict
accordance with the terms of the Agreement.

3.02

Rental Disclosure Statement
The Developer covenants and agrees with the City that no Unit in any building
on, or to be constructed on, the Lands, shall be occupied or used for any purpose
whatsoever unless and until the Developer has:

3.03

(a)

before the first Unit in the Proposed Development is either offered for sale
or conveyed to a Unit Purchaser without being offered for sale, filed with
the Superintendent of Real Estate a Rental Disclosure Statement pursuant
to the Strata Property Act, designating all of the Units on, or to be
constructed on the Lands in the Proposed Development, as rental
available strata lots such that each and every Unit may, while this
Agreement is in place, either be occupied by a Unit Purchaser or rented to
a Tenant; and

(b)

given a copy of the filed Rental Disclosure Statement to each prospective
Unit Purchaser of any Unit in the Proposed Development before the
prospective Unit Purchaser enters into an agreement to purchase a Unit.

Rental Accommodation
The Developer further covenants and agrees with the City that despite any strata
corporation bylaws to the contrary, each and every Unit on, or to be constructed
on the Lands, must always be available for either (i) use or occupation by the
Unit Purchaser (and/or any family members, guests or invitees of the Unit
Purchaser and any other person permitted to use or occupy a Unit by the Unit
Purchaser at the Unit Purchaser’s sole discretion without condition) or (ii) as
Rental Accommodation, as determined by each Unit Purchaser, acting in that
Unit Purchaser’s sole discretion.

3.04

The Developer and any subsequent Unit Purchaser will provide notice of this
Agreement to any potential Unit Purchaser persons prior to any such potential
Unit Purchaser entering into an agreement of purchase and sale, agreement for
sale, or option or similar right to purchase as part of the Disclosure Statement for
any part of the Proposed Development prepared by the Developer pursuant to
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the Real Estate Development Marketing Act (British Columbia) in respect of the
Proposed Development.
3.05

3.06

A Unit Purchaser may, but is not obligated to, rent or lease the Unit Purchaser’s
Unit in accordance with the following conditions:
(a)

the Unit will be used or occupied only pursuant to a Tenancy Agreement;
and

(b)

the monthly rent payable for the Unit may be market rent (as determined
by the Unit Purchaser and the tenant), subject only to the provisions of the
Residential Tenancy Act as amended or replaced from to time.

Occupancy and Use of Units
For greater certainty, and notwithstanding anything else contained herein,
nothing contained herein will be interpreted or construed as restricting or
preventing any Unit Purchaser and/or any family members, guests or invitees of
the Unit Purchaser from occupying and residing in the Unit Purchaser’s Unit and
using such Unit for such purposes as the Unit Purchaser may determine, in his,
hers or its sole discretion, from time to time (including, without limitation, renting
or leasing his, hers or its Unit to such person or persons from time to time for
such periods of time and on such terms and conditions as the Unit Purchaser
may determine, in his, hers or its sole discretion).

3.07

Affordable Housing Units
The Developer further covenants and agrees with the City that the Lands shall
contain not less than seven (7) Affordable Housing Units and further that despite
any sale of the Affordable Housing Units as contemplated under Section 3.09
below:
(a)

at all times the Affordable Housing Units Tier 1 may be only used or
occupied by Eligible Tenant;

(b)

at all times the Affordable Housing Units Tier 2 may only be used or
occupied by a Tenant; and

(c)

each of the Affordable Housing Units will be used and occupied pursuant
to a Tenancy Agreement which Tenancy Agreement shall contain a clause
entitling the Developer to terminate the Tenancy Agreement if:
(i)

an Affordable Housing Unit Tier 1 is occupied by a person or
persons other than an Eligible Tenant;

(ii)

an Affordable Housing Unit Tier 2 is occupied by a person or
persons other than a Tenant;
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(iii)

the Affordable Housing Unit is occupied by more than the number
of people the City's building inspector determines can reside in the
Affordable Housing Unit given the number and size of bedrooms in
the Affordable Housing Unit and in light of any relevant standards
set by the City in any bylaws of the City;

(iv)

the Affordable Housing Unit remains vacant for three consecutive
months or longer, notwithstanding the timely payment of rent; or

(v)

the Eligible Tenant or Tenant subleases the Affordable Housing
Unit or assigns the Tenancy Agreement in whole or in part,

in the case of each breach, the Developer hereby agrees with the City to
forthwith provide to the Eligible Tenant or Tenant a notice of termination.
The notice of termination shall provide that the termination of the tenancy
shall be effective the date that is two (2) months following the date that the
Developer provided the notice of termination to the Tenant;
(d)

a copy of this Agreement shall be attached to all Tenancy Agreements for
the Affordable Housing Units;

(e)

the Affordable Housing Units shall not be rented for more than the
Permitted Rent;

(f)

the location of Affordable Housing Units will be determined prior to the
occupancy of any Unit in accordance with section 3.08 and may not be
changed thereafter;

(g)

no Affordable Housing Unit shall be rented on less than a 30 days rental
period, whatsoever; upon written request of the City, the Developer will
provide to the City a written report and if requested, a statutory
declaration, confirming to the City’s satisfaction the rents charged for the
Affordable Housing Units in the Proposed Development within 30 days of
receipt of the request; and

(h)

for the purposes of this Agreement and the provision of the four (4)
Affordable Housing Units Tier 1, the Developer acknowledges and agrees
that the Affordable Housing Units Tier 1 are being provided on behalf of
the City, in its capacity as a Public Housing Body.
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3.08 Selection of Affordable Housing Units
The Developer covenants and agrees with the City that it will designate seven (7)
Affordable Housing Units in the Proposed Development, however the selection
and location of Affordable Housing Units in the Proposed Development shall be at
the Developer’s sole discretion, provided that at minimum, the Developer will
designate one 3-bedroom Unit, two 2-bedroom Units.
3.09 Sale of the Affordable Housing Units Tier 1
The Developer covenants and agrees with the City that the Affordable Housing
Units Tier 1 may not be sold or otherwise transferred individually.
4.

DEMOLITION OF UNITS

4.01

The Developer will not demolish a Unit unless:
(a)

the Developer has obtained the written opinion of a professional engineer
or architect who is at arm’s length to the Developer that it is no longer
reasonable or practical to repair or replace any structural component of
the Unit, and the Developer has delivered to the City a copy of the
engineer’s or architect’s report; and

(b)

the Building in which a Unit is located is damaged or destroyed, to the
extent of 75% or more of its value above its foundations, as determined by
the City in its sole discretion;

and, in each case, a demolition permit for the Affordable Housing Unit has been
issued by the City and the Unit has been or will be demolished under that permit.
4.02

Should a demolition permit be issued in accordance with Section 4.01 within the first 20
years of the Term, the Lands shall not be redeveloped unless such redevelopment
includes the provision of not less than four (4) equivalent replacement Affordable
Housing Units Tier 1 and not less than three (3) equivalent replacement Affordable
Housing Units Tier 2.

Should a demolition permit be issued in accordance with section 4.01 after the
first 20 years of the Term, the Lands shall not be redeveloped unless such
redevelopment includes the provision of not less than four (4) equivalent
replacement Affordable Housing Units Tier 1.
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5.

STRATA CORPORATION BYLAWS

5.01

This Agreement will be binding upon all strata corporations created upon the
strata title subdivision of the Lands or any subdivided parcel of the Lands.

5.02

The Developer further covenants and agrees with the City that this Agreement
shall be binding upon all strata corporations created upon the strata title
subdivision of the Lands or any building on the Lands pursuant to the
Strata Property Act and that upon the Lands, or any portion thereof, being
subdivided by way of a strata plan pursuant to the Strata Property Act, then:
(a)

this Agreement will charge each strata lot and shall be noted on the
common property record of the strata corporation; and

(b)

the strata corporation so created will be, at its cost, responsible for the
performance and observance of the Developer’s covenants and
obligations in this Agreement, and the Developer will cause such strata
corporation to execute an assumption agreement to give effect to the
foregoing, and, upon delivery of such assumption agreement to the City,
the Developer will be released from its obligations and liabilities
hereunder, except to the extent that is remains an owner of any one or
more of the Units.

Affordable Housing Units
5.03

Any strata corporation bylaw which purports to prevent, restrict or abridge the
right to use the Affordable Housing Units by Eligible Tenants or Tenants will have
no force and effect.

5.04

No strata corporation shall pass any bylaws preventing, restricting or abridging
the use of the Affordable Housing Units as such.

5.06

No strata corporation shall pass any bylaw or approve any levies which would
result in only the Developer or the Eligible Tenant or Tenant of an Affordable
Housing Unit paying any extra charges or fees for the use of any common
property, limited common property or other common areas, facilities, or indoor or
outdoor amenities of the strata corporation.
Rental Accommodation

5.07

The Developer further covenants and agrees with the City that any strata
corporation bylaw which prevents, restricts or abridges or purports to prevent,
restrict or abridge the right to use any of the Units as Rental Accommodation
shall have no force or effect.
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5.08

No strata corporation formed in respect of the Lands shall pass any bylaw(s)
preventing, restricting or abridging the use of the Lands, the Proposed
Development or the Units from time to time as Rental Accommodation.

5.09

No Unit Purchaser, nor any tenant or mortgagee thereof, shall vote for any strata
corporation bylaw purporting to prevent, restrict or abridge the use of the Lands,
the Proposed Development, the Affordable Housing Units or the Units from time
to time as Rental Accommodation.

6.

DEFAULT AND REMEDIES

6.01

Notice of Default
The City may give to the Developer written notice to cure a default under this
Agreement within 30 days of receipt of notice. The Developer must act with
diligence to correct the default within the time specified in the notice referred to
herein.

6.02

Costs
The Developer will pay to the City on demand by the City all the City’s costs of
exercising its rights or remedies under this Agreement, on a full indemnity basis.

6.03

Equitable Remedies
The City, in addition to its rights under this Agreement or at law, will be entitled to
all equitable remedies including specific performance, injunction and declaratory
relief, or any of them, to enforce its rights under this Agreement.

6.04

Specific Performance and No Penalty or Forfeiture
The Developer acknowledges and agrees with the City that:
(a)

specific performance, injunctive relief (mandatory or otherwise) or other
equitable relief may be the only adequate remedy for a default by the
Developer under this Agreement and that the City is entitled to obtain an
order for specific performance of this Agreement and a prohibitory or
mandatory injunction in respect of any breach by the Developer of this
Agreement. Further, the Developer agrees that the foregoing provision is
reasonable given the public interest in preserving the stock of Rental
Accommodation in accordance with this Agreement; and

(b)

it is entering into this Agreement to benefit the public interest in making
the Rental Accommodation available; and
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6.05

(c)

that the City’s rights and remedies under this Agreement are necessary to
ensure that this purpose is carried out; and

(d)

the City’s rights and remedies under this Agreement are fair and
reasonable and ought not to be construed as a penalty or forfeiture.

Cumulative Remedies
No reference to nor exercise of any specific right or remedy under this
Agreement or at law or at equity by any party will prejudice, limit or preclude that
party from exercising any other right or remedy. No right or remedy will be
exclusive or dependent upon any other right to remedy, but any party, from time
to time, may exercise any one or more of such rights or remedies independently,
successively, or in combination.

7.

LIABILITY

7.01

Indemnity
The Developer will indemnify and save harmless each of the City and the City
Personnel and their heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives,
successors, and assigns, from and against all claims, demands, actions, loss,
damage, costs, and liabilities, which all or any of them will or may be liable for or
suffer or incur or be put to by reason of or arising out of the entering into of this
Agreement or from any act or omission by the Developer or its officers, directors,
employees, agents, contractors, or other persons for whom at law the Developer
is responsible or from the Developer’s ownership, operation, management, or
financing of the Proposed Development or any part thereof.

7.02

Release
The Developer hereby releases and forever discharges the City and the City
Personnel and its and their heirs, executors, administrators, personal
representatives, successors, and assigns from and against all claims, demands,
damages, actions, or causes of action by reason of or arising out of advice or
direction respecting the ownership, operation, or management of the Proposed
Development or any part thereof which has been or hereafter may be given to the
Developer.
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8.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

8.01

City’s Power Unaffected
Nothing in this Agreement:

8.02

(a)

affects or limits any discretion, rights or powers of the City under any
enactment or at common law, including in relation to the use or
subdivision of land;

(b)

affects or limits any enactment relating to the use of the Lands or any
condition contained in any approval including any development permit
concerning the development of the Lands; or

(c)

relieves the Developer from complying with any enactment, including the
City’s bylaws in relation to the use of the Lands.

Agreement for Benefit of City Only
The Developer and City agree that:

8.03

(a)

this Agreement is entered into only for the benefit of the City;

(b)

this Agreement is not intended to protect the interests of the Developer or
Owner; and

(c)

the City may at any time execute a release and discharge of this
Agreement in respect of the Proposed Development or any Unit therein,
without liability to anyone for doing so.

Agreement Runs With the Lands
This Agreement burdens and runs with the Lands. All of the covenants and
agreements contained in this Agreement are made by the Developer for itself, its
successors and assigns, and all persons who acquire an interest in the Lands
after the date of this Agreement.

8.04

No Liability
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, the parties agree that
neither the Developer, nor any successor in title to the Lands, or any portion
thereof, will be liable for breaches of or non-observance or non-performance of
covenants contained in this Agreement occurring after the date that the
Developer or its successors in title, as the case may be, ceases to be the
registered or beneficial owner of the Lands or such portion thereof.
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8.05

Contractual Obligations
The covenants and agreements on the part of the Developer have been made by
the Developer as contractual obligations as well as being made pursuant to
section 483 of the Local Government Act and as such will be binding on the
Developer.

8.06

Priority of This Agreement
The Developer will, at its expense, do or cause to be done all acts reasonably
necessary to ensure this Agreement is registered against the title to each Unit in
the Proposed Development in priority to all charges and encumbrances which are
registered, or pending registration, against title to the Lands in the LTO, save and
except those as have been approved by the City or have been granted in favour
of the City.

8.07

Agreement to Have Effect as Deed
The City and the Developer each intend by execution and delivery of this
Agreement to create both a contract and a deed under seal.

8.08

Waiver
An alleged waiver by a party of any breach by another party of its obligations
under this Agreement will be effective only if it is an express waiver of the breach
in writing. No waiver of a breach of this Agreement is deemed or construed to be
a consent or waiver of any other breach of this Agreement.

8.09

Time
Time is of the essence in this Agreement.

8.10

Validity of Provisions
If a Court of competent jurisdiction finds that any part of this Agreement is invalid,
illegal, or unenforceable, that part is to be considered to have been severed from
the rest of this Agreement and the rest of this Agreement remains in force
unaffected by that holding or by the severance of that part.

8.11

Extent of Obligations and Costs
Every obligation of a party which is set out in this Agreement will extend
throughout the Term and, to the extent that any obligation ought to have been
observed or performed prior to or upon the expiry or earlier termination of the
Term, such obligation will survive the expiry or earlier termination of the Term
until it has been observed or performed.
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8.12

Notices
All notices, demands, or requests of any kind, which a party may be required or
permitted to serve on another in connection with this Agreement, must be in
writing and may be served on the other parties by registered mail, by facsimile
transmission, or by personal service, to the following address for each party:
If to the City:
100 Newport Drive
Port Moody, BC V3H 3E1
Attention: Planning Department
If to the Developer at the address shown on title in the LTO.
Service of any such notice, demand, or request will be deemed complete, if made
by registered mail, 72 hours after the date and hour of mailing, except where
there is a postal service disruption during such period, in which case service will
be deemed to be complete only upon actual delivery of the notice, demand or
request; if made by facsimile transmission, on the first business day after the
date when the facsimile transmission was transmitted; and if made by personal
service, upon personal service being effected. Any party, from time to time, by
notice in writing served upon the other parties, may designate a different address
or different or additional persons to which all notices, demands, or requests are
to be addressed.

8.13

Further Assurances
Upon request by the City, the Developer will promptly do such acts and execute
such documents as may be reasonably necessary, in the opinion of the City, to
give effect to this Agreement.

8.14

Enuring Effect
This Agreement will enure to the benefit of and be binding upon each of the
parties and their successors and permitted assigns.

8.15

Housing Agreement/Section 219 Covenant
(a)

The Developer acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement constitutes
a Housing Agreement entered into under section 483 of the
Local Government Act; and
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(b)

8.16

8.17

The Developer further acknowledges and agrees that the terms and
conditions of this Agreement constitute a covenant in respect of the use of
the Lands and any Units on or to be constructed on the Lands and
annexed to and running with the Lands and that the Lands shall only be
used in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and the City may
register this Agreement in the LTO against title to the Lands as a covenant
pursuant to section 219 of the Land Title Act.

The Developer acknowledges and agrees that:
(c)

this Agreement constitutes a Housing Agreement entered into under
section 483 of the Local Government Act;

(d)

the City is required to file a notice of Housing Agreement in the LTO
against title to the Lands; and

(e)

once such a notice is filed, this Agreement binds all persons who acquire
an interest in the Lands as a Housing Agreement under section 483 of the
Local Government Act.

Management and Long-Term Maintenance
The Developer covenants and agrees with the City that, in order to ensure the
long-term maintenance of the Affordable Housing Units, it will furnish good and
efficient management of the Affordable Housing Units and will permit
representatives of the City to inspect the Affordable Housing Units at any
reasonable time, subject to the notice provisions in the Residential Tenancy Act.
The Developer further covenants and agrees that it will maintain the Affordable
Housing Units in a good state of repair and fit for habitation and will comply with
all laws, including health and safety standards applicable to the Lands.

9.

INTERPRETATION

9.01

References
Gender specific terms include both genders and include corporations. Words in
the singular include the plural, and words in the plural include the singular.

9.02

Construction
The division of this Agreement into sections and the use of headings are for
convenience of reference only and are not intended to govern, limit or aid in the
construction of any provision. In all cases, the language in this Agreement is to
be construed simply according to its fair meaning, and not strictly for or against
either party.
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9.03

No Limitation
The word “including” when following any general statement or term is not to be
construed to limit the general statement or term to the specific items which
immediately follow the general statement or term similar items, whether or not
words such as “without limitation” or “but not limited to” are used, but rather the
general statement or term is to be construed to refer to all other items that could
reasonably fall within the broadest possible scope of the general statement or
term.

9.04

Terms Mandatory
The words "shall", “must”, and “will” are to be construed as imperative.

9.05

Statutes
Any reference in this Agreement to any statute or bylaw includes any subsequent
amendment, re-enactment, or replacement of that statute or bylaw.

9.06

Entire Agreement
The Parties agree that:

9.07

(a)

this is the entire agreement between the City and the Developer
concerning its subject, and there are no warranties, representations,
conditions or collateral agreements relating to this Agreement, except as
included in this Agreement; and

(b)

this Agreement may be amended only by a document executed by the
parties to this Agreement and by bylaw, such amendment to be effective
only upon adoption by City Council of a bylaw to amend Housing
Agreement Bylaw, 2020, No. 3196.

Governing Law
This Agreement is to be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance
with the laws of British Columbia. As evidence of their agreement to be bound by
the terms of this instrument, the City and the Developer hereto have executed the
Land Title Act Form C that is attached hereto and forms part of this Agreement.
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CONSENT AND PRIORITY AGREEMENT
In consideration of the sum of TEN ($10.00) DOLLARS and other good and valuable
consideration, COAST CAPITAL SAVINGS CREDIT UNION (the “Prior Charge
Holder”), the holder of the following financial charge(s) registered in the New
Westminster Land Title Office against title to the Lands charged by this instrument:

Mortgage No. CA6081896 and
Assignment of Rents No. CA6081897
(the “Security”)

for itself and its successors and assigns, hereby consents to the granting and
registration of the within Section 219 Covenant (the “Charge”) and grants priority to the
Charge over the Security and to the Prior Charge Holder’s right, title and interest in and
to the Lands charged by this instrument, in the same manner and to the same effect as
if the Charge had been executed, delivered and registered prior to the execution,
delivery and registration of the Security and prior to the advance of any money under
the Security.
As evidence of its agreement to be bound by the terms of this instrument, the Prior
Charge Holder has executed the Land Title Act Form C or D which is attached hereto
and forms part of this Agreement.
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Date:
July 14, 2020
Submitted by: Corporate Services Department – Legislative Services Division
Subject:
Draft MTIA Bylaw Amendment – Referral from Closed Council
At the July 14, 2020 Closed Council meeting, Council considered a report dated June 24, 2020
from the General Manager of Engineering and Operations regarding Bedwell Bay Road
Temporary Parking Restriction Update. Council subsequently referred draft Municipal Ticket
Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw No. 1, 2020, No. 3271 (Attachment 1)
to the Regular Council meeting of July 21, 2020 for consideration of first three readings.
The recommended resolution is:
THAT Municipal Ticket Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw
No. 1, 2020, No. 3271 be read a first, second, and third time as recommended in
the memo dated July 14, 2020 from the Corporate Services Department –
Legislative Services Division regarding Draft MTIA Bylaw Amendment – Referral
from Closed Council.
Attachment(s)
1. Draft Municipal Ticket Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw No. 1,
2020, No. 3271.
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Report Approval Details
Document Title:

Draft MTIA Amendment Bylaw, No. 3271 - Referral from Closed
Council.docx

Attachments:

- Attachment 1 - Draft Municipal Ticket Information Authorization
Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw No. 1, 2020, No.
3271.pdf

Final Approval Date:

Jul 15, 2020

This report and all of its attachments were approved and signed as outlined below:
Dorothy Shermer, Corporate Officer - Jul 14, 2020 - 10:54 PM
Tim Savoie, City Manager - Jul 15, 2020 - 1:45 PM
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Bylaw No. 3271
A Bylaw to amend two fines for contravention of parking regulations in the Street, Traffic, and
Public Places Bylaw, No. 1528.
The Council of the City of Port Moody enacts as follows:

1.

Citation
1.1

2.

This Bylaw may be cited as “City of Port Moody Municipal Ticket Information
Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw No. 1, 2020, No. 3271”.

Amendments
2.1

City of Port Moody Municipal Ticket Information Authorization Bylaw, 2020,
No. 3218 is amended by replacing the following two fines under Street, Traffic,
and Public Places Bylaw, No. 1528 in Schedule 2:

Street, Traffic, and Public
Places Bylaw, No. 1528

Section(s)

Full
Penalty
(paid
after 30
days)

Discounted
Penalty
(paid
within 30
days)

Park in Contravention of Traffic
Control Device

6.2.7

$50.00

$25.00

Stop/Park in Contravention of
Approved Signs

6.9.1

$50.00

$25.00

with the following two fines:

Street, Traffic, and Public
Places Bylaw, No. 1528

EDMS#512616

Section(s)

Full
Penalty
(paid
after 30
days)

Discounted
Penalty
(paid
within 30
days)

Park in Contravention of Traffic
Control Device

6.2.7

$100.00

$50.00

Stop/Park in Contravention of
Approved Signs

6.9.1

$100.00

$50.00
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3.

Severability
3.1

If a portion of this Bylaw is found invalid by a court, it will be severed and the
remainder of the Bylaw will remain in effect.

Read a first time this
Read a second time this
Read a third time this
Adopted this

R. Vagramov
Mayor

day of

day of
day of
day of

, 20 .
, 20 .
, 20 .

, 20 .

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of Bylaw No. 3271 of the City of Port Moody.

D. Shermer
Corporate Officer

City of Port Moody Municipal Ticket Information Authorization Bylaw, 2020, No. 3218, Amendment Bylaw No. 1, 2020, No. 3271
EDMS#512616
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